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the city, which, Beditise of its’ orkialty to
churches of vatlo 18 denominations, and the

view of Europe led to ‘apprehension of com-

wéalth” and ‘refinement ‘of ‘its “population,

clear, earnest and simple werds, Mr. Mars.

ing trouble, for the wave

needs no missionschool labor, ‘but which,

ton enforced union among

tion receded soon after it ‘arose, and it had
never fully recovered its early impulse, and
now struggled against the hindrances of

Christ, one body but many members.
this basis.

With

Christians upon

No other clerical representative

of our national church appeared prominently in the proceedings of the Conference, but
several laymen, some of them
blood, Lord A.. Churchill,
Lord

of noble
Radstock

of the
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popery, rationalism and the indifference of
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Trust.
The child leans on Its parent’s breast,
‘Leaves there its cares, and is at rest;
The bird sits singing by its nest,
;
And tells aloud
His trust in God, and so is blest
Neath every cloud.

:

He hath no store, he sows no seed,
Xet sings aloud and doth not need ;
», + By flowing streams or grassy mead
He sings toshame
Men, who forget, in fear of need,
A Father's name,

Ba

The heart that trusts forever sings,
And feels as light 4s it had wings;
A well of peace within it springs;
Come good or ill,
‘Whate’er to-ddy, to-morrow brings,
Itis His will!

with these two (thoaghts :«~thas as ‘America
bad given to England that mubificent’ Cnris-

and worldliness.

The impression left by these ‘moetings of

tian gentleman, tho Tate Mr. Peabby, we
should, sepd. to America at the next Con,
ference of the Alliance our best and ablest
;| men; ahd'thatitthe' Poperheld his Ecomenieal council; so'did we." ‘Mr. Fraser is ohe

of the most popular preachers’ in Scotland:
He isa pale, thoughtful-looking old young

Conference,

nance

, DERBY,

&

The

‘ruddy counte-

A

| man of immense emotional fervor, of most
kindly and Catholio spirit, his. warm and
annual ‘Conference of glowing: words} delivered with that ' most

ENGLAND, Nov. 27, 1869.

twenty-third

LW.
Thetime of the year is rather late
for religious anniversaries; the weather has

proved celd and Aull, but the meetings possdigelt copsidérable ‘inrerest and

erably well attended:
representation

of

Were tol-

There was

evangelical

a fair

Christiana

of the United Kingdom ; - Belgium, France;
and mission stations in, Bohemia, Spain and
northern

‘with - beaming,

‘and portly presence, seemed to brim

over with emotion whenever he spoke.

the" risnipelical ,Allfiirice his’ been held this
eek "in this ancient and central midland

Africa

were also represented; but

there wisn delogald Proms
A tiericd)
The great object -efthe Alliance is the
manifestationof the usity of the ehurch of
Christ, ‘the! promotion of a spirit of brotherly

peculiar yet effective tone, mnsichl Fecltative
conimoti to some

of the

early Wesleyaas,

told with great power upon.
The Doctor; has

the

audience.

traveled much in: Amoriea,

{ and he ‘grently rejoiced thatthe

Conference

of the Alliance was to be at, Ne ew, York next
year.
situ '
The Gongropationhliste fon a in "Di;
Stoughton of London, and thé Rey. J,B.
Paton of Nottingham, college, suitable.rep,
reszatatives, - Dr, Stoughton is: known iu
literature and theology, andis an able and

love; and the defunse and éxtension of Prot.

finished spedker.’ He addtessed us on'.what
he “called ‘perspective, in Christian trath,
Some people knew: poihing of it. Their

estant did Evangelical truth at home and
abroad. The report presented spoke of the

faith was like a Chinese picture, or ‘that
sketch on the willow-pattera plate: * Every

difficulty the Allisnce. had encountered during the year,owing to the extraordinary ecclesiastical and political excitement through
which this country had' been’ passing ; nevertheless a larger number of Jay and eleri‘ cal... members had been received into the
Alliance than during many years past; the
income of the soeiety had met its ‘expenditures, and the practical and world-wide

work of the Alliance had béen

very useful

and greatly blessed. At home, the Christian ‘evidence committee had eollected information as to the prevalence of skepticism

in our

large towns, and

employed

agents to attend infidel meetings and distribute. earefully-chosen tracts, as well. as to
combat, in ‘discussion, infidel’ objections.
Abroad, agents of the Alliance had been em-

thing ‘was

‘emphasized,

everything

was

prominent.

Denominational differences,
in-

The programme, of the Conference was

with | matte

had better let alone.

which it

I cannot say that I

altogether dissent from this estimate’ of the

position and” Operations of” the” Atliance.
Nevertheless, the Conference’ next Septefii-

ber ii New ‘York will be a “great” occasion’
Dr. Schaff reports that many leading theblogians

and

‘divines onthe

Continent

have

signified their intention.tojye present; it is
hoped the Atlantic steamers will take dele-

will Baptist in the land.

True,

the sehool

was, founded, and is still conducted, on the

broad, liberal . principlesof, union missionary efforts in

behalf of - destitute. orphaned

childhood ;- but it : is equally

true. that, the

originatoriof the noble: enterprise, aud most
indefatigable (laborer in. the cause, is: one
of our. own brethren, whose praise is on

the lips: of. all who, know isi
Perry.

R, P.

| CE: Blake, dis now: the! eflivient: pastor.
The Doctor's soul: panting
for a) moresexs
| pandéd sphere of action and avlargew uses
fulness than even, his interesting:
ble class
afforded, he. ; conceived. the plan ., fa, misgion sehool in some one of the destitute

of Minerva, one name, and that Christ's,
Was 0, inwrought that it could not be de:

but with the destraction of the
shield. ‘Mr. Paton spoke of the relation
of Christian faith to modern science, and
maintained that Christianity was absolute
truth and needed to be dogmatically taught,
but it did not oppose seicnce. It looked up-

the school must be brought from Eighth ave-

nite to Broidway, for the benefit of an intro-

on modern science

as

its own

child, yet it

sufficiently full and varied. «' There was a could not accept the conclusions of science
© séirée’'with opportunity formutual infroduc- ag final and unchapgeable,and while admits
tions and free ‘and friendly conversation. ting that its ownlanguage; the language
There were devotional meetings and busi of Seriptare, wad popular ‘and ‘mot scivn-

The following Sidi, Oct
© 11," the

pi:

lic installation of the school occurred;
such ‘wits the ititense intérest’ekeited,”

dnd
‘thut

RT A

ET

|is! whesy Howsa The. opeds ‘soma. what
are filled with slaried, and looks to his ‘Amrionn bishops

iar pettus » brisk, the slop iindows

1.

support,

for’
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WASHINGTON, D. C., Dee; 15, 1869.
"FINANCIAL SCHEMES AND’ PROBPECTS. amg.

tastes oan: be sited in thisline. The trade | but & few: of the most: prominent; . First:in inters
in Dry Goods has improved ‘very much estave financial questions, and, the developments

within the last 'few days, many ‘desirable
styles ‘going off ‘readily.

There will: not

of the past week demaustrate that fo
sharp contest upon the sub, jeet.

stobea
vocates

for further inflation of the Curréticy' muster a

be as much money spent’: for presents thig stronger force than was anticipated) and sre des

year; as: during the holidays: of: last year; termined,” in‘ the | House! 'of> Represéntatives: ab
yet many pursesiare being sensibly lighten | least; to press their: measure w ith vigor. 0yh
fo en
hetween 300 od! [At:theimeetingof the wool maufaet vote. on; Ingersoll’s Cs m,
urers,; a.day or two since;-the following was the fact that more, non this) of Ae em
TO!
oe he
present w, re for
told in: illustration of the freaks. of fashion to
6
add Poly pre to the ha Hitoo
and the follies of: the fashionable:
The gens | bitk! cotbiicy! ED
“tol
prea
;
tleman;:in, telling the stony, said that he | merhbers ‘opposed: to inflation 10 vateito
day the
aft 50
are in attendatice’ at the teachers’ meeting, beard the other day: of a very ,stylish article bill.on thef,table;; hut; they a ran
by a very, decided. majority,
,
pr tig
of
cloth
made
of
coarse
wqol,
at,
a
mill
in
held every. Tuesday evening in Dr. perry’ 8
vote, however, was modi 53 oy
tibsequent
spa ous residence. ‘Theseare all earnest, which he was formerly. interested sche, went vote to send thé bill, agaist the’ dmorstrance
to
the
mill
to
see
the
stylish
fabric,
when,
|
diligent, ho eful laborers ini the cause, and
of 'it§ “friends; ‘to ‘i commistes Undereood tobe
deeply feel tthe need ofa commodiots chapel lo! he recognized. if, as an article got, up. by. hostile to'it. | Themotives prompting to an effort
ol

himself over, thirty years; ago _ for, the. ne
*groes on the rice plantations of South Car;
that they may afresh devote time,
olina and Georgia, The treasurer of the

in the destitute region of their , first selec-

lation, now” bathed

magic of
hildhood!

‘in tears,

as

‘if by

the

‘a mother's voice in far away
May they ‘mot’ yet open," for

liberal donations, their well filled’ purses?
Ot; that he in‘'whode' hands are all ‘hearts,
may ‘dontintid’his benedictions on He: Morn:

ing Star Stiuday schoo] ! :

01

petty ahold ‘the young ‘then’ of oir large
cities, a few’ wordy" ds to" what has’ 'beén ‘ae:

Going

back dome 18 years tb’ the first’ ‘starting’ of
the “Young Méns Christian Association, we

From this; associations have been establish=

ed if East ‘and South’ Bpston, which,
the parent 'institation, now numbers
2,000 members, while, mainly through
etforts, 107 kindred organizations Have

with
over
their
been

formed in’ this ‘State’ ‘alone. The growth
from this small bégiunihg has been truly re:
markable. Tn 1860, there ‘were one handred
associations in the United States and British
and forty-

while in 1860, five hundred and thirteen

associations had been formed,

bership of 75,000.

last, at Portland,
number

with a mém-

The meeting

showed

and

that

he

was

Events

of the

in June

still better, the

then being 659 associations,

with

This little exhibit

prayer meeting at thé rooms of the Young
Men's’ Association was ‘originated, and is
still carried on by’ this association, from
which many of the merchants and business
aren derive daily spiritual stréngth.’ Open
air ‘preaching on the'common is also another

instrument
'6f good" started by ‘this’ dssocia
tion, the first meeting’ of ‘the Kind being

tors,

and, they, reason correctly, t at, nf

road to repudiation.
by the

But ot] ers a

on is the

romp

Western ‘states. In the distributibn’ofthiv:Nas
tional Bank® circalution 'these’states ‘obtained far

© RECIPROCITY.
It is.pbabis that the! effort. made to revive . the reciprocity measures heretofore
in operation between the United States and

Canada will prove a failure. « The Presi:
dent; opposes| it in his.message and it is
meeting little favor, in either House of Con:
gress. ; It. would

doubtless

with Canada, but it would

increase

trade

be: for: a portion

only.of the Union, and, in addition, it would

be approvingof a free trade policy, whickhas
advecates gdmong

us at present;

the Senate, and declares that if
were, to exist between the United
Canada it would inevitably lead
estrangement. No doubt a wise
of the affair, will he made. ;
jv
THE, SUEZ CANA La

free trade
States and
to political
disposition

| that:source, the

Southern and Westernmembers

are demanding an additional issue of greenbacks,
Congress, I believe and hope, will not comply
with this demand, but there is agrowing disposi

tion
ing
bills
each

to meet the case by “a” system of free bankon the present national ‘system.’ Several
looking to this'end have been introduced in
House, and some of them will doubtless be

enacted

during

the

session,

One af these bills,

that of Mr. Sumner,not only provides for a system
of banking but also provides for the retirement, of

legal ‘tender notes pari passu with thé issuing

of National Bank ‘notes, thus sectring’a thniform
“amount of currency and facilitating‘the returnté
specie pay ments.. This feature wilk be ogpdsedby

repudiators and inflationists because of this tens
dency, but will, it1s to he hoped, be, Topted, ;
POWERS OF THE SUPREME CCOURT,
ny

On Monday, Senatar, Drake

ogenpled

8lmost

the entire session » presenting his views upon
the’ potwer of the ‘8d pYeme Eatit to pi onounice
the ‘Yds - of Congréds uéonttiraiionsy, “The

dpeevh was the result! of sind invdstigation and

thought upon vandmporiant Bubjdets
© Strenmous:
efforts} are made inicertain quarters toerray:the
Supreme. Court Against, Congress, aud, (10, obs

struct the course of reconstruction . by. bi) dictal :

déctstons. ‘Rumots Have, been rifé th at He pi
Wie ‘abet te pronutince this, that, br thé other
reconstruction thegsure;: unconktittipriaks Mr:
There, are discouraging; reports, however, Drake’s: hill: and, speech: -arey intendedto avoid
concerning, its condition, which. it is hoped { suchaj catastrophe; and, will aid ip. elpcidating
may prove premature. ; Undoubtedly itwill | the subject, His views, in theiris ssc will
ul 1
suffer from the constant accumulation ef not be accepted by. Congress, but M
sand along a portion. of its; eonrse; for the bill, Covering a Prion ‘of ‘the’ Site’ Ca 3
Sufficient time. has. not yet elapsed to a
termine the success of this great enterprise.

winds: from the desert blow. across it constantly,

six. mouths,

in. one. direction

very

of the Nile near, Port, Said, will also negessitate constant dredging, while the Red Sea
channel is so narrow. as to render naviga-

tion with sailing vessels extremely difficult,
Sever al boats have already grounded while
passing through, and one ship, which was
built expressly for Canal traffic, has been
found to draw too much water, by a foot;
not on account of too great depth of keel,
but because of the sand which had drifted
into the channel,
The Chief engineer,
however, is, not in the least discouraged,
and after his plans are all executed, ex-

ZH

REULOGIES UPON? FESSERADkN, bt
Yesterday's: Nession ; of the Senate: ain

and

then; six months in. the other; ; The deposit |

likely to bécome ‘a'thw)

entirely, occupied. in, pronouneing, the reulogies
upon Senator Ies ssenden, in, the piesence, of &

distinguished audience, filling the galle ries of the

Senate, attracted thither’ by thé occasion. “An
unasual Humber of sendtors (Eleven) participated
inthe

2

Viooudings

and Peeabei alee estimate

xe or Cof political

antagonism,

Pé sonal ens

mies he Tad none in the Senate. “The

eulogies

were ‘fully up’ to” the’ usuil “standard of excels
lence, and several of them were of markdd inter=
est. . Eis

successor,

Senator, Morrill, announced

his death “in fitting terms, and offered the usual
resolutions.
awaited with

The remarks
considerable

of Mr. Sumner were
Interest,
cause the

presses no doubt of the perfect success ‘of personal relations betsveen” him 'dnd Mr. Fessenhad not ‘always’ been friendly, and some
the enterprise, It is certainly to be wished den
pretty sharp passages had odeurred between
that such may be the case, for, uniting the them. . It is proper to. say,
however; that, before
Mediterranean and Red Seas as it does, it Mr. Fessenden’s: death, kindly relations. had
affords a short transit between the two been re-established. Mr. Sumner’s effort on this
occasion was worthy of himself ‘and of is suboceans.
ject; and ‘exhibited his atcustonied elegabes ‘and
NATIONAL CONFERENCE.
A conference

of Nations,

through

their

scholarship.

The

‘edlogyof Sénatdr ‘Pdtterson

noticeable for: thie freshness of its miaterialy
representatives at Washington, has |‘been |r wes;
and the freedom with which it scanned the gome=
called by the President, to arrange for the what delicate passage of Mr. Kessenden’s
public
security of telegraph cables’in time of war, life connected” with the’ fhpedchnrent tridl. * His
to preyent exolusive concessions and the effort secured the elusédt kttention of ‘the Seitiite’
scrutiny of messages by improper officia)s, and audience: ' The: eulogy of My, Davik seemed
The evil that such a ¢ouncil would” seek fo to, im, quite as much ad alenstightion of the Ros
remédy is'a very grave ‘one, for, under’ the publican, party as at a commemoration, of, the

Held in 1836." "As a power for good) ‘Gukside présent Arrdngements, Frutice Has’ at all ‘character of Mr, Fessenden, , Senator Tamlin
the proceedings’ With a manly tribute to
of
the charch, theré 1s Hone that commands times thé exclusive: inspection of messages closed’
hundred; not being able to obtain even
his late col éag ite; whith fee ¥éd’ in pRUASTS from:
dresses were delivered and ‘papers read at
the" attention ‘of thinking" ‘mien’ so fully ‘ds transmitted over the French ‘cable, which ii | the Wélliknown ‘opposition “of ME Pessénden
“ stand fo room,” left ‘the ‘place EOrrowto
tha business meetings ; there was'a public
Du. -Steane enjoyed u wonopoly of" rep- ing. “The” ldte ” Tamented’ RG. Pardes, that of the Young Men's” Chiristtan Assoeid- timéof war’ would ‘opetate wholly in® her his (Hamlin’s) last election to the sengtess 1
dinner eich day with after-dipner speeches; resentation in himself, as he seemed the 'on- whose’ mentory will Hi gér among ns whild tion.” “Tn it there "14 ample ‘opportdhity fot favors Toeres is Foner of suck a eotivenEIROUTT
UD GIRS 4d, F HAHO
and On one evening sermons were. preach. 1y Baptist 6n the platform '6r amongst 'the Sunday schools shave the affections ‘of ‘thé work. ‘From’ it ‘thers goes’ out ifitd’ "thé | tion iw orl
The
nominations
of
“the
Préstaentiior Ofteult
meeiings,, pious, was oné of the speakers on” ‘that "oo donimunity ati inffaende that is perviding all
ed in chareh and. chapel; - The names-of brethren “who gpoke in’ the
Uri ECUMENICAL (COUNCIL,
Judges: ate moti alliacdeptabley
and that of: Yeas
the principal speakers and their themes may’ { Perhaps .one ought to acknowledge that casion.” In response to ‘the call for’ pupils, parts of the Tand.
mans
of
Kentucky
has
been
withdrawn,
©hjecs
t
The
Pops
has,
issued
I
bull
establishing
show the nature’oft he union dlréady secur he did his part «well, for, beforé the end of sixty names were enrolled" id' an’ appeal
The Methodist State” Convention, ‘which regulations
tions are mude to one or two of the ¢She
omi,
‘to
be
ohserved,
by
the
members,
ed, ang the spitit of ‘the Alliance, Of mem- the Conference, he fairly earned the dis- forlibrary funds was 1fberdity ret ‘by a convened in Boston on Tuesday of this week,
neées but ft is doubtfal if ‘they prevail WR,
to
bers of the church, of England, the ghief rep. tinction of the “irrepressible Doctor.” The colleetion ‘of $40." “So Auspitious ‘a’ begin holding. its session for two days, was one of of “he, Counil, Its proyisions, are in, keep, Hoar, Atty. General, was to-day oy
nes meetings and! public ; meetings, +

resentative was the Rev.

C.D.

Ad+

Marston,

Reetor of Keren), Manchester.

He spoke of

the doctrines of the Protestant

Reformation

ag being the dagtrines of the first Christian
era, and: the workof the Reformation as being similartol the work of our! Lord

apostles.

and the

These doctrines were the suprem-

acy ‘of God's written

word as against tra-

tifis, it felt that nature and ‘revelation were
alike of God.

foreigners. were few. Pasteur Boiayiile, of
Paris, asked prayer for France, spoke hopefully of God's work in Paris, but feared Pere
Iyacinthe had few followers ; Pastor, Roghe-

dien, of Brussels, told of the good effect of
the Alliance in Belgium jn drawing togeth.
er Protestant Christians who would otherwise have gcarcely known each other; the

dition and human, speculation ; : the right of Rev. A. Ben Olle), a Christian Jew, gave an
every man to read that word for himself as account of his work in Algiers and in Spain,
against
ation.

priestly exélusiveness and dominWith these came also the tridlbs that

all souls are equa] before God, and by faith
mem were equally kings and priests;o
salvation: was of grace, not of works;

that
that

sanetifieation was by the ‘Holy Bpirit, not by

sapripionts,

These were doctrines of ; God

and living doctrines, and they needed utter
anee wow. All systems were shaking;these]
truchs were eteril. © ‘No church'had a mo:

nopoly of trathy truth’ way Breater than
ohrghon No uniform zitual ar cregd cons
~y
ka

reproaching England that, though Spain
had been open to Evangelistic “efforts a
whole year, scarcely any use had been made

of

this glorious

epportunity

the gospel; the Rov, Mr.

of preaching

Hersohel told the

gtory.of his visit tothe land of

John Huss,

and spoke of the fragrance which still sus
rounded the memory of that brave man in
Bohemia, the whole of which land, another

speaker’ added, was like dry wood, and
needed but spark and a breath of ‘wind
sndjt would be all aflame with the. spirit

ning was ‘net shamed by the ‘after ‘history
of! the" enterprisey for, in ‘thre$” months,’
an‘efliciens corps of 50 officers and teachers,

under the judicious” superintéadency of Dr.
Perry, was enlisted forthe ‘religions train.
ing of over 200echolirs.
Soon,

however, the portents of approach-’

ing reverses ‘wero discernible among the
signs of the titnes; and, Jin, 17, 1869, this
gohle band of C! niistial workers, with

their

cherished nurslings * for ‘Christ, assembled
but to find themselves homeless—their hall

locked against them’; James Fisk,

of Erig

Ruilrond notoriety, having become proprietor of ‘the Operd

diating the

Monge,

and

lease granted

atte rly

repu-

by ‘the formar

owner, Mr, 8. 'N' Plke; ‘but the di-pensdtion, severe though it was at first, proved a
blessing in disguise, since it hecessitated on
Feb. 7,the removal of thé school4 distance of

Bilt & ntile, to ‘Apollo J [41T,corner of Broadway ‘and Twenty ighth Street; a'section of

the most
been

harmonious

held for

gatherings

years.

The

discussion were numefous.’
sion

"of

prohibition

Pemperance,

that has

subjects

under

'On "the discus-

"thé"

doétrine’

‘was’ fully’ ‘maintained, ahd’

of

committe wis’ appointed ‘to “express the
views of the Convention’ to the Legislatiure
at its’coming keSsion. As regards the Bible

in gehools'it wis ‘resolved’

' WThat it {8 the only cunidient rule of Christain faith, ‘and the palladium 'of our liber-

ties’; hence:

we: look on all atteripts to -ex-

cludes it from our publia schools, or to break
down its authortity,,as a. blow at the founda-

tion of Republicaniso”
The Baptist 8 are to have a mass misgionary meeting in this gity, on the first Wednos-

day in “Jantary,

to be

held in ‘the First

church (Df. Neale’ 8), during the day ‘and
evening.

he

“rg fof. IDAYS.
Throughout the ci: ¥». wherever, goods
suitable for Presents are to be obtained,

.

scarcity of currency in the Shutter: an

transferring it't0 states’ having the least. This
was distasteful to the Eastern states, and did
not become a law. Despdiring of relief from

Week.

The. London. Times fayors its rejection, hy

“At the present time, when $0 much ifs being done in the way. of ‘Christian ‘effort, es-

dottiplished mY not be'out of place.

“wear,

too expand! the currency,
ave different
ith, dif;

ferent members, , Some arg avowed,

forced to close out his ‘stock on hand toa less than their share, and-they now demand and
fashionable tailor on Washington Street, must have some. relief. JAn attempt was made
where it was eagerly taken by the * Younng at the last, session to meet their demand by a
withdrawal of National Bank cirgylation from
bloods and- fashionables.” ' MASTERS.”
the states possessing the largest ‘amount, and
Dec. 16.

ing quite an interest; and the English press
has several articles on
its significance.

RELIGIOUS MATTERS.

four,

more showy to

atany rate, not enough to insure ‘it an exist:
ence. The subject,” however, is ‘awaken-

«Boston - Notes: voy

Provinces,~in 1867; two hundred

mill admitted that it was even so, but ad.
ded ‘that the negroes now wanted something

not: many

!
“Wt! H. FoNenphN?
"New York, Dec. 8, 1869.

gives, ‘in brief, the result of one form of
Christian effort. The establishing of a noon

disclose.

CFA

duiét on,
!
"The ai ol now pumbers

to forty; and ere’ the ‘meeting closed,

which Bro. Perry and bis faithfally” zealous
co-adjutors i were’ permitted that ‘day’ to
quaff, only the feveltion ‘of dtornity ean

5 re

rt

the recent ones from the press of Prang' &
"A multitude of subjects has' been’ presented
Co., selling nearly as fast as printed. “All to Congress 'the past week,.of which I can: notice

nearly 100, 000 members.

ten

Naber
A

ance and fellowship -with the Morning Star
Sunday School. "As in the case of the
prophet, Mahomet must’ needs go to the
mountain since the ‘moeuntain “would not
go to Mahoniet ; so, since Broadway wotild
not go'to Eighth aventie ‘to visit the school,

class, and three smal] children, was swelled
little ones were enrolled ‘as the nucleus of
the
Morfing Star Sunday School.”
The
fullness and the’'sweetnees of the cup” from

lon Agooiilh

Art Gallerieshaving' large ' orders’ for the
holidays. * Chromos are’ in great demand,

portions of our sciy.; and mentioning the flid that, “Béginding in'a' Small way, it has
project to friends of the cause; belonging to gradually ‘Worked itself onward in a quiét
other denominations, whose Christianity,
and steady manner, until, at this time, it
like his own, . was. one of liberal actizities
stands before the community as dhe of tha
that knew
neither slumber nor dallianee greatest soitees of good to the young men
with duty, he atonce met with. such . en- of ‘the eity that ha§ ever "been established.
couragement. as led himtfo the, lease, fon In 1851 the Boston Association wasorganizthree years, of ahall in Pike's Opera house, ed; a few of our prominent citizens giving
coreer of Eighth Av, ‘enue and , Lwenty-third Heir ‘aid “and ‘attention to the movement.

lady members of Bro. Perrys former Bible

Jad Hy 2

of the

for the very reason of its surplusage

Fora cousileratind term of ‘years: he bad
beer prominently édnnected with: ‘the: Suns
day schoolof the First Free Baptist *Clinreh
of this: city of which our vexceilent:brothery

iw stand wil
a

iT

¥

5

10a

w

means and appliances of evangelism, is
the most eligible one to bring into acquaint-

;

stead of being in the background, were in Street.
the front along with the essentials’ of Chris
In ‘this building, dedicated, in the name
tian faith. He urged, ‘moreover, the dis- of the Mythologic Muse, to worldly divers
tinction’ between ' theology and religion, sions, thirteen persons, met on Sunday. af
We should estimate a man by, his creed seen ternoon, Oct. 4, 1868, to initiate a work
through his life, not. by. his ereed. alone. of and for God.” The sunlight of his ‘smile
Religion was the man, theology: only the rested on the inaugural” scene; and as’ the
dress ; religion was the ‘soul, theology the
sweet songs of Zion rose’ {fom hearts all
body; religion diffused truth, theology conthrobbing with the pulses of a Christly joy
served it; religion hadto do. with a divine in their new labor of love, passers-by ‘were
person; theology with: propositions.
We
attracted by the unusual sound of devotionwere one religiously.
The shield of the -al-melody within those walls, and the origichurch was not the black shield of theology, nal nimber, consisting 0f.DF. Perry and his
but the shield on which, as with the shield amiable wife, Bro. J. C. Judd, some young

ployedin Spain under the supervision.of stroyed

Christian gentlemen in that country. The
Cortes bad : been memorialized on the subjeet of religious liberty, and elsewhere redréss had been obtained
for persecuted
Protestant brethren.

iy

on the principal’ streets’
alluring goods. The book-sellers are: doing! a large business, especially in Juveniles: The trade in pictures: is ample,—our

tion,
man. His hair is thick and long but quite
| gray, and when helis daly gowned he looks gates for one fare théé and back ; and New talents and means to the glorious work.
like'n gray-wigged barrister. ' ‘He has'a fall York' says, if a thousand
visitors come they Indeed, sich a chapel has already been depower of utterance ufid a good deal of fucial shall be warnily and hospitahly Yeceived.
termined on, under the auspices of a benigexpression. His gray locks are not, hownant, Providence, and a building fund creatTHOMAS GoabBy.
ed, amounting at present to about $5,000.
ever, in any degree the mark of decaying
This will doubtless be ‘increased ere long
mental vigor or expired enthusiasm. He
to the required sum, say $38,000, for the
is full of energy and life, and speaks freely
New York Correspondence..
| wealth. of Broa wi
intersecting fashand eloquently, having much of the reviv%
QR
ionable streets was well rep
alistic element in him, and a great fondMORNING STAR SUNDAY SCHOOL.
ness for plain, colloquial,gospel preaching.
The institution, whose title forms the recent Goncert by the Hutchinson - family in
The Wesleyans were abundantly repre- caption, as its history is the subject of this aid of this enterprise ; and while they sang,
sented at the Conférence. * Dr. Rigg, of the article, has been but «seldom and briefly in their own inimitable style, some of the
Westminster Training Institution, deliver- mentioned in! your celumns, although its , melodies we so frequently hear in our social meetings, we noticed millionaires, |
ed the annual address, surveying kindly and existence and progress. should cause a
whose
faces probably glared with wild exgenerously the religious condition of Eu- thrill of gratitude to pervade the bosom of
citement
in the late Wall gireet gold specurope and America, and taking a favorable every Christian, especially of every Freeview of the work of the Alliance.’
Mr. McArthur, a. member of Parliament, presided at one of the meetings for business,
| Dr. Jobson, the President of the "Wesleyan

English Correspondence.

and often only an ‘impertinent and’ blunder. |

ing dntermeddling

ow

22, 1869. aE

and life of a new religious reformation ; and,
Iastly, Baron de[Ferrieres urged that aa sober

tained all that was divine; uniforaitywwas
of man, unity of God. 'We are one body in

3

wo#0toes

Ee

7

+| and others took part by presiding at busi- the Alliance upon many minds is that, the
8 in Canada pre) Soothbrs British Prov:
society, iin great measure, fails to lay hold
Ww. be
Il
charged 20 cents a year in addition to ness meetings or joining in the, discussions.
oe of the paper, to prepay t e' Postage to the
The Presbyterians of Scotland were repre« ofthe sympathies of our ‘best men’; that
when they come on its platform, they advoMinisters (ordain
jana licemsed,) in sented chiefly by the Rev. Donald Fraser of
¢ate principles wider and broader and more
inne
fe Frecw
ap Sat Conne ion. are Inverness, and Mr. Macfie, ‘member of Phrri ostod indo
th
Afentenngobtainin,
subseribers,
and id collecting
and forwarding'moneys.
liament for Leith, Mr, Fraser preached and comprehensive than the Alliance in its ba:
are allowed 10 pér.¢ent, on all moneys col
spoke, twice .in Conference; Mr, . Macfie sis admits; and that the work of the Ali
fe
remitted
hy
them.
:
Agents
and
others should
articularto give spoke frequently and was apparently -filled ance, at home especially, |iy very ‘meager,

advance,
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ing with the spirit of the, Catholic religion. the Senate to!fill the vacancy: od the hexch of the
The work of the Council is to he, done in Supreme Court, , Thiy nomination, is very, satis:
secret, No proposition is to be. made, nn- factory so far as hiy fitress is coneer ah but the
less it is conformable to the spirit. and tra= Georgians think that the vacaticy stontd have’
Bean filled from ‘their seétioh,ad’ Fudge’
Wiyne,
ditions of the Catholic Church.
It allows whose death created the: vacancy; was from their
very little liberty to individual members, State. Rumer had: it that Judge Grier hadires
his, in.
and many of the bishops are dissatisfied signed. This is not so} though he declares
with it. The Pope. says. that false human tentions to retire on the 1st of February next, If
science and impiety were never, before.so he doet so, an important change inthe pérsonel
ofthe Supreme court will have been effected.
strong as atthe present day, for they are well
Ju obedience to the call of . Congresy, the Sect
organized and hide themselves behind pre- retary of State has transmitted a list.of the States
tended aspirations for liberty. He sees that have ratified the 15th artiele of, pmendment,,
nothing to fear,however, for ‘the Church is It appears that 20 States, so. far, have , ratified it,
stronger than he ‘hedvensl”' The special though the ratification of two of them (Mo. and

douncil, caltedto declata the Holy

Father's

Kangis,) aro defective in’ form.

Of the rémhin-

ing sixteen’ States, eight, viz: RB. I, Towd, Nes
braska, Miss. ; Texas, Gui} Ala. dnd. (Minnesoty

infallibility, has adjournéd for the present,
since public opinion has ‘rendered such a are counted upon to: ratify, «and itis supposed
course unsdfe. The French Government has that, Obifo, will reconsider. hey, rejegtian, and rutity,
taken décided ground, and has notified the But should she fail to do so, and allowing
XN. Xs
there woul still be,
(ouncil that the declaration of infallibility to withdraw her ratification,
enough fo secure its’ Hdoption. T6'id’ erefore
cannot be countenanced and pollitically nul- morally!
lifies “the Concordat

and releases

from her obligations to the Holy See.

bo.

France

This

0értain to become a part of the

const

tion, ana will fitly complete the edifice (Qf equal

rights to all men.
h
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Manliness.

A Sermon.

@ymmunications,
|*

lly

BY HRIMOY,

upon him at his house, and

Thefe is a type of manliness to which

eG

let him

know

that you are interested in him and his work.

As

Pay him his salary promptly, without wait-

ing for him: to ask you, and send in occa«Break vp your fallow ground,and SOW not among the worldly and unchristian proudly assionally
a token of your appreciation of his
pire. . It is, chiefly, self-preservation, selfthorns.”
J. x. 133...
:
labors.
In this way you will secure his
controland
independence.
The
man
of
Watchman, ‘What of the Night?
One great charm of the Scriptures lies in
confidence and esteem, and make him a-usethe
world
never
admits
any
efficient
agenfrom
drawn
ly
—
the frequent ise of illus'rations
ful and acceptable pastor. Remember that
All ojects in nature cy, outside’ of himself, in all this manly
Although Bo prophet nor the son of a the patur lw rl'.
heis human and may have his imperfecachievement.
He
takes
‘counsel
with
his
prophet, there
re & few points of interest are thus conve tel iato teachers of divine
i
‘WW.
own interest, wills of his own unbiased tions as all others have.
As we look toward the heavens,
which it may be wellto statein reply to lessons.
chojce,
and
executes
With
his
own
right
the oft-repeated inquiry, ‘What is the pros- every shining starreveals to the soul a still
Rev. Theodore Moses.
The earth, with: all band. If he succeeds,he expects approval ;
pect?” The darkest night has its dawn. more shining truth.
and
we
do
well
to
recognize
and
reward
|
:
its
varied
seas
ms
»nd
forms
of
life,
is
but
dark.
India's night has been long and very
This good man died recently at his son's
bis merit, whatever its quality or degree.
For thousands of years the dark pall of one vast volu ue fi led .with illu:tra:ions of |
residence
in Minneapolis.
By a letter reThe
Christian
goes
beyoad
this,
and
al’
heathen might has been spread -over the divine things.
ways
attémpts
to
fill
a
higher
type
of
manceived
a
few
days
since
from
his youngest
Tne
prophet,
addressing
a
backslidden
land.
millions of this otherwise fair
teeming
Wasting

grimages,
ing ‘and

desolating

suttees,

infanticides,

awful

ghastly

sacrifices,

human

superstitions,

murders,

car-immolations

pil-

hook-swing-

have

carried

off

their myriads for generation after generation. - Revolution and change have swept

people, and calling them to repe:tince,
likened their moral state to a field, once

fruitful noder c iltivation, bat now uncaltivited, or fallow, and ‘consequently ‘cover
ed with thoinsand thistles.
Before man's

fall, thesea th, like his own

over the land, but have, in the main, leftall

was inclied

in the ‘dark.

was good; but after man became predisposed to evil, the Creator so far cursed the
ground as to make it an illustration of

Within the last century, God

bas given the supremacy into the hands of
enlightened, Christian Eogland. The old
established order of things has been, and is

to

produce

m ril -nature,

man’s own depraved

only

that

which

tendencies,—more in-

being, broken up. Improvements are introduced. Constitutional government takes

clined to produce thorns

the place of lawless violence and arbitrary

bors as his fallen state made necessary.
As the earth naturally produces thorns,

. rule.

Many of the most absurd, revolting

and cruel, rites of heathenism have been
abolished by the strong arm of law, and no

opposition shown.

Education and general

enlightenment have spread through the
country, Here, as elsewhere, the Missionaryof Corist has taken up his position ;sometimes in opposition to,at others,in connection
with, and not unfrequently in advance of,
the civil and the military arm. While human policy and greed of gain have often

controlled the councils of the state, the mesgengers of the Lord Jesus Carist have. diligently been sowing the good seed of the
kingdom.
Mission stations have been multiplied from Cape Comorin to the snowy
Himalayas, and from Assam on the east to
Sindh on the west. The preaching ofthe

word, by the living voice, by both native
and

foreign agencies, has been and still is

extensively

parts.

carried

Schools,

grades,

in

yes, pious

forward

in

of various

which

many

faithful,

educators are hard

dving much
phanages

almost all

and

different
earnest,

at work,

to enlighten the young.

are

Or-

and other more strictly religious

_ schools have
been much blessed as the
means
of pumerous conversions.
The
press, with its thousand tongues, is everywhere Bt work, scattering its numberless,

silent messengers broadeast over the land.
The

sacred scriptures, in whole or in part,

numerous and varied religious tracts, and
school books, also religious periodicals in
the native tongue, circulate freely in nearly

all the principal languages of India, and
must find many attentive readers.
The Native Christian Community in India is also becoming an important, and, to
some extent, aun influential body. Offices
of trust and emolument under government
are oceasionally filled by native Christians.
Some of them engage in trade, a few in
agriculture, others’ gre servants in Chris-

tian families, while
any are employed in
Printing Offices, and especially as teachers and preachers among their countrymen, Their numbers, strength and influence are yearly on the increase. I have
conversed: during the past few weeks, free-

than

that

which

was good, and to compel him to such la-

80 the heart of man tends

to

evil;

and as

the precious fruits of the earth must come
by the *‘sweat of the brow,” so he who
gathers fruit to life eternal must do so by
faithful labor and self-denial. And so utterly lostis

man,

that

no

seeds

or

germs

that can produce this fruit can be found in
him until the good seed is there sown by a
divine hand.
The most exemplary moralist known
among men, who has never tasted the.word
of life, maybe likened to ground carefully
cleared

fruits.

of

thorns,

yet

bearing

no

good

He can bear no fruit to life eternal,

until the ground,

so

smooth

and

yet so

hard, is broken by the plow of repentance,

and he receives the truth that his only hope
is in the plea that Jesus died for him.
:
Backslidden

churches of
fallow

Israel

every

ground.

and

Dbackslidden,

age are

The

fields,

like
once

the
cloth»

fields by merely sowing
those thorns? No.

up”

that hardened

thorns by the roots.

good

seed among

Toey would first ‘*break

svil,

tearing

Even

up

the

so their moral

state could not Be rendered fruitful of good
or acceptable th G»d, until the plow of repentance should do the first work. All their
religious efforts would be,
23 sowing among thorns.”

otherwise, like

INFERENCES.
1. Even good people will be more fruitful by the frequent exercise of brokenness
and contrition of spirit. © Those who have
been most fruitful in Zion have been those
who have most and oftenest bewailed their
own unworthiness.

2. All backslidden and
unregenerate
hearts must be broken up by repentance,
before they can yield fruits acceptable to

aries, belonging to half a dozen different
societies.
Of course, some are more, oth-

ers less sanguine of immediate success.
All feel that the accomplishment of their

toan unconditional surrender of all to God,

hopes

is still in the

future,

and believe in

“the good time coming.” When that day
arrives, we may well believe that God will
take the work very much into his own

hands,

as hebas already done in repeated

instances;

as in

the

case

of the

Koles of

ity and service to others. The Holy Spirit
has the praise of whatever is successful and
exalted

in his life, ‘and

the Holy Spirit is

his apology for any unpopular or strange
procedure. He says: ‘‘And the life I now
live in the flesh, I live by ihe faith of the
Son of God.”
:
But while the regenerate man is conscious of a new life, and perceives ‘God
working in him to will and to do,” he yetis
conscious

of no

loss or

interruption of his

own volition and action. The Spirit of God
is laid so evenly upon every part of his soul
that he is conscious of no spiritual influence upon his individual purposes and volitions.
There is a soundness spread
through the whole man which is the basis
of all valid action. In this the Christian
and his graceless neighbor are alike. They
both must strive for excellence or never
reach it. So the clear-sighted eye and

¢¢ break up” their love of sin, and lead them

will be as ** sowing among thorns.”
5. As piety declines in a church, evils will
spring up like the thorns on the fallow
ground.
There will be jealousies, evil
speakings, conformity to the world in sinful amusements,and unhallowed means employed to raise church funds.
Her pastors

son, at

Exeter,-I learn

Wyoming,

he

was

excuse

What

esa

there

be,

then,

ifthe

alyzed,
side,

he hid not
was

taken

their

home in Exeter to go to his bedside.

But

he lived

234 of Nov., aged

57.

Bro. Moses was a licensed preacher, and
1 think a member of the Hampton church
as far back as twenty years ago. He was
ordained some three years since, in the
Danville church, as an evangelist. A little

a good

service, and Coristiaus be deceitful and un-

was a member of our church,

and well-beloved.

P. S. BURBANK.

Danville, Dec. 9, 1869.

Missions.
.

—

—

.

.

Missions! It is a word of tarifling inler
est. The lovers of Jesus hear it with
gladness, as to their minds it presents the ex-

tension of the glorious gospel of God to
those destitute of it,—the salvation of their
perishing fellow beings, and giving them

their

weaknesses,

but

they

alone

must

make the application of the general tone
and health of their spirits to the unlovely
and ucreliable features of their lives.
. Nothing.but manly endeavor will supply
rich, varied learning and discipline to the
wind, thus filling all leisure and solitude
with pleasure and profit. Courageous battling with every foe to self-control can
alone place us at our own command for

service to ourselves or otherS;.and it is by
eliminating, at whatever cost, the effeminate, the unreliable and the selfish from
our lives, that we become defenders of the
weak and overborne, leaders among men

and pillars in the church. The man of God
should prove to the man of the world that
be has not only something which the
worldling

has

not,

but

that

he is no way

behind him in whatever is really manly.
Here, then, is the proper respectability. of
the church. Here is an aristocracy of the
really few men and women whose unerring
instincts detect nnmanliness in a Christian

N. India, Oct. 5, 1869.

them. Christian women, living ind
courts, would become the evangelists of
their neighbors.
Women of fortune, withe
out entering a ‘* sisterbood,” would be-

Selections,

come the nurses of the sick, the comforters

« Toward
vi

.

ofthe sorrowful, the friends of

and desolate, and would

Sodom.”

——

Not in it, but in the rich plain on which
it stood,

through

which the

river

flowed,

among the green pastures, and near enough
for friendly intercourse and good neighborhaod.
:
There Lot settled, after his break with
his uncle’; and hye-and-byeit became expedient to be in
Sodom.
Then the captivity
and the rescue; and then the return to
Sodom ;'and then the angel visit; the burried flight; the fiery rain; the swift de

struction ; und the memorable
the plain.

tragedy on

J

Lt chose a bad location—* toward Sidom;” arditis easy and common to follow
the bad example. A bright young fellow
from a Christian family is looking out for a
position. It must be a good one; that is, it
must yield large profits, and bid fair to give
him a *‘ rapid fortune.” Som: thing offers—
is

examined

and

is

accepted.

True,

it

Things go slow!y in a small Eastern
town, and 1he store on which a worthy man
and his family depend does not bring in,
in proportion to the growing wants of the
young people. He will make a move.
There is a splendid opening West. There

him

as a deacon.

will be sorry,

too,

that

The

those fair

young faces are to be withdriwn from the
Sabbath school. And the good man has
sore misgivings about the loss of his privi-

settles his young ones in the heathendom
where Plutus is the deity, with an honest in

.race,

He went about .instructing and

ing good.

He

sent

his disciples

and preachin his name.
and

resurrection,

he

to teach

After his
gave

dodeath

whatiis

well

ord is this: ¢* They went forth and preached

everywhere,

the

Lord

working

with

them, and confirming the word with signs
following.” Paul and other apostles car-

ried the gospel into different sectionsot Asis,
and then into Europe. Opposition
was encountered, but fearlessly and faithfully they
prosecuted their work.
Superstition vanished;

heathen altars fell;

on

every

hand

men turned to God, and the bauner of the
cross wascarried to the palace of the Caesars.
THE

CLAIMS

OF

MISSIONS.

> Itis a principle in all goodness to
good unto others.

do

There is an obligation

to it. ** As we have - therefore opportunity,
let us do good unto all men.”
Gal. 6:10.

* Therefore to him that knoweth to do good
and doeth it not, to him it is sin. James 4:
7.
:
Love incitesto the work.
In all ages,
the world over,

where the love of "Christ is

enjoyed in the heart, the desire is that others may be saved. Pope well has it:
* The human soul
Must rise from individual to the whole.—
Friend, parent, neighbor, first it will embrace,
His country next, and, next, all human race.”

The sons

begin to ask their

tathers for ** "the portion of goods” that fell
10 them, and woald gather alltoget! er, and
take their journey into far counuicg, not to
waste their substance in

to give
France

riotous living, but

courage and sid
and Italy, which

nard to keep the

to churches in
are siruggling

light of God

brightly anidst the dense darkness

tention,
ah!

meantime,To

these

boys and

worship

girls!

God.

It is

Bat

dangerous

for themto be ** townrd Sodom.”
A ‘mother has adju-ted all the nice questions about her children's edocation, with a
clear ideal of their future.
She sees clearly
enough the end—tne present life-end to be
reached ; namely, po-idon, wealth and con-

pection. The means thereto are not s»
clear, but among them is society. So her
plans take shape. Those
god, homely
people who used to be so intimate in th-

ot Ro-

mish ignorance and error, or would become

the allies” and filends of missionaries in
ludia and Coina, aud would th re the glory of founding new churchés among the
heathen. Poys'cims, when their reputa11m was establish d and their fortune made

would cenre to use tt @ir svience and skill
to increase their wealth, and. would do the
same work among the de: titute of our own
ci'ies that Lockbart, and Hobson, and Lowe
have been doing in the cities of the far
East.

Christian merchants,

manutaciurers -

and tradesme: vor'd sooner leave their
businesses to their cnildren, and would find
for their leisure the noblest employment;
would render sustentation funds almost un.
necessary, by scattering

themselves am

the pleasant country villages of Englan
and entering the fellowship of churches
which their wealth would rescue from all

pecuniary diffigulties ; and they themse oi

in unostentat 0.8 and informal ways, wc uld
Christianize solita' y farmhot ses aad rec ha
ed cottages which can never be reached by
any organized agency which itis in our

power to sustain.

i

For years we and our churches have
been maintaining a large and costly ma-

it not -time tor us to attempt to convert the
world ourselves? Suppose it were possi
ble

for us, during

the next twelve months,

no reason why we

should

not accomplish a

tar grander work. Why should not every
member in every church throughout the
country resolve, with God's help, to prevail

upon

a friend, a neighbor, a brother, a sige

ter, to teust in Christ

for the forgiveness of

sin and for eternal salvation beturetwelve
months are over? If the resolve were
made, I believe in my heart that it would
be accomplished, and the result would be
that, be ore the yer had gone hy and we
met again in this autumnal

C mgregatiousl

church

in

assembly, every

England and
Wales wonld have created, not a material
street is edifice for Divine worship, whose walls and
Anything
they

hi ase, are gradaally cooled off, and the ex-

ceedingly vice family in ths next

assiduously cultivated.
suggest, in ress, amusements,
avocations, opera or church, is accepted. Old-

fashioned habits which they do not. sanction
are renounced, and the stylish graces in
which they shine are eagerly imitated. Not,
indeed, without occasional qualms of con-

foundations, though of granite, would a$
last decay, but another living church as
strong as itself—a true Temple of God, imperishable as the Divine throne, and destined to be the homeof the Divise glory
forever.
To do this, the very dream of
which thrills the heart with unutterable
bliss, we need not boundless wealth, no

science, and even revulsion of better origi
val feeling. Sometimes the nature of the
true, simple woman she once was, revolts
against this gainsh, got-up, constrained ex
istence of decorative srt and make-believe

heroic sacrifice, not an impossible perfeotion in the organization of the strength of

devices ; but then she aims at her childrens
good.
Sbe longs to have them get on.

the

Thelightof a mother’s love
is turved

10

darkness.

that isin

She

means

her

our churches,

eager

but

only

that

which

is

of the

Holy

to grant and which may

asking—the ‘ baptism

be had for

xhost.

well,

and she must be on good terms with society.
Alas, for her! She 1s going *‘ toward Sod-

Hints

to Superinte ndents,

om.’

EA

——

A congregation in a rising neighborTo your hands are entrusted the over
bood in a thiiving city meaus to take a
sight and management of the school.
Its
lead, ard b come the fashionable church
The managers
cok out for a smart man, punctuality, its good order, the character
and nice withal. They want no extremes. of its teaching, its general influence, and
Au agreeable person is es-entinl. And the its success, must depend greatly upon you.
standard ot Coristian living must not be How sball you do your work so that the
pitched’too high. ‘* We are haman nature. school may be a great success P
1
Get your own heart thoroughly interyou know.” And the sermons must be ** a
nice length.” If you have been at an enter- ested in your work for the school. Iisa
tainment for three hours on Saturday nighr, work which jour Lord has put into your
how

can

you

listen

to a sermon

of any

hands.

He

says

to

yoo,

*‘ Manage

tha$

length on Sunday ? ** Allowances must be school for me.” Your work is an honoramade, you see, for people in certain” posi- ble one. If you do it well, -there will be a
tions.” And the mu-ic mu-t be fixed up so rick reward. Stir yourself up toa b
as to give satsfaciion, and altogether it and corstant interest in it. Think and pray,
must be made avery nice

church.

Ba

ah

me! the poor worshippers. or ra'her the attendants who are to be entert+ined! It is
dangerou-ly ‘toward Sodom.”
:
Me.

is an average

intelligent,

pros

perous man in early middle Jife—blameless,
good-tempered and social. He is liked at
his club.
He does not play—that is, seri

ously—but

dues

he lkesa

not drink,

game of cards.

but he 1s fond

good wine. he must say.

of a

He

glass of

He is not a betting

and pray »nd think, until your heart is fully in it. Nothing can compensate for the

want of this real

heartiness in the Superin-

tendent.

2.

Have
a plan

for your

own

work in

the school.
If vou were entrusted with the
care of some large busivess, and bad as

wuny persons under your charge as you have

in'the

school, yon

along well without

¢ nld not

expect to get

m eh planning.

Plan,

also, for 1he schoo, : 0 a8 to make the most

Have your Scripture and
but he sometimes stakes a trifle tor of each session,
amusement. Let us pray tor his safety. | hymns selected ; think what you sball say
Let us think, too, of his wife and his chil- and what you shall do, in order to make

man,

dren.

the most of the time.

He is * toward Sodom.”

We—for why should we not preach to
ourselves ?—in this commercial capitai ot the
East, where fortupes rise and swell with
impressive

rapidity

and

to

colossal size;

where *‘Juck,” as the stupid on-looker
thinks it, foresight and ability as we know
it to be, bas made men conspicuously
wealthy, we are in danger of glorifying pe-

cuniary trinmphs, of separating the meneymaker from all the

adjuncts of a man,

of gazing on the head of gold till we are
dazzled and unable to see the feet, partly
of iron and

partly

of clay.

If we fall into

this temptation; if this becomes our prevailing sentiment; if our young people
grow up in this conviction; then farewell
to

simplicity,

republican

strength,

great-

3. Be puncrual to the very minute. A
puictual Superintendent will make punotual teachers and scholars, © By want of
punctuality, you wil 8poil a whole school.
‘When the time to open school comes, begin. Wait for no one, and you will soon

have no one to wait for.

shame

to allow a: whole

It is a great

school

to waste

any part of the short, working hour.

4. After the opening of the school, see
at once that the whole work of the school
is going properly on. If ateacheris absent

from

his cluss, without

a substitute,

provide one. If the librarian is missing,
supply his place. If new scholars are present, assign them promptlyto their appropriate classes. You have no time to sit

ness, goodness ! arewell even to hopes of down to anything else, until you have the
stability! The overthrow will then be not whe 1) machinery of the school working
sm 0 hly and successfully.
far away. We shall be ‘‘ toward Sodom.”
5. If teachers are frequently tardy or abObserver.
sent, pat others in their places who will be
prompt and regular.
You cannot afford
to have a whole class spoiled, and the work
Baptism of the Spirit.
of the

me

Rev. R. W. Dale, of Birmingham, England, thus closed his address

at

the great

anuual gathering of the Congregationalist

school hindered, by a careless teach-

er. Let it be known by your teachers that
they must be punctual.
6. Acquaint yourself with the way in
which the teacher does his work. He may
be regular

ministers of Great Britain:

If that inspiration were granted to our
churches—snd it wou'd be granted in answerto devout and persistent prayer—our
evabgelistic work would assume greater
variety of form, and resources which are

now lying idle ‘would be used with unex
pected vigor and effect for the conversion
of men. Every kind of faculty and genius,
every

and

punctual, yet

ully for teaching.
to teach, then

seek

have no fac-

If he cannot
for one

who

learn how

can, and

put him in bis place. In a business establishment, itis not enough to have men

there, and have them punctus); they must

be able todo the work that is to be done,
or you might as well have #0 many wooden
men. Wooden men would be better in a
school,

than

inconipetent

teachers;

type of temperament,
every advantage of social position,of wealth and of pov- they would at least do no mischief.
scholars come to the echool
to learn.
erty, of literary culture and kvowledge of must,
therefore, have teachers who

human life, would

create for- itself appro-

priate service. The dull uniformity of our
work would disappear. It would no long:

er be necessary that every one should enter
the ranks and practice the

drill

the three or four great regiments

of one of

on which

we now relv for the subjugation of the world
to Christ. - The clerk at
the desk, the car-

<>

burning

by a gigantic effort of generosity, to double the pumber of buildings which we have
erected for Divine worship in this couniry;
suppose that every one of our congregations built in some neglected district a
church us large as its own ;—that would be
a magnific n© achievement,
We know
that it is beyond our power.
Bat there is

loved

in the Scrip

tares, nor are any of ‘its derivatives found
there.
But it represents a Binle subject.
Jesus Christ came from heaven to earth on
a mission of love and merey to eur fallen

would

minister

churchthat

from

isnot

of the wealthy

chinery for tie conversion of the world
; is

in efforts to save as many as possible
The word missions

incessantly.

is, indeed, no church.
The Sabbath is not
known.
There
is no Christian society;
will not be foralong time.
He willmissthe

leges, but he cannot bear to thiok thatthe
¢ i'dren should not geton.
So he moves
away,—not without expressed regrets—and

eternal woe.

the lonely

be

winning their hearts for Cbrist.

—

NO Je
.

in the "harvest-field, the girl in the mill,
would find their true work lying about

TF.

God”

The cause of missions has a claim on
will be light, trifling and superficial, caring
as readily as in any other person ; who dare the prayers of God's people.
It is lamentmore for the fleece than for the good of the to do right, and who excelin all high and able that there is so little prayer forthe
flock, treading God's portion under foot.*: | manlypursuits. °
5
D. M. 8S.
success of missions and the conversionof
Her songs will be sung by blasphemous
the heathen.
Laborers in foreign fields
tongues perhaps, while her lack of spiritufeel the lack of prayer for rhem in their
The Christian Church.
al attractions she will attempt to hide-by
work. God will be inquired of in this matexternal
decorations.
She
will
be
more
inter. *‘ Ask of me, and I shall givethee the
on the people, influencing them to cast
Calling and settling a pastor isa most heathen for thine inheritance, and the utteraway their idols and embrace a pure faith. terested inrearing co-tly piles of brick and
important
duty of the church. In nothing most parts of the earth for thy possession.”
stone
than
in
the
spiritual
building
of
God.
Christian teachers have their place, are inpertaining
to religious privileges is "there Ps. 2:8. The prayer of faith is availing.
Money
will
become
s0neces-ary
toher
exdispensable, but no ground for boasting is
left them. The- Caristian church has a istence,that she will become moreand more greater fully manifested than is frequently All Christians should earnestly pray for the
great work to do. God requires it of her, enslaved to mammon. . As by her backslid- displayed in calling or dismissing a minis- salvation of those in the region and shadow
<
holds her te it, it may be in a baptism of ings she loses power to turn men to God, ter. In selecting a pastor, the first in- of death.
Mooney must be given freely. The rich
biood, but still grants her no reprieve in she will excuse herself by the plea that the quiry should always be, Is he a devoted
Christian, a truly pious man? If he be not, should have hearts to give of their abunworld
is becoming
*‘ gospel-hardened.”
this war.
whatever his other qualifications may be, dance, and the poor of their penury and
Instead of trying to be like Christ, her Head,
On visiting this morning, for the third
her great concern willbe ‘‘ to be up with he will not long be a successful pastor. He want.
God claims the silver and gold.
time, “The Memorial
Garden”
in this
the times,” or like other people.
Her ten may be popular for a season, but his popu- Help to support missions, and to carry the
place, which now adorns and beautifies the
larity will be of short duration, and his want gospel to those destitute of it and in sorspot where the inhuman butchery of de- commandments, instead of being written
on tables of stone, will be written by the of piety will manifest itself, and possibly row’s night, is within the reach of nearly
fenseless women and children took place in
bring great reproach and serious difficulty
July, 1857, I satdown by a plain, chaste finger of a committee of revision on per- into the church. The second inquiry should all, and is an easy yet effective way to do
ishable
parchment.
High
sounding
titles
good.
sand-stone monument, on which I read the
be, Is he adapted to our situation? For
The conversion of the heathen demands
following simple andto me very impres- will multiply, and she will be inclined to very few: men, though devoted Christians,
glory in her popularity more than in Christthe
consecration of men and women to the
sive insoription :
like humility. As some sections of her ter- are adapted to every place. The advantages work. God calls, saying, ‘‘ Go work to-day
«RoBERT BENTLEY THORNHILL, JUDGE ritories become lean in funds, they will be of education and culture, the state of socie- in my vineyard.” Those called should reor FUTETHGURE, MARY, HIS WIFE, AND counted not worth cultivating, and desola- ty at large, the characters and tastes of spond, ‘‘ Heream I, send me.”
In what
those with whom he must associate and part of the great field can I best labor to
THEIR TWO CHILDREN, KILLED JULY 15, tions will thus follow backslidings.
1857."
Her members will have much more inter- compete, should be taken into considera glorify thy name?
“Though he slay me, yet will I trust in estin picnics than in prayer meetings, and tion in deciding this question. A large
Chbristigns should pray that God “would
will manifest more concern for sinners’ share of common sense and common know]l- send forth laborers into the whitened fields,
him.»
Who Robert Bentley Thornhill was, I, of pockets than for their souls; but, worst of edge is indispensable to ministerial ; suc- and parents should consecrate their children
to Christ and his work, for him to accept
course, know mothicg beyond the simple all, she will scorn her former excellences cess.
“ Having found one who seems to be adapt- them ifhe shall see fit.
Lees than two
But he was evidently a man who and ever be boasting over her wonderful
record.
ed to your wants, try him.
Do not ex
years ago, a mother in New England was
feared God, and,with his household, sought improvements.
6. Themost faithful minister may preach pect to find a man who will suit every one. about parting with a son, who was togo
that honor which cometh from God only;
to
such a church, but he is sowing among Such men are like angels’ visits, few and far hence to the gentiles. ’ She was told it
and
sure
the
in
rest
and now he apd his
far between. Do not expectto find every must be hard to give him up. She replipd,
thorns unless he can succeed in firsf *‘ breakcertain hope of a blessed immortality.
desirable
qualification for a pastor in the “I gave him up when he was a child, but
ing
up
the
fallow
ground.”
Abrabam’s first possession in the land of
highest
degree,
in one man. If you do, did not know till now where the Lord want7.
Moral
Reform
Societies
may
cut
down
hunCanaan ‘was a buryiog place, and for
you will certainly be disappointed. After ed him.” A missionary father has given a
a
few
bushes,
but
the
everlasting
gospel
been
have
may
dust
dredsof years, Sarah's
due consideration, if he will unite the son to the Sandwich Islands, another to
_.« trampled upon by strangers. At the pres- alone has power to ‘* break up” and recon- church and congregation generally, settle
South America, another to Micronesia,
struct
fallen
human
nature.
ent time, the church of Christ has her
him on fair and liberal terms. Never have another to Mexico, and a daughter to
dust
precious
_
8.
Instead
of
prophesying
smooth
things,
The
Machpelahs in India.
One of them was asked
of many of her children lies buried here. and telling so much of * the good times more than one candidate before you at a gome island.
how
it
happened
that
all’desired to be mistime.
If
you
do,
probably
you
will
get
di
take
coming,” we should pointedly declare the
Jadue time her Lord will return and
expect too much of your sionaries.- He replied: ¢ Father always
. His coming draws nigh. Al whole counsel of God, nor rest content un- vided.
Rememberthat you must co oper prayed that we might be such.”
hough she “be in affliction and great trib- til we see the plow of reformation thorough-- pastor.
Eld. John Buzzell, in addressing our deif you would have presperity.
him
with
ate
language of loving trust still ly breaking up our many waste or fallow
|
through
the
press,
said:
prayers and confidence as a nomination
your
him
Give
‘
grounds,
io
trust
I
will
yet
me,
slay
he
[hough
TL
upon
attend
*O
my
brethren,
my
heart
yearns
for
the
Punctually
Christ.
of
minister
;
him.* Verily “The morning Jight is breakhis micistrations, and let him see and hear human family.”
Sy
does
our
poor
heart
will
waiting
patient
and
labor
Faithful
Paes,
J.
,
BY
youin the social seasons of prayer. Call a8 we write, The angel having the evernot miss their reward.
Chata, Nagpore,
the Garas of Upper
Assam, the Sntals of R1jM:hal, not to refer to the Karens of Burmah, where Christian teachers have been culled rather to
follow and instruct thre converts, than to
take the lead in bringing them to Christ.
A divine impulse would seem to have been

#

** workers wih

all the world. and preach the gospel to every creature.” Mark 16:15.
Aad the rec-

the power

=

om."

He

called the great commission,—** Go ye into

By

—

reaved.

of grace,

No.

:

now left us for the crown of righteousness.
A wife, two sons and a daughter are be-

more than a year since, he went to the
West te preach Christ,—a work that he has
loved for more than twenty years, and has

and earnest co-operation with that grace,
the mass of those in whom the Holy Spirit
dwells areas ah more manly than sinners, as they are moved by higher aims and
stronger hopes.
Some have prominent
features of unmanliness.
God will give
them powerful constitutional remedies for

grateful?

the mine, the sailorin the ship, the laborer

due season the reward will be glorious.

brings him into contact with the ungrincipled, the reckless, and the most devout worshippers of Mammon,
It associates him,
possibly, most closrly with the openly god1ess. It throws him upon them for society
and countenance,
It renders him a minority of one in a company of practical idolators. Surely, he is settling * toward Sod-

tempts of others to break in upon him, how

to reward

at once

only a few days, ang died on the

sin. misery and

delight

son’s, and his wife

left

‘defeat?
If a man, devoid of grace, can so
dispose his natural forces asto dely all at-

other and

left side was par-

to his

an opportunity to be

each

his way to

much use of his right

was telegraphed, who

Christian is cowardly or sustains shameful

and break forth into violent and shameful
passion?
Shall sinners be honest with

that, on

found in the streets of

St. Paul insensible,—his

vrusty foot must as certainly try to avoid
the ditch as. sightless eyeballs and halting
limbs; yet one turns from the ditch without
hesitation or clears it at a single leap,
while the other trembles with uncertainty
or crawls along the edge painfully, before
falling headlong to the bottom.
:

much more should a child of grace ward off
ed with beawiful
and abundant har
Shall siovests, are now lying waste, bearing but a ‘the deadly blows aimed at him.
ners
maintain
steady
control
of
their
carnal
thicket of thorns and briers.
Would they
hearts,
and
Christians
lose
self-command
be so foolish as to hope to redeem those

8. As with the prophet, John the Baptist and the apostles,even so now, the great
work of all preachers is to lead men to repentance.
:
4. All attempts to save men that do not
directly tend to break down their pride,and

ly. with a scoreof hard working mission-

liness. - Its primary aims are dependence
1pon, and surrender to, God, and faith to
\y hold upon him for every grace of char-

lasting gospel for every nation is flying in’ penter at the bene", the smith at the forge,
the midst of heaven. Lel us all help. In the bricklayer on the scaffold, the collier in

for’

The
Yon

can

teach, or your school is a grievous failure.
7. In general, bring to your work in
the

school the

heartiness,, the

punctuality,

the practical tact, the aiid 3 common
sense which yon would carry intothe management of any large

busiuess;

and when

you'hav dor.e all this, wait earnestly upon

the Lord for his blessing.
— National Baptist.

/

Pe
Sa,
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-« Thereis no
;

Death.
i

There i3 no death!

The stars go down

provision for the immortalityof
‘than for that of cattle.. The sacred books
of the Hindus rank women below the
brates. You go to church, and sit beside

The dust we tread

your

Shall change beneath the summer showers
To golden grain or mellow fruit,
Ur rainbow-unted

The

wus

husband,

listening

teaching.

You

The turest leaves drink daily life
From out the viewless air.

The leaves may fall;

The Howers may fade und puss away ;

They ouly wait, through wiutry hours,

;

¥here is no death! An angel form
Walks o'er the earth with silent tread;

ad

He vears our best loved things away,
© ~Andinen we call them ** aead.?

¢ plucks our fairest, sweetest flowers;

-Tradsplanted 100 bliss, they now

|

raving mad.

Now

of

the

harem.

I

think

her a loving

you

to. *‘remember

those

in

bonds,

as

Tne dear 1mmortal spirits tread;

A

Is life—there is no dead.

Clerical

expression,

bound

Bat

u suffyrer is chastened toward the

end of life, and, indeed, till the very end of

came

to Silem

from

intermission he said

to

little.

Why

should I ever

have been so impatient for happiness?
Why should I wish for more than [ have
now? Am I afraid of my share being giv-

en away? Canuot I wait awhile? Thousands of years Ihad to wait before being.
born; so that to wait a short while before
being blessed isa very little thing, —very.
Ay, nges on ages the stars had been twink-

ling by night, and the sun shining by day,

betore my reason was lighted
up. And as
et I have it only in an earthen vessel,—a
ump of crumbling dust, that is wearing
away
when

fast.
Well, let it wear away.
For
the flame in it escapes, it will be-

ever;

and

come fire betore the Lord; and it will be
like a light set in a golden candlestick forit willbe mine—mine

everlast-

ingly. Courage, then! For what goes on
in my spirit now will show iiself ages
hence. ‘They could never be to another
rson—my
pains
aod thoughts—what
ey are tw me,—not exacully.

What 1 shall

Mr.

Bentley,

who

had

can be no

eart agaiust the feeling of them, and

should become a

which [ bear my sorrows in; and from unlook

heavemnward, whatever

itis, is becoming eternal with me. And
then it is mot as though an$ trouble could
bespared me, and I not be other than what
Iamtobe.

O my

destiny!

God keep me

frog towards it! My crown of glory!
rd make me worthy of it!
MARHAM,

ig some time Ihave not
catch all your words, Oliver.

to deny

e

Flowers of Palestine.
—

Worldly pleasures

Ee

says Dr. Bellows, ¢ offer better pasturage
than any we have met in the Holy Land,
and yet there seem fewer flocks upon

Bat the

flowers

have

this absence of cattle

You are a Christian woman. Yonder in
the gloom of paganism cowers your sister.
You have a chance for mental culture.
Bhe has none. You may be poor, but public schools and libraries are open to you.
If you have health and energy, you can, by
close economy, eke out enough to give
ourself a classical education. Some of the
st colleges and universities of the land
are accessible to you. She may not even
-learn the alphabet. If she is poor, the only honest way open for her leads to the severest toil,

in fields,

and on public works,

such as Americans shirk off upon the Irish

and

Chinamen;

side by side with the low-

est, vilest men; paid barely enough to buy
the cotton rag she wraps around her, and
the rice that keeps soul and body together.
. If she is rich, or

rather,

if her lord and

master is, he pens her up in utter stupidity
and idleness. If that law of human mind
holds good in Pagandom, that rules everywhere else,—

few moments

taken

advantage

of

and people, to spring

“A

millstone

and

the human

heart are ever

can we
ness

:

conceive

than

the:

grind, they

in

beauty,

by the path, which 1 defy any

and

inrarity.

Ireshness,

Such

and

monly make

restless

inactivity

of

paint

pictures,

carve statues;

waters.

feathery things, such fairy
colors, such exquisite

contrasts were

it

his

never,

seems to me,

com-

an

affecting

preparation

to say

are

no more

your fears

glory, used them as His

able

and

2

dozen,

9,60

2,40

12,00

,02

,30
2,88

®

male

08
,60

yy

,l14
1,35
,08
,77
,76
120

effort, any church can

hk
”8

nu w
1,1?

0

oh

44

2,44

24

04
20
,08
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,12
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were

i

Quilts, Cottons,

Dress Goods,

Table

Linen,

Ging

Towels,

secure

some

one

Let

and continue to work through the year in
getting subscribers for the Star, and by and
by he will be rewarded. The" offers which
make are numerous,
Look at them.

varied

subscribers to the Star.

1. For one new subscriber and $2,50,
(with 12 cents additional to pay postage)
we will send any one of the following books,
just published,or immediately to be publishand

the Family,

by Mrs. L. Maria Child, viz. :

:

&1. ¢ The Christ Child,” 190 pages; or,
i 2. ¢ Good Little Mitty,” 178 pages; or,
‘¢ Making Something,” 184 pages; or,
4. ¢ Jamie and Jeannie,” 155 pages; or,
5. ¢“ : The Boy's Heaven,” 151 p es ; or,

It is inexhaustible, and its stream

are thirsty—a staff when
pillow in death.

—

Bishop Taylor beautifully remarks :
Prayer is the key to open the day, and
the bolt to shut in the night. But as the
clouds drop the early dew, and the evening
dew upon the grass, yet it would not spring
and grow green by that constant and double falling of the dew, unless some great
shower, at certain seasons, did supply the
twice a day,
flourish

dew;

thought great condescension—what
then
shall we think of the King of kings, who

deigna to fix his abode in the contrite spirit
of an humble soul ?

When a Breton mariner puts to sea, his
prayer is: ‘Keep me, my God! my boat
is so small, and thy ocean is so wide!
Does not this beautiful prayer truly express the condition of each of us, as we
sail with frail boat on life’s broad sea?

devotion of prayer,

is the falling of‘the early and

but

if you

will increase and

in works of grace, empty. the great

sometimes,

and

let them fall

full shower of prayer; close out the seasons
when prayer shall overflow, like Jordan in
time of harvest.

VOID
A

There still lives among

the Winnebagoes

an old Indian called ‘ Dandy,” who
was
a member of the first delegation from that
tribe that ever
visited Washington city.
waiting for a steamer to descend the Missigsippi; and as they wero strolling about
it church, where service was being held
during
the season ofa revival.
Greatly

they

hastily drew up around

and saw

the

the house crowded

with

If your busband strikes you, the town people, many of them, under the influence
rings with his disgraceful conduct-~his ut- of the preaching, becoming intent ely excited,
ter unmanliness. She expects her husband some clapping their hands, others stamping,
to cowhide her occasionally.
His passions jumping, and making mysterious gestures
are fierce and unmanageable. The least and contortione of limbs and body, while
thing may throw him into a rage. If he atthe same time the entire ccngregation
takes her life, it is nothing. The law does were shouting at the highest pitch of their
not meddle with such trifles as the murder voices—all of which was perfectly incomprehensibleto the Indians, who looked on
of a woman !
>
Your Bible teaches that ‘‘there is neither the spectacle with wonder and amazement,
male nor female, but all one in Christ and made various random conjectures as to
Jesus.”
One in work, one in the favor and the meaning of these unusual proceedings.

every

advertized

indiscreremedy,

Addiess

J, H, REEVF
:
1y24

SABBATH SCHOOL LIBRARIES,

While en route to the National Capital the |
party was detained at Galena some time, in

windows,

in vain

a stampto pay postage.
78 Nassuu St., New
York,

> - f—

victim of early

nervous debility, premature decay,

has discovereda simple means of self-cure;-which
he will send free to his fellow sufferers on receipt of

Indians at a Revival.
:

QUACKS.—A

tion, causing

&o , having tried

EXPRESS

COMMISSIONS.

Wholesale

Prices,

We will furnish Libraries to Sunday
schools at as low rates as they can be

bought elsewhere

in

New

England.

In addition to the publications of others, we offer our own prize books which

arc not excelled by any other books
of their class.

In another column, see

list, and retail prices. From these prices we make
A LIBERAL

to Sunday schools.

they fill up their entire club, for which

py

as

below we give a partial list of Commissions:
- For an order of $30, from a club of Thirty, we will
the Agent,

commission,

28

yards

A

os

EE

Brown

or

leached Sheeting, Good Dress Pattern, Wool Square

Shawl, French Cassimere Pants and Vest Pattern, fine

large White Couuterpane, ete., etc., or $3,00 in cash,
For an order of $30, from

a

club of Fitty, we

will

pay the Agent, as commission, 45 yds. Sheeting, One
air

heavy

Wool

andsome

wool

Blankets,

Square

Poplin

Dress

:

of the

Sabbath School ;—or, we
competition

new

$500,00

we wi 1

pay the Agent, as commission.

100 yds,

good

yard wide Sheeting, Coin-8i'ver Hunting Case watch,
Rien Long Wool Shawl, suit of all Wool Freach Cassimere, €te., ete., or $10 in cash.
:
We do not employ any Traveling Ageunts.and cus.
toners should not pay money to persons purporting
to be our agents, unless personally acquainted. *
SEND MONEY
ED LETTERS.

ALWAYS

BY

139

98 &

For
One new

MASON

& CO.,

at this
&

HAMLIN’S

FIVE

8

OCTAVE

ioned.

CHILDREN’S
8.

HOUR.

ARTHUR.

THE CHILDREN’S HOUR
is the most beautifully illustrated magazine

published.

For 1870, it will exceed in
previous years.

beau.y, all
a

interest and

In THE CHILDREN’S HOUR for January will be pub-

lished four original illustrations, on tinted

paper, by

“THE CHILDREN’S HOUR.”
Alice Cary, Virginia F. Townsend, Phmbe Cary
Mrs. M. O. Johnson, T. 8. Arthur, and many other
gifted authors, write

regularly

for

THE CHILDREN’S HOUR,

for January.

six new

fathers and mothers all over the land, by ministgrs of
all denominations, the purest and best magazing
for

Children in the world,
read.
.

YOUNG AND OLD everywhere

profit.

TERMS,
1 Cop

5 Conte, °

vo

It speaks, through

IN
.

TE

ADVANCE,
yy

‘

1.25

PREMIUMS.
Ware, Organs, &¢., &e., are offered by the publisher
as premiuma for subseribers.
g@~Send for Premium

List and Specimen Number.

T. 8. ARTHUR

DISCOUNT

809 & B11

dteowdd

Chestnut

NEW

Address

& SONS,

St., Philadelphia,

Pa,

SUBSCRIBE
£

YORK

THE

MOST INTERESTING STORIES
Are always to he found in the

NEW

YORK

WEEKLY.

* At present there are

SIX

GREAT

STORIES

running through its columne; and at least

One

Story. is

Begun

every Month.

New subscribers are thus sure of having the commencement of a new continued story, no matter when
they snbacribe for the

NEW

1

YORE

WEEELY.

Each number of the NEW YORK WEEKLY eontains Several

Beautiful

1lllustrations,

Double

the

Amount of Reading Matter of any paper of its class,
and the Sketches, Short Stories, Poems, eto., are by
the ablest writers of America
and Europe. The

NEW

YORK

WEEKLY

does not confine its usefulness to amusement, bus
publishes a great quantity of really Instruciive Mas
ter, in the most condensed form. The
;
"N. Yo WEEKLY DEPARTMENTS
have attained a high reputation from thelr brevityexcellence, and correctness.

THE PLEASANT PARAGRAPHS

are made up of the

concentrated wit and humor of many minds.

THE KNOWLEDGE BoX is confined to useful information on all manner of subjects.’
- THE NEWS ITEMS give in the fewest words the most

notabledoings all over the world.

~*~

THE GOSSIP WITH CORRESPONDENTS contains am

swers to inquirers upon all imaginable subjects,
AN

UNRIVALED

LITERARY

PAPER

18 THE
.
NEW
YORK
WEEKLY.
Each issue contains trom EIGHT to TEN STORIES
and SKETCHES, and HALF A DOZEN POEMS, in
ADDITION to the SIX SERIAL STORIES and the
VARIED DEPARTMENTS,
The Terms to Subseriberss

One Year—siogle copy
Three Dollars,
* . ¢
Four copies ($2.50 each)
° Ten Dollars,
#4
«Eight copies
Twenty Dollars.
Those sending $20 for a club of E ght, all rent atone
time, will be entitled to a copy FREE. Getters up of
clubs can afterward add single copies at $2.5" each,
:
STREET & SMITH, Proprietors,
3m4g
No. 55 Fulton 8t., N. Y,

~ TO OWNERS
HOUSANDS

OF HORSES.

OF HORSFS

DIE

YEARLY

FROM

Colic. Tnis need not be. Dr. Tobias’ Venitiam
Horse Liniment will positively cure every case, if
given when first taken.
The cost is only one dollar, Every owner of a horse should bave & botile in
his stable, readv for use,
Itis warranted superior te

anything

else for the vure

of

Cuts,

Swel'inge, Sore Throut, Sprains,

Wind

Galls,

Bruises, Old

Sores,

etc. This Liniment is no new remedy. It bas been
used and approved of for 22 years by the first horsemen in the country.

Given

to an

over-driven

horse,

it acts like magic. ©Order~ are constantly received
from the racing stables of England torit. The cele.
brated Hiram Woodruff, of trotting fame, used it for
years.
Col.
Philo P., Bush
of the Jerome Race
Course, has given a Certificate which can be seen at
the Depot, siating that afier years of trial, itis the
best in the world.
His address is Fordham, N.Y.
No one once using it will ever be without it. It'is

put
up in Pint Bottles. Sold by the Druggists and
Saddlers, througheut the United States. Depot | 10
Park Place, New

York,

FOSTER

&

RICHARDSON,

NEW ENGLAND AGENTS,
No. 141 Washington Street, Boston.
when requested.

i

Also New England Agents for the celebrated

FLORENCE SEWING MACHINES,
v

and $27,pay post-

age) we will send the first and second volumes of the Cyclopedia. Price $10,00.
og

For

sixty new subscribers and $150,will|
ive one of Baker and
Randall’s Five Octave Single Reed Organs,
in Black Walnut Case. (Transportation to
we

be paid by the receiver.)

Price $85,00

eighty-five new

$212,50, we

will

give

subscribers
one

and

of Baker

and

Randall’s Five Octave double Reed Organs,
in Black Walnut Case.
(Transportation to
be pad by the receiver.) Adapted to the
parlor or vestry. Price $125.00.
VII
For
scribers

Baker

one

hundred

and

$375,00,

and Randall's

and

fifty new sub-

we

will give one of

Five

Octave Three

Reed Organs, in Black Walnut Case, having

seven stops and Book-Case, and combining
the latest excellences and improvements.
CLIanEpOFision to be paid by the receiver.)
dapted to churches and large vestries.
Price $240.00.

Treatise.
of the General Conference,

order

can now be had

on application, for 25 cents for

each copy.

Postage (extra) 4 cents for single

A)

a

few

OF GREAT

“ROCK

energetic

413 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

1 was onred of Deafness and Catarrh
remedy, and will gend the rip free.
4149

Mis. M, C. LEGGET'T,

by a simple
.

Hoboken, N. J.

LOST! ste LOST!
THE

AND

OF

ELEGANCE,

AGES,”

Original and Selected Poems, price $1.50. by the Kev.
8. F. Sith, b. D., anthor of the hyma Aweriea, &o.
&c.,

will

be ready

December

1,180.

Sent

by mail

postpaid on receipt of price.
:
5
D. LOTHROP & C9)., Publishers,
m!
Boston, Mass.
THREAD

DO

YOU

USE?

IMPORTANT ANSOUNGRMENT!
The Dawn of a New Era in the

ist ory of Machine Threads.
I

is with the greatest

satisfaction

that we

are en-

abled to call the attention of the People of New
Evogland to the C. 8. 1. CO'TUN THREAD now being manufactured

by the WILLISTON

MILLS.

This

Thread is msde expressly for Family Use, AND SOLD
BY WEIGHT, each spool containing one half ounce,
exclusive of weight of spool, It is made frem the
very best COMBED
SEA
ISLAND COTTON, manufactured on the most juproved Waepinarys in mills
built at a cost of $1,000,000.
We do not
hesitate to
warrant it equal in strength, superior in smoothness,
and cheapr (quality and
quantity considered) than

so-called 20v yard

Spool Cotton

in the markes,

whether imported or American.
We confidently believe that its introduction is destined to create revolution in the ‘COTTON WORLD,”
as a stern apd impartial tert of same by the mort com-

petent authority fully justified the highest anticipations of its most earnest advocates,

We invite for this thread a thorough trial by every-

body interested in SPOOL

Or-

Saleem: v, to sell by sample standard goods
Address
H. H. RICH
\RDS & CO.

4tewl0teow38

MERIT

CO ITON.

one, o

copies.

reliable,

List.

A New Devotional Gift-Book.

Is curable!

{ALESMEN.—Wanted,

THEY HAVE NO EQUAL,

Send for Circular and Price

WHAT

VII.
For

:

WEEKLY,

FOR FAMILY USE.

YOBACCO

D 11s, Sewing Machines, Silver

FOR THE

Price $5,00.

simple

10 Copies, and one to getter np of club, ,
10,0
Every one sending a club of flve'or more subscrib
ers, to THE CHILDREN’S HOUR, will receive 38 a pre.
minum a cony of one of onr splendid » tee) GnEr«vings,
“BED-TIME,” or “THE ANGEL OF PRACE.)

Tool-Chests, Books,

$15,00,

ders are solicited.

form of langusge, the nighest truths, amd while the
little ones are tarcinated by its sivect stories, these
heavenly truihs drop like good seeds into their minds
to bear fruit in atter years,

TIME TO

TBE

tock’s Biblical and Theological Cyclopedia.

2 cents each for two or more

THE CHILDREN’S HOUR
with delight and

and

(with 68 cents to pay postage) we will send
the first volume of Strong and McClin-

and

by

1s

ey
& CO..

Book, Circulars and Price Lists forwarded by mail

subscribers

The New. Treatise,just revised by

Nar

Wholesale and Retail Diuggists;

Now

Price $2,00.
IV.

THE CHILDREN’S HOUR

is pronounced hy the secular and religious press,

and
GRAHAM

W.A.

a

any

and will make it for 1870 the mst attractive
charming children’s magazivg inthe country.

cate, 80
i

MATHIAS FREMAN,

is correct.

the current year, commencing with the No

For

own

Price $1,50. Or,

8. For three new subscribers and 87,50,
we will send the ‘ Sabbath at Home,” for

00,

“Take it all in all, it is the bes. magazine for children
in the world, '— The Sunday
School Times,

T.

entitled

in literary excel-

lence, high religious tone,and in many other
respects,is fully equal to the book last men-

Dover

BY

the

will send the new

VI.

The retail price of everwinstrument of this quality
is $125,00. This excellent Organ will be sold at a
bargain, if it is taken soon.
Address
L.R. BURLINGAME,

EDITED

and

$500,00 prize,

Office.

"PORTABLE CABINET ORGAN.

THE

pronounced

For eleven new subscribers
50, (with $1,36 additional to

100 Summer St., Boston, Maas.

Sale

for the

and Jungs. and I
my

We know Mr. Freman well, and his statement above

REGISTER-

For further particulars send for Catalogues,

PARKER

pages,

400 pages, written in

“Shining Hours,” which,

Watch

For an order o1 $100yfrom a club of One Hundred

-

copy

pattern,

Shawl, Silvei-cave

$7,-

additional to pay “postage)
a

entitled ¢‘ Andy Luttrell,” and

etc., ete., or $5,00 in cash.

0

ig

or Mer-

chaudise. wheu

-

At

(with 16 cents
we will send

preparation ex

of the thront

Respecuully,

post-

age) we will send ‘‘ Life Scenes from the
four Gospels.”
Price $2,00.
Or,
2. For three new subscribers and 87,50,

“volume of more than

CHARGES.

Bensell,and engraved by Lauderbach,of Longtellow’s
exquisite poem,

¥

in a

THE

Agents will be paid tep per cent. in Cash

:

If an earthly prince quit his palace to
visit the cottage of a poor peasant, it is

Em

rest; so the customary

you are weary—

and

to be a superb book for the Family

tomers,

wit:

new subscribers

50, (with 30 cents additional to pay

0.
In every order amounting to over $59, accompanied
by the cash, the Agent may retain $2.00, and 1n every
order of over $100, $3.00 may be retained to

This offer is more especially to assist Agents in the
Weste:n and Southern States, but is open to all cus-

to pos-

"A good conscience is better than two

Frequent Prayer.

latter

going

IIL.

prize volume, containing about 400

PAY

I belive it is the bert

THE PEOPLE'S FAVORITE JOURNAL.

ness can compete with us in any way whatever.
As this free ticket is only good for the Holidays,yon

Joust Bend in your orders before the 20th of January

a chort time.

tant, for all diseares

feel it my duty to: ay thie much for
that others may iry it and get relief,

-

ed, for the Sabbath School

:

Gentlemen —

I

three

IT YOURSELF.

;
1 have been sfilicted
for ten or {twelve years with Bronchitis in its worse
form, and have wicd ever: thing that J could buy
recom mended, but with little or no relict, until 1 used
your ALLEN'S LUNG BA 8AM, which gave me relief in

and

DOLLAR

you to understaad that not any other firm in the busi-

TEST

-

Premums.for New Subscribers.

For

IN

ZANESVILLE, OHIO, February 20th, 1869,

We offer the following premiums for new

1.

A REMEDY

Messrs, J. N. HARRIS & CO.,

of

the organs now.offered as premiums.

:
GOODS

AND

every one who reads this go to work now,

864

FIND

BE CONVINCED BY POSITIVE PROOF,

By a taithful, persistent and united

,l¢
1,65 we now
|r | liberal.
W

single,
,75
20
0
on the Minutes by th

CASES- OF

Blankets,

do likewise, and let no one of our churches,
however small in numbers, be without an

organ.

0

2,00

By a united effort on the part cf
’| church members and Sabbath school scuo ars, the Washington Street church, Dover,
obtained, last year, a sufficient number of
new subscribers to provide itself with two
good organs. Let other churches go and

2,7
2
26
12

04

WILL

i

88
,04
,56
20.

25

single,
ozen,
single,
dozen,
single,
dozen,

good our promises.

84

2,40
,25
2,10
1,00

dozen,

17

1,72

erating some of the many different articles trom which
you can make your selection ot Holiday presents.
For 1eturmug full clubs from these Kree Tickets,
accompanied by the cash, wé will give the same extra
premiums that we now give,just the some as it you had
paid 1v cents for each one of your Tickets.
We wish

to

nessess.
It will consume your grietas the
sun dissolves ice.
Itis a spring when you

novelty

veil¢d

%

,15

peditiously, we will give to anv one who will become
our Agent, One Hundred Free Tickets, enum:

John Bunyan was once asked a question
about-heaven—whiel he could not—unswer,
because the matter was not revealed in the
Scriptures; and he therefore -advised the
inquirer to live a holy life and go and see.

pit.”

away,

thickly

1,44

Astnhe Holidays are coming, we are makin} special
arrangements to supply every one who reads our advertisement, with the most handsome and usefui Hol
iday presents that can be thought of or wished for,
and to enable them to procures them cheaply and ex:

sess.”

altar and His pul-

She cannot go to her mother's, a halt: mile astonished at the first glance of this strange
being

dozen,

1.4

Hosiery, Gloves, Skirts, Corsets, &o., &c.
SILVER PLATED WARE, SPOONS PLATED ON NICK-

groundless.

left behind, but mine I am

they refuse any meaner service than that
of acting as the witness of him who, once
putting their lilies above S)lomon in all his

the town one dy they came ncar-a Mothod-

without

,

hams,

counts over his wealth, so do I mine; but
here is the difference: his riches are to be

there is no room for anything

bad for them, according to their merit
o matter what gifts she bas, they only add
a keener hurt-to the galling of her chain.
You may travel from one end of the continent to the othr, Alone, if you will keep
within the limits of Christian civilization

closely guarded.

Book)

do

THOUSAND

Shaw's,

ever flows on. Come, ye dying millions,
and drink, that you may never thitst again.

in this sacred region but the memory of
Him whose glory fills the earth. The hills
are-green,-and- flowery, and fiagraat, but

the

and you are

13,»
2
2,8

20

Our stock consists, in part, of the following goods

Silvation is a well—a deep well of living

variety, or

shapes, such delicate

>
9
of any greater wretched:

genana or harem? What swarms of slanders, envies, and bitter jibes must be
hatched in these nests of ignorant indolence !
:
If you have talent, you may write books,

28.

do

action,

Front bravely the object of your worst
apprehension, and your stoutness will com-

London or New York conservatory ta equal

clouds

turning round,
And when there’s nothing else to
must themselves be ground,”’—

2,40
04
48

1,20

& i immense sacrifice from the original cost of pro-

Liberty has no actual rights which are
not grafted upon justice; and the chief
duty of liberty is to defend justice.

them.

up ina variety and beauty I have never
seen equaled.
We gathered bouquets in a

seems

——

11,52
25
2,40

Our fasilities for transacting this immense business
are betier thun ever before,
We have agents in all
the principal cities to purchase goods from the Manu.
facturers, Importers, and others, for Cash, and often

satisfy the soul than the light of a candle to
give day to the world.
.
:

for the approachto the great center of Jesus’ ministry, the Seat of Galilee. Nature

Place.

dozen,
single,
dozen,

ONE MILLION DOLLARS.

is to tall into perdicion.

¢“ The hills in the region of Mount, Tabor,”

country, whichis

Yourself in Her

9,14
1%
18,62

shipped trom our house in One Year, to families
elabs, and merchauts, in every part of the country
from Maine to California, amounting in-value to over

_ Depend upon it, religion is,in its essence,
do now, ashamed that my feeble botany
the
most gentlemanly thing in the world.
AUBIN.
could not name and place them.
I make
It will alone geatilize, if unmixed with
their
beauty
the
amende
of
a
most
honoraI thought sometime I might be going into
«cant; and I know of nothing else that will,
Could I have sent one of alone.
a furnace of affliction, and [ was talking ble mention.
:
IHR
those
Syrian
bouquets
to
each
of
my
belovwith mjsell about it. And I was saying;
It
is
the
mark
of
a
generous
spirit to
“Body! thou must burn away here, and ed friends at home, I would gladly have
aim
at
what
is
lofly,
to
attempt
what is
paid
the
largest
New
York
price
for
a
hunfor thee there is no help possible. Bat,
sonl! out of this furnace, this straitened dred, and a hundred might have been arduous, and ever to keep in view what it
plucked from a rood of ground. Bat their is impossible tor the most splendid talents
and fiery place, thou shalt escape,—
frailty was equal to their freshness and del- to accomplish.
-And thou shalt walk in soft, white light, with icacy.
There is a solemnity in the housekings and priests abroad,
“Here am I," said Mr. Cecil, on his deathAnd thou shalt summer high in bliss upon the less, treeless, nunpeopled state of this fine bed, *¢ leaving this world, like a mi-er; he

Put

96
,—
8,26

dozen,
smgle,
dozen,
single,

panday 3

Year,

1 ORTY

Keep pace with the march of time in the
improvement of thy heart. To fall behind

been able to ‘bined in any nosegay, and [felt then, as I

hills of God.”

12,5:
9

8,18
1,60
15,36

ofof f Ji Jesus,
3 (Ques. . B Book.)single,
Wy
pA
do
a
de

in

1,96
,08

ozen,
single,
dozen,

single,

Appeal to Conscience,
‘do
do +
do
Communionist,
do
Choralist,
do
Minutes of General Confer+ ende,
& There is no discount
dozen.

ness can be put on.

<,

The

What

day, [ am growing fixedly into the attitude
der them, my

zelle.

so I

Iam to be hereafter, I must be becoming
now; and so Iam, indeed. For, day by

Sto

1%

dozen, 10,56
single,
B85

single,
dozen,

0
:
Thoughts upon Thought,
0
do
do
The Book of orauip,

Lessons Tor vert

name or to burn incense toan idol.
We
deny our Lord whenever, like that Demas,

preached in the

do

11,8

18

single, 1,00

“ONE

grow atheistical.

But I endeavor to suffer Caristianly.

smoothing

but a hope

called on

do'

2,28

1,10

AFFLICTED

ALLEN’S LUNG BALSAM,

of our letters sent with money to pay for
premiums have been lost. We wish to make

Eust Church,and who had been very intimate we, through love of this present world, for- EL SILVER. DESSERT FORKS, FIVE-BOTTLK PLATED
* 6. «A Rainy Day at School,” by Mada,
with Mr. Williams, but who had not seen sake the course of duty which Christ had CASTOS, BRITTANIA WARE. GLASS WARE, TABLE 194 pages; or,
AND
POCKET
CUTLERY,
in
great
variety.
him for several years, hearing that he was plainly pointed out to us. We deny our
7.
The Birth-Day Present,” by Ma
ELEGANT FRENCH AND GERMAN FANCY GOODS,
Lord whenever we lend the sanction of , BEAUTIFUL
in town, hurried off, after dinner, to make
Latham Clark, 174 pages. Price of eac!
PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS, the newest and
our countenance, our. praise, or even our | cholcest styles in Morouco and Velvet Bindings.
his old friend a call.
of these books, 75 cents.
MOROCCO TRAVELING AGS, HANDKERCHIEF AND
' “Where is Brother Williams?” he inquir- silence, to measures or opinions which may
BOXES. &c.
be popular or fashionable, but which we GLOVE
II
ed, as he met the daughter.
ad —- PLATED JEWELRY, of the newest styles.
‘“‘He can’t be disturbed, sir, even if. St. ourselves believe to be sinful in themselves
© have also mude arrangements with some of’ the
1. For two new subscribers and $5.0C,
or tending to sin.
We deny our Lord leading Publishing Houses, that Witt enuble us to sell
Paul should call.”
;
the standaxd and latest works of popular authors at
(with 16 cents to pay postage) we will send
“I must see him!” was the impatient re- whenever we forsake a good maa in afflic. about
one-half the regular prices:—such as BYRON,
joiner, in the inimitable manner peculiar tion, and refuse to give countenance, en- MOORE, B#RNS, MILTON, and TENNYSON'S WORKS. he book entitled ¢* Sunny Skies ; or Advenin full Gi
and Cloth Bindings,—and hundreds ot turesin Italy,” 261 pages; or,
couragement and support to those who, for others.
to Mr. Bentley.
.
Resistance to such a must was out of the God's sake and for the faithful discharge of
2. “Bright Days ; or Herbert and Meggy,
These and everything el§e
for
their duty, are exposed to persecution and
question.
The room of the sleeper was in
257 pages. Price of each book $1,50. Or,
vaded, and with no gentle shake and a cor- slander.—Bishop Heber.
8. For two new subscribers and $5,00,
responding voice, Mr. Williams was arous(with
20 cents additional to pay postage)
ed. He was delighted to see his old friend
FOR
EACH
ARTICLE.
Varieties,
we will send a copy of the new ‘‘ Book of
Bentley, re-iterating with fervency his gratWe do not offer a single article of merchandise,
ification.
g
.
imran,
Worship.” Price $1,00. Or,
that can he sold by regular dealers at our price. We
do not ask you to buy goods ‘rom us unless we can
*‘I think Brother Williams, that you are a
4. For two new subscribers and $5,00,
Take
heed
of
every
sin;
count
no
sin
gell them cheaper than you can obtain them in any
little inconsistent.”
!
way.—while the greater part of our goods are
(with 28 cents additional to pay postage)
small ; and obey every command with your other
“How so, Brother Bentley?"
sold at about
’
we will send one copy of ¢¢ Butler’s.The“Didn't you tell your daughter you were might.’
One-Half
the Regular Rates.
ology,” 456 pages. Price $1,60. Or,
not to be disturbed even if St. Paul called ?
Those who would go to heaven when
We want good reliable agents in every part of the
Yet vou seem very glad to see me.”
5. For the same; and (20 ceats additional
they die, must begin their heaven while Country. By employing jour spare time to form
*‘No, no, brother; not inconsistent at all. they live.
clubs and sending us orders, you can obtain the most
to
pay postage) we will send one copy of
liberal commissio 's, either in Cash or Merchandise,
I was—I[ am—glad to see you. The Apostle
all goods sent by us will be as represented, and
* The History of the Freewill Baptists,” 479
Whatever is of nature's spinning must and
Paul! why, I hope to spend a blessed eterwe guarantee satisfaction to every one dealing with
pages.
Price $1,20.
be all unraveled before Christ's righteous- our house.
nity with him; but you, Brother Beatley—I
ae

stoic; or by fiercely defy-

ing tute, and so I should

Beside

apostasy from Christ, where we

are not absolutely

be in eternity, I shall be by mv endurance
now and my hopefulness.
My trials I never expect to see you again."—N. H. Gamight bear with murmurs, and £o [ should
get to doubt God; or by hardening
my

notbing

0

Church Member's Book,
oy
do
do
:

9,60

of the Pre-

. THOSE

‘miums otfered last year, and not having received it, is requested to inform us of the
fact, as we have recently learned that some

on the same

1,00

do Paper Covers, single,

do

Bronchitis or Throat Disease.

Any one having sent for one

"Price. Postage. Totes

single,
Bound,
do

Treatise,

} that there
It is a fatal mistakeeT to snppose

his

“I am going to lie down. If St. Paul
his moral lite, it is because God loves him " himself
comes, don’t disturb me.”

immortally. It must be, and it cannot be
otherwise. .No! it cannot be any other
way thun that. So that my pain, —what
little 1 have,—my pain shall be counted all
oy. And I will reckon it so. And cannot
easily? Ioughtto do so, if I only recol-

4

Denying Christ,

the country to exchange desks with one of
his brethren in the ministry. During the

Sabbath noon
daughter:
[=

which

°

do

pered, Patience, darling. tt 3 only the
chiseling.” Reader, the Master Scuiptor
*seeth not as man seeth.” There are
many deformities that must needs be chiseled off before thou canst find place in the
gallery on high.

Gr

somewhat eccentric,

AUBIN,

stood,

do

Life of Marks,

Conscious of the agony that caused them to
fall, the mother, looking heavenward, whis

Some thirty-five or forty years ago, a Mr.
Williams, a clergyman of the old school,

The Mission of Suffering.

History,

Jesus could give. Tears fell upon the pallid face, from eyes that were closely watching the ‘changing of the countenauce.”

Anecdote.

—

daughter

do
82mo,

do
Christian Baptism;
© do
0

on the once beautiful /face; but still there
rested on those features a cil, peacetul

with them.” May the Lord Jesus give the
women of America jnst this sympathy for
their pagan sisters.— Woman's Friend.

For ail the boundless universe

do
do

do
do
Butler's Theology,
do
do

from the death-damp brow the matted hair
Prolonged suftering had
made deep lines

ers should get a glimpse of Christ's free
day. Paul's measure of philanthropy was

And ever near us, though unseen,

lect myself a

of their. opinions

concurrence of the ma

A Christian mother lay dying.

dy the dozen i also Postage

Psalmody, 18mo. in Sheep, single,
do
d 0
dozen,
do Embossed Morocco, single,

“Only the Chiseling.”

but that s>me of these dark-sonled prison-

loves, he chastens.

Bat none

\

swing yourself round the other side

Single and

°

Premiums,

Prices of Freowili Baptists Books,

And one even went so tar
the whole company stark

seemed to meet the

'hard work should lay ybdu in your grave,

*

With joy we welcome them—ihe same,
© Kxoept in sin aod pain,
:

Whom the Lord

him in

would come buck to America, resolved to
wil, straggle, sacrifice, even till years of

Born into that undying life,
*
Tuey leuve us but Ww come again,

when

beside

Your voice rises above

and thick veil.

meanness

Adora unmortal bowers.
Make glad the scenes of sto wud sirife;
ings now in everlasting song
Awd the tree of life.

face war-dance.
as to pronouace

of the planet. Pat yourself in the place of
your pagan sister. Crouch at the feet of a
fiery master.
Take the brutal burdens and
blows, - Spend your years in the stupid

He leaves our heart all desolate;

The bird-like voice whose joyous tones

Abertisements.

¢ Big

hig in the hymn of praise. ' Yon mav lead jorityof ‘the party until Dindy, who had
the thought of the congregation Christ: lovked on with great interest for some time.
ward in prayer. You may instroct them, at length assumed an air of importance, and
exclaimed, “I have it—I have in; [ll tell
by holy experiences, as did the rhe
the matter!
Whisky
too
of Philip the Evangelist. Your sister, the you what's
other side of the globe, must not be seen.in much! Whisky too much!” And they walka religious assembly. Her lord stalks into ed off in disgust, verily belicviog that. the
| the mosque.
She creeps up into the gal- goud disciples of Wesley were on a terrible
lery, and listens through a heavy lattice spree.—Harper's Magazine.

granite rocks disorganize

‘I'o feed the hungry moss they bear,

The coming of the May.

thatthe

got possession of the people. Another one
surmised that possibly this was a big pale

to the same relig-

work

the Sabbath-school.

bowers.

There is no death!

suzge-ted

Medicine man” (the preacher) might
be
exerting his powers of incantation ro exorwomen, | cige and drive away bad spirits which had

To rise upon some-fiirer shore,
And bright in heaven's jeweled crown
They shine for evermore.

There is no death!

One of them

confidence of the Master, one in effort, one
in reward.
\
:
The Chinaman's creed makes no more

.-

:
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APPETITE

UBERS, CHEWERS and SMOKERS, one box

ORTON'S PATENTED PREPARATION,

ding to directions, is warranted to destroy
how
re mentto fof Tobacco in any person,no matter
box, sent
strong the habit may be. Price $2.00 per
B,

fv mail. post free, -Agents wanted. Address C,
| COTTON, Proprietor, Box 1748, Portland, Me.
4049

ee
OWSTUME
TIXOIV
¢
= We havea positive remedy for it and all disor
dors of the throat and lungs, and

offer Immediate

and permanent rellef in all instances.
testimonials | $1,000 will

i
given by us for any ease in which

See

we do not afford positive

benefit.
All who would be
CUR
RMID
ean receive a sample of our medicine free.
Address, SAYRE & CO.. 210 Kroadway, New York,

PICTORIAL

LIFE.

ASubsciiption Book. 300 ENGRAVINGS,
1,000 Agents Wanted, Send for a Circular.
N. TIBBALS & SON, 387 Park ‘Row, N, Y.
4150
8. M,PETTENGILL & 00., Newspaper Advertisng Agents, 10 State street, Boston, and 37 Park Row,
New York, are authorised to contract for advertising
the Star,
.
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are apprisedof the discreditable
which he has gathered his gains

miserable tenacity with which he clings to
thém, we are still inclined to bow down before the human sponge thafonly swells un-

1369.

GEORGE T. DAY,

der the igfluence of. his perpetual absorption, to sigh over the fact that we have missed what we call his good fortune, and to

Editor,

talk, of his: success as something that has
developed under the special smile of a
AHR communications designed for publication should
providence that bas overlooked our case.
be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on business, We are apt to count those "our suceessful
remittances of money, &¢., should be addressed 0 years in which we have diverted most of
*

;

outward advantage into our own sphere,
and held most successfully what we have

+ the Agent:
\

Premium.

A Large
i

secured. Christian men and women speak
of their children as doing well in proportion

We have arranged to give a liberal pre- as they are in the way of securing*liberal
salaries and gathering about them the adIt is as follows:
_ mium for a little work.
vantages
which wealth and social position
To any person who willsend us a year's
afford. Because they succeed in getting,
subscription in advance for his own paper, they are pronounced successful; the questogether with a year’s subscription in ad- tious, how they use, and hothos the¥ give,
ao
. vance from a new subscriber,’ we will send are hardly thought of,
Close
tis a false and mischievous view: of life.
. a. copy.of, Mr. Kennedy! 3 volume,‘
Communion, or open Communion?
An The desert receives :a. flood. of ‘sunbeams,
The rain falls withExperience and an Argument, "— and will but it remains barren.
out tint upon thé rock, bit'it {5 still as desalso send
a copy of the same work to the
‘titute as ever ‘of vegetation. The waving
new subsoribery’ Og if it ds preferred, ‘we fig-tree drew heavily upon the best elements
will send any unbound volume
of the of the soil, "but the search for fruit was re-

warded only with leaves.

to the fifteenth

plant has a home in the most favored places
and it enlarges rapidly, butit gives out only
fatal miasma in return for what might have
gone back in benefactions toa tisedy world.

inclusive, on the same

| The + postage,—which

terms.

is

twelve

“eents,—mist be paid by those who order the
books.
The volume by Rev. ‘Crammond

fees,

have

been

.

:

fully

satisfied

with the tributes paid to his memory in the

national Capitol on Tuésday of last week.
The instances have been very few.

in which

or a mere

erly

man

without

dine

au-

They would take away the Lord

Christmas

furnishes no slight protest, no

doubittul reply, no. inoperative. antidote. to
this movement against the recognized pex-|
sonality, the constant presence, the all-per- |
yadipyg power, the abiding. authority and

unambitious and full--ef- quiet veneration ;
and the choice words of other men, in both

branches of Congress,showed how high was
the estimate that had been put upon th ‘de-

parted statesman by all Who had been, permitted. to know. his. qualities and . become

Saviour, and of his “growing “triamphs in
every age, we shall learn anew. to welevme
him as the giver of life to the world, and
follow him as the Captain of our, salvation
who leads all “his followers to certain and
perfect victory.
rer

he

Message. SL
me

‘The responses which come

debaters; and the words that: took note of
his integrity, his fidelityto cenvietion, and’

bis moral courage ‘when ‘he felt’ called to
face thé public demand

meet
could
tered
| much

from Europe

which he could not

with a tenderness | that, showed how bu
were the speakers’ memories with hi

compliment. ha frankness, sensibleness and

Mr. Fessenden

and timely. * It presents. the arguments one asks after the return that they make. to
agaibst restricted eommbmion in a very him and to society, it is found thaf they
clear; courteous and effective way, and its. have no choice fruit on the ‘boughs! of char‘acter, mo ‘record “of ‘beneficence seuttered

directness of Gen.” Grant’; they find Mr.
Boutwell's financial policy: to: be an open
one and fully vindicated by its good resulls’;
they cach the strong protest against: every-

were not ignored by the.. speakers,

the ** Boy Preacher,”

well known.

as

‘among the C. Bap-

tists, is thoroughly fresh, interesting, able

account of the author’s experience, "while
straggling with ‘the! ideonsistencies 6f his
exclusive theory and

practice

communionist; sare: - both
“striking.” Itis'a

well

as

made

book,

pages, large 16mo., and has

been

and galls for his own with usury?
“Here i¥'the test of every
e
life, and his is
thé wayto make it a power and'a glory.

‘and

of

175

The question for the

‘regular-

paid, for 75 cts. ; and the same offer is made
théseveral'voldines

The

Quarterly

of

the

Quarterly.

is too well known to need

description. ;
We wish “at: once to encourage and reward the effort
of our friends,
arranged,

-for the

present,

and

so have:

to 8énd

young man is, nog

what position he has “gained or may gain,
bat how he has employed or will employ
the infldence which it gives him. Tt is not
enough that the merchant has made $50,000
during the year; the main question is, What
tise has'he ninde of it? "Tt fs fot enough
that the student has amassed knowledge;
one needs to know if he is réally employing

Ty sold at $1,00 Pex, co, by... It: will be sent
to any othér ‘gabseri
to’ the ' Star, post
of

it to muakeignoranee ‘wiser ‘and perplexity
surer of its road. “After learning of the
pastor’sliberal salary, and spacious church
edifice, ‘and
erowded © dongregation, the
main point is still untouched. These things
are only what he has got; the vital question

these

‘liberal premiums,
The more promptly the
names and money are sent, the more sure
will the applieants be of getting what they is, What does he give back?
wish. * We shall supply the demand while isnever to be measured by
privileges, but by his bestowed
our stock of premiums lasts. Let the .or| the moral ‘world, the mightiest
ders be hastened,
be the completest bankrupts;

or Giving?

the wealth that never wastes and of the honor that abides forevermore:

The twomain theories of life upon which
different men act; may be easily defined,
and in a few words.
They are fairly set
. forth by the caption which we have
chosen. One man labors to get all thatis
within his reach for his own personal grat-

Christmas

ih
A et.

growing its Puritanism, it is certainly lessening the force of its | protest against
festivals and usages that were once looked upon as ' papal ‘relics or! prelatieal
badges, The grim. moral earnestness that

ification ; another strives to give all that is
as/a

consumer;

the

other,”as

a

marked our earlier life, abates.

producer.
One honors ‘Christianity ; the
other exalts worldliness. One embodies
selfishness;: the i oshér incarnates benevolence. One in his prosperity is like the

ism of Cotton Mather, it may be, asmuch
as ever, but we do not copy him. ., Wehave,

perhaps,as little inclination to take the Pope

barns that he. may hoard up ‘whatever his
avarice ‘may grasp or his shrewdness and
effort may win; the other is like the first

as mastér,

all his possessions and

or the Vatican te

at

The

on

monicg

Boi

Te
\
rh
whose:

change

us to

any

memorial

through

service.

the

who

We

stickle

smallesi’evidence

Teal

5

for]

trie devotion. to the Lord Jesus, We oan | tells t
to.
of innot find any sufficient, proof that the twenty- form TH
Wictinhedi lg
say, He Oh!
fifth of December
marks the season of it is an a
‘for’ wotidded fodling. ‘that

“The goodsand

do
40 Setualy 3mix i

resolutions

mittee appointed to examine into the condi=
tion of affairs in the Book Concern at New
York. Some of the utterances, while the
Tesolutions were under discussion, were
very strong. The speakers demand ' light,

Denominational News: al hi,
To =H

"Home

Mssions-

STATE, OF THE FINANCES—MONEY GREATLY
NEEDED.
At the meetimg of the Executive Commit
tee of our Home Mission Society, Wich

has

often been charged,

but ex:

plained
or apologized for as. & man might
deal with thé humano frailties that some
had‘charged upon an intimate friend.

foe

Freedmen ; ‘and the expenses of this work

ssc PrETY oF HE # New York JOCRNALS.

must

"The terrible spasms of ‘pious horror which

Anngal Report of “our finguces, thit, atthe

certain papers of the metropolis have, suffered
in view of, the great harm likely to
come 0 religion, in: consequence’ of ‘the

close of the fiscal, year, Aug. 31, the Treas-

ludicrous and disgusting. ‘One 'may ‘well

question the propriety of Mt. Beecheér’s paft
in that affair, and ‘regret the predicament

brigand, who ' always * deliberatély killed
the victims whom he had robbed, . but refused to stay over nightat the hotel where
no grace was said at the dinner table. :
The Hartford Courant is ‘only Just when

it uses the following quaint bat’ severe language:

Itis very

‘edifying,

it

beautiful if oo Yuk, fle

loshin,

tué with which the Sun, the World,

y

Ab

20

the Her-

be paid: monthly.

It is seen inthe

ury had been overdrawn to the amoung of
$2,050,00, . which sum. the Society owed ab
that time. ThE appropriations. made previous to Oct. 15, Which had not been ps
were $1,830,00, These. sums ‘make

3

total amount of 88,180; 00, ‘whitch | fo...
ciety must have during the year to meet its

obligations," wittiout ‘even Making’ ay] ndore
appropriations,
vin
(
0%
The first quarterly payhiont on the’ appropriations made in Oct. last will be dueon

the first df iméxt month, ‘or ‘would! be, if

there was sufficient money in the Treasury
to pay them, But-as the prospects now
are, there will. be.nothing in the Treasury

ut: that time; and. the Board ‘have given {he
Treasurer’ no’ authority to: hire morey’

Pay appropriations, And there is a's
Ing vote of the Society, that no debt i

inpurred: beyond fair and Susscualiy Js.
pects of means to pay it."
Pid}

These ire the ' filots ih relation 0 |
ald, and journals of that class, cometo the
state
of. our, finanges. We have.
“Henceforth, ' Mr.! Fessenden Is ‘to ‘sténd defense and guardianship of the: religion
no travelthing that wedrs the semblance of ‘Fépudiaof
tionor bad faith towards its creditors ‘that out prominent among the great men of Christ, when it is in danger from. such men ing. agentin the field 10 collect funds. «The
¢éorires ‘ott from the’ very heart of the hew the nation, —a model of dignity,an example as Rev. Mr. Field and Mr, Beecher..: dt is Society: depends on the effofts of missiof
always lovely to see the devil going to | ary agents
administration; und so they assure them
in. W's'and'Q. Ms, and dpon
of high-mindedncss; a statesman “whose in- church,
with his tail tucked into his boot
selves that the word of thé Union. is as sa- tegrity’ no’ ‘enemy ever suspected, and a legs.
These journals, however, are nut pastors and” &iMiofining “dommittees in
ered as-its bond,’ and its bond equivalent to patriot Whose devotion {0 his country made
like the man in thé conference meeting churches, to collect funds upon the plan
gold. Our securities stand better inthe him’ willing to, incur ifs censure that he who spoke of himself, with shame, gs +
proposed hy the General Conference, which
European markets than théy did" a’ month might serve its highest interests.
was embodied in: a circular and sent to all
He had consumedly humble Christian J?
since, ad, oury bendy fre So pon
after his frailties, and they ‘were’ obvions this
the
Y. M's, and nearly all’ theQ. M's, and
GrORGIA UNDER DabLINE.
The
that theg-Hiave' olbady-ndvanced §
price faults, and even his.friends could not deny author
itids at WW: ashington have taken this Has been published in thé Star and Free.
and grown jnddealy scarce.at the
8 them. But in spite of all; she was a man
recalcitrant state in band, and sheds in a man, This plan will save, the expenses
boards. . The London Times tells its read- whose large ability gave the nation an ad- fair way
afd salary of a traveling agent, and bring
to receive her just deserts.
Like
ers that ‘America is a'good debtor and in 10 ded prestige, and whose character added an
‘undutifal sehool-boy, she hasbeen re- ages blessing to pastors, ‘conrmittees’ and
danger of insolvency, and the leading jour- somethipg “to its ‘moral ‘power.
churches ‘who heartily engage in this work,
Into the manded back to her, task,
and set doing it
nulsof France compliment us strongly on hands of that nation his repatation is now over again.
In short, the state must be The appropriations of the present year
the guietude and vigor with whichwe move given for safe keeping, and the trust will govern
ed as the law directs, and Congress were made, with the expectation ‘that the
on under our financial burden, steadily be ‘neither’ ‘underrated, néglectéd nor abus- is holdin
g the remorseless whip of author friends of the. cause would contribute as
lightening it'as we go.
;
:
much for Home and Freedmen’s' missions
ed. "May he have many successors, who ity over its back,
while it sullenly submits
All this is cspecially welcome. Though will add the grace of sweetness to the maj- to the process.
the ensning year as they did last year, and
Tt will be remembered that,
by no means so sensitive to foreign opinion estyof ‘hisindependence and the strength of two years
ago, the Georgia Legislature was it'is hoped that ‘theré will be no Gisappofute
as formgerly, and having gained a degree of his courage.
ment in this regard.
unceremoniously broken up, and the colored
calm confidence in ourselves as. the result
Never were funds ‘more needed, and nevmembers expelled from their seats. A bill
TBE MorMoON Scmism. The church
of our recent struggle, still it is grateful to
has now come up. in the Senate, declaring er could they accomplish more good than as
know that our creditors hold our notes of ‘the Latter-day Saints is not likely to that the
unséating of those members was the present time. For six years past this
without misgiving, and thatthe public sen- keep clear of difficulty, and the spirit of uncons
titutional, and..ordering the state to Society, has received and’ expended for its
timent of the old world,—which
was faction is both active, strong and threaten- go back
two years and take them in. It work among the Freedmen, exelusive of
strangely filled with prejudice and did us ing. 'A periodical has been started which goes to the
very root of ‘the matter, and the Western mission, from five to eight
no little wrong in the days that tried our strikes heavy blows at the authority and the provides for all
future contingencies by au- thousand dollars per year. A good and
mettle and threatened our best institutions, ‘policy of Brigham Young. It is called the thorizing the Presid
ent to employ military glorious work has been accomplished, snd
—is now forward in giving compliments Utah Magazine, and its editors have been force, if
necess
ary
to secure the desired a good foundation laid for the establish
even when chary of making confessions. formally excommunicated by the prophet, end. Congr
ess is thoroughly in earnest in ment of permanent churches, and the wide
Proved power is effective testimony in favor whose rule they denounce, ‘whose power
this
matter
.
The bill is backed by our—L-extensioff oor mission work at the South ;
of its possessor, and in the eye .of Govern- they do not hesitate to defy, and whose pre- _ablest
senators,
and this, or one similar to but for the\ want of funds the Society is
tended revelations they meet with the.
ments nothing succeeds like success.
if,
must
inevitab
ly
go through. = Georgia compelled to greatly reduce the number of
There is, the Alabama question still re- statement that they have received counter is excited to a fever
heat, and enters all teachers and missionaries, and: thuSdargely
maining unsettled. And it is sometimes revelations from -sources trily angelic. sorts of protestations.
But if the
It is’ in vain that curtail our mission werk.
amusing to reada statement of the views on They denounce hig perversions: of the doc- she applies to her Democratic
small
sum
which
the
Society
has
voted to
allies
in
and
this subject that are set forth by the Eaglish trines of Joe Smith, his predecessor,
Congress for aid, for even they cannot al. ‘raise for this purpose the present year,
press. The tone of public feeling there on his failure to work out the programme of low so flagrant an outrage on justice
to go should not be raised; our mission fo
that question has been very ‘variable. For that great apostle ; and particularly protest unpunished,
must still be largely reduced.
:
The President and Cabinet
a longtime we were told that the British against. his efforts “to build up a despotic, are thoroughly in sympathy with the bill,
But, dear brethren, sisters and friends of
Government did its whole duty’ toward us, priestly rule in the church.” They declare and the union element at the South is great- H. missions, do not for one monient, think
and perhaps something more., Then there that ‘the church will henceforth be known ly encouraged ‘thereby, It sees that it can of diminishing your effortsor contributions |
was a sort of admission that 1t might not as the: Church of Zion.” Clearly, the trib- hope for aid from that source alone
whence for the cause ‘which God has so signally
have been quite-as vigilant and prompt as ulations of Brigham have scarcely begun; ald womnld be effectual, It argues a fixed blessed and ‘prospered. Do not be cona genuine friendship and, a broad view ‘and doubtless they will only end with his purpose on. the part of ‘the law-making tented with ‘what has been done, or with
would;
suggested.
Later, ‘when Mr: death, after which a thorough breaking up power to secure ‘to all persons their inalien- doing as much ds we have fn past years.
Joh
was tickling John Bull's ‘ribs with of the nefarious system he’ has ‘established able rights, and to extend its protection Will God be satisfied with this now? He
over every class while in the proper dis- has increased our means for doing good,
attentions, soothing his nerves with com- may be safely predicted.
charge of duty. It is expected, also, that and does he not require more of us? Shall
pliments, tiring his ‘arm with hand-shakTHE RoMisH | CONFESSIONAL + Ex- a movement will be. made in the ‘Senate we not enlarge our mission work the presings, and wearying him into a good-natured
lassitude with Tong, bum-drum. speeches, the: PosED. The people of Jersey City have obliging Georgia ‘to ratify the X Vth as well ent year? If we refuse to dose, will hot
soothed. and complacent negotiator. . was recently had quite a sensationin the form -a8 ‘the XIVth ‘amendment: “This would the displeasure of Ged rest upon us? If
quite ready to admit that he might, perhaps of a" lecturé ' by Miss Edith” O'Gorman, ‘doubly * exasperate ‘the already spiteful we increase our .centributions:and efforts in
have been delinqient, and ought to pay the heretofore known in the convent circle as state, but bad temper is neither becoming this and other good causes the present year,
Romish nor likely to be of service.
¥
God 'will yet send ‘richer showers’ of ‘bless«
oysters in token of restored good feeling. Sister Teresa. Her subject wag
——
She speaks, of course, from
ings
upon ©s. Thé new year is just at
And when! ‘the-voluble ‘minister was told Confessionals.
—QUAKER TAcTics. The delegation of
hand, This will be a favorable time for
that'his gooor theory ‘of dealing with a grave ample "knowledge, such as experience has Friends sent out by Government to
control
every pastor to present this, subject
to his
intérbationdl qakstion ‘would [nbt! be ‘én- afforded her. Her picture of that institn- a district of the aborigine
s,
has
been
highly
church, and for: every ehureh to raise
a so~
dorsed at home, the English - indignation, tion is not a flattering one. . She insists that successful. Their’ report
affirms that the liciting'¢ommittee'to circulate mission cards
retorts and bluster that followed were Some. the general tendency and effect.of the con« Indians are by no means. void
of generous
for Weekly or monthly sabscriptions for thé
thing’ wore’ amusing ‘than frightful. The fessional are, not friendly to - Christian faith sentiments, and thata, proper
fulfillmentof
or;
exalted
virtue,
.She
says.
«it,
is
the
privUtiited States only responded by saying,
pledges, together with kindness of treat- year, presenting one to, every memberof
the congregation: - The first day of Janu«
« “Wait till the blood is cool, and. then we ileges of the priest to defileas 'wellas to de: ment, will invariably secure
their confidence |
ary is a‘ good time for each individual who:
can talk further,” and went about its prop- fine the law3” and she more than intimates" aud friendshi
p.
.
They
have
been
sb long ay read this article to send a NEW YEAR'S
er works, | Andnow that the ty
ess has that ‘He ‘very ‘often ‘does the former ‘an the under

Christ.’ We fdibto “sée any very\elosé or’
obvious connestion) between hilarity’
and i sadceeded to fhe Phstiba had th b Prestdent

not become

pretense of doing

the latter.

She has

thoroughly réndunced her Catholiclsm, and
is somewhat unspating in her criticisms, free
in her revelations; and pretty defiant in her
tone, - ‘She’ siys that ' the papal dignitaries;
‘in holding '#" Conneil ‘In 1869," “have tis
taken-the-era-of
he--and-

Christ's birth ';i-there are very! strong “roa- America wants, rather than compenss on
sons for’ think]of Heh
thie date to be about three for Tosses suffered, is. it? Well, since she:
great TR peinpea are in fhe months ‘gatof
ik 8 And To Chirist- | asks us to say that we dre sorry, aid. then
n’ of / beneficence, und’ the man ‘mas is being more an
more. observed. by |
cables, which make visible the darkness o
ife revolves about his own personal | all classes. The most pronouneed of : Prot
thy Vatican" And she adds,” with som |
vB

Whol

the

that they keep: any:

omit wig to

still) Shey,

indicates

for the festival give

thoroughly saintly; Hors
até the Worst mien
hpea Ap

Palace with a sentiment

see plainly enough that‘many

the benavolont giver.

evilidhy

gaze

ed the observance of “the ddy.’ ‘We do not
hear the special voice of religions dnty gum-

simply because

earth have

Buckingham

festivity,

foc puted imental either} of

bestm

with:

and

whicl we are passing. © We do’ not forget
the'abuses ahd superstitions that hive niark- |

the real springs of character are more or less
hidden beneath éxternal aspects that are
"
to all, i hosauge Shere are very
etter or

pageants

we dishonor the faith in which we were:
born and bred.
|
The general and: growing interest in
Christmas, as a season for social and sacred

not seem to present such sharp

the 30

.see- the

akin to that of pity,and without feeling that

The contrasts presénfed Jy “thése tivo

a

as did

upon the portrait of CharlesI. in ‘thé hall

theories and types of life are many and
marked, The men and women whom we
may

the king as

right,

out any twinges ‘of ‘conscience,

Bet and eternal Saviour

and positive antagonisms,

acknowledge

the company crowded. within the cabin of
the Mayflower;
but we can visit St. Peter's’

of men,

- meet

and

head of the church by divine

laying them down that they may be used
for the relief of the needy,
One suggests
the great adversiry, going” abot Ari “oly
“seeking to ‘devour; the other carries ‘the
observer's thought. to him who treads the
- path’ of beneficence for three earnest years,
and then. cheers!
lays down his life that

he fay be the pe

' The stern,

Cromwellian elements less active and noticeable than it was. We praise the hero-

rich fool’ in" the ‘gospel, building ‘bigger

disciples, bringing

and -its Testimony.

Whether New England is or is not out-

at his command for the profit of others,
One is selfish ; the other, benevolent. One
appears

«A ‘Christian

his supplied
service. In
getters may
true-hearted

and large-hearted givers ‘alone are sure of

>

Getting,

to the President's message, and the accom-

or of healthful work done. What will ‘suck
souls reply when the; Great Master comes

a_close

“instructive

Boston,

into which it has put him.
But the seemand brave the public censure which he ing sorrow of these journals bver theiimpinot escape, these words were ut- ety of which Mr. Bis said to be guilty,and
their pretended anxiety for ‘the | good estate
with an .emphasis that showed: how
sineerity wag -inspiriag them, and. of godliness, reminds one" of the Italian

choicest of all God's gifts; ‘and yet, when

since,

in

expressing in strong

the fibul trianph of him Who 15 the rafér of
the world and the hope of mankmd, Bring: familiar with his public career. . With one [part taken by Messrs. Beecher and ‘Froth- |
ing home to ug the fact of his birth in Beth- voice hid enlogists ‘assigned him a place in igham in the, mirtiage ceremony at Mr.
Jehemy; of ‘his exaltation to be a Prince and the very first rank of statesmen, and. public Richardson's bedside, have been: equally|

of very recent, occurrence. . The: coldness,
-panying reports from the several Heads: of ‘the haughty self-assertion, the tone of: bitter
Deparuments, ' arg “very ' grateful, Phey ness and the air of contempt, with which

years

held

were passed,

honest, dignified, hearty and tender eulogy
has been so freely and fittingly uttered over insisting that the suppression of the facts is
from Christendom, and the confidence from the death of' a public min, and so gen- neither just nor politie, that the hidden was held in: Lowell,on the 15th of last
the believing disciple. They ~Would blur erally and unhesitatingly responded to by |
offenders should be at once exposed and sus- conditional appropridtions for the aid 5
over the name that is above every 'name, both Congress and the country. Senator
pected innocence openly vindicated. ‘What | feeble churches were made to the amount
and ‘fake away the deepest and’ divinest Morriil'ssketch was well executed, though
these men ‘frankly say, many others deep- of $2.300{00 for the year comiméncing Oct.
meaning that gathers about.the story of the | perhaps a: little ambitious. in its rhetorical
ly feel, and ‘the Committee may vet feel 1, 1869, to be paid quarterly, provided there
gospel's vietories among men, and remand
features; Mr. Sumner's reminiscences were
obliged. to speak in _ self-defense, if not shall be sufficient’ funds ‘in the Treusury.
the perplexed soul back to merely human | fiténsely interesting and did’ credit both to
out of regard to the interests of the great At the same meeting, it was voted to
speculations, ‘and leave it “alfed. and, his brain and heart ; Mr. Authony’s charPublishing douse thatis thus : left under a and appropriate ab | least $2,000. for our
hopeless.
| work in: the"
"| acterization was: ab ohoefus, discriminating, cloud.
doah valley song” ‘the
stance,

our thought as" symbols’of ‘wasted! or perverted blessing. Aud’ there ' ‘are 'human
souls that receive or grasp the amplest and

_dy, who was,

@

from Me., must

skeptical and audacious; when dealing with
religious problems, are trying to make the
Messiah a mére myth without gesuine sub-

They get much, but give nothing that's serviceable, and for this reason they stand in

Kerne-

1 Convention,

terms
EULOGIES ON SENATOR FESSENDEN. the dissatisfaction felt over the non-comThe most partial friends of the late Senator mittal or white-washing report of the’ Comny

redecming Christ. Science, ‘on the one side,
and literary culture en-the other, both alike

The poisonous

Freewill Bapist Quarterly, from, the second

Current Topics.

eral observance of Christmns is just now
likely to reuder.. It testities clearly and
strongly to a- real, personal, historic and

ways in
and the

the ‘ns

A

nr

control ‘of the ‘military armi of the
Govermetit, that they had come fo’ consider qritto {he Home thission Treastiry. Shall
to, the
themselves. as more than hall brutes. to. be. there not he many such gifis sent.
shot down at the least provoeation, and ‘to ‘Lord's: Treasury,: so. that all the quarterly
be treated quite “without nieroy. '" Indeed; | appropriations’ due’ at ‘that time, and our
monthly payments’ to" thie bo TS Among,

General Sheridan, in his}| Teport of

‘the ton- |
ill those
dition’ and prospects of his district, declares the Freedmen, may be’ pai
that the Indians sre. idle. vagabonds, ‘that who made pledges at the last ii Lop.
ference, and at the Annivorsaries, and

they. are | entirely. devoid ‘of manly’

senti-paid thew, redeem, hem jon ox bef
and Selfish "interests, Wo feel that there are estants ave sometimves: foremost in signaliz-) count, and ‘this keep thé sovdreigus hat) severity as well ‘as ‘appreciation’ in her ‘| ments, and that they recognize fio law but. not;
the opening of the" mew:year? Amid’ vo
that
of
brute
ig
the'day;
and
the
successors
of
‘the
most"
force.and
.
biiter
retaliatio
n.
CLR
AGH
le * distiinces ; they
‘touch
re.
represent so much solid value P* The Pres: words, when speaking somewhat. rhetoriry

‘moral zenith and nadir of the

intense of the

. ‘Where the one element. rules su-

prenis there is paradise 10 our view; Whefe
cétiter
of pérdition.

his

with our stern and wearing work.

by which he has

J

to look

so_many
proofs
of his
s energy, his persis-

[general

superiority’

to

ria
Ww Sioek,

nd.

his

bonds

award power, and so,

honor the imagined

ek don lors

Ti
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Eke

note

Servi

a

of

Our

|

Inno-

cent and quiet merriment is a tonic that the
Yankee temperament cally for. And espe~clally shall we find a'blessing in whatever
gives an added sanctity “to the friendships
and affections that: have their seat in. the
home, and throws a religious siguificance
oaa
usual courtesies and i
course. By Wedding Fam
o
ur common i
3
Fe
bo b q PTA Si}
~

quali| m

the wealth.

lessons

life needs: more geniality. A We shall do
well in mingling zest and social sunshine

hatto the millionaire; just because he isa
aire. "True enough, wheén we know
ing of the nian who has, great posses-

EN

upon the

may indeed be in some ways useful.

And rf sem getting is “every Quy endorsed among men, and the getter is
* praised an d envied. Society. takes.ofl.iis

or
of the methods

Puritan preachers” How’

this Christmas season‘as 6ftén'as it occurs.
We do not. object:
to this; change, nor, see
any. real peril likelyto grow: out of ;it. / It

the other is:enthronad we know mustbe the

od thous Ne duaictien joclined

old

put special emphaisis

jos

ale oY mi

ident igo pefibighn Roiex'Iof Telidh Froid our cally‘of Father Hyacinthé: ‘*¥ “cotild have’
,{ pdmired him more had he bared his breast
difficulties,”

Acting on this prin iple, the General found

frequent em ployhont. for his’ troops, and
was obliged to exercise great caution, to

So much we learn by tolograph. The
fuller ftatoments 44d goanments Will soon

the: baities ments of defended wrong "dn his save his scalp.

reach us, and the temper of our

native

transatlan-

tic cousins ‘will be. better
understood.
Ther¢
is no, child's’ play intended on this
side of the sea over that Alabama question,

and Gel, Grdntis the last man to pout, or
stickle for any mere punctilio. 1 Such a
construction put upom his words is as. far
from wit as from justice. - 'We want’

manli-

ness to mark our national intercourse, and

tothe, st rpacin his aymrconntry, amd dared,

soil.”

Sister Teresa

is, certainly

plucky,” hag ‘a’ feo tongue in het head, is
not

above

the

arts-thatstrike the popular

feeling, and, plainly enough, likes a sengation,—perhaps

all the more in consequence

of ther Jong and close isolation from the
world into which she has lately come, If

she does not get silenced, or spddenly put

out of sight, it will, not he strange if her
voice is heard on the Woman's Rights
good will and a Christian magnaminity. platform soon, for otie extreme is apt to folWhen the question is mutually approached low its opposite, and this young woman has
in that spirit, the day of . honorable and fi | obviously
mo lack of ardor and rather ennal adjustment, will have already dawned.
joys: a strong fight. | Her blows:ard likely td

there oughtto bo ddded

A

CATALOGUE, of ‘the,

to it ‘a genuine

Lewis: on, igh

be. rather damaging to the

papacy, pro-

vided “stié ad6s not allow them to Sifint

School gives «‘evidence of prosperity.’ J M1 ; herself,

The Quakers present quite a different report. They found no difficulty whatever in
their treatment of them, and do not hesitate to affirm that they can be made
peace-

many claims

which

press upon us for aid,

let ts not forget. the claims of our Home
mission, cause.

SILAS Cui,

Triarer:

Concord, N. H.; Dec. 14,1869.
A Significant Fact.

able, diligent and intelligent, by adopting a

The appropriations, and donations made
proper course of treatment; thus, repeating | to our Foreign mission by the. government,
the verdiet of Mr. Catlin, Mr. Schoolcraft
and by ‘benevolent individuals - in India,
and all ‘other good and trastworthy men, speak very clearly as to the value and’ suc:
concerning our predecessors on this conti- cess of the mission. Governments do not.
nent, It is needless to say that this happy often appropriate money to objects which.
result of peaceful measures is having a donot benefit themselves; or: their, ‘people.
marked effect in shaping opinions at Wash- And when these appropriations
are made to’
ington.
:
religious tecatiers and missionaries, whose,

~DoNg Asanany, A Jaw has been formally
enacted and approved in Wyoming Territory

work in years past. has heen the subject of
suspicion by the government: the faot above:

stated hecomds all the more ‘signifieant,

giving" waénion the ‘full tight of
Wo lave! before us the’hater of ol tik
iffragze.
Is'that an fll istfauion; of’Yeh broghass,: sion, for the pat year,whigh shows ihinf #4,
al sentir ‘from, fd able Faculty snd’ a. nil are
dadeal | oy
vo
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g
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After Jan.1, my own Post Office adarw:®® Will

individuals, and '§700 contributed by' the

Phillips, Me.. Dec. 11.

made

doubtless

:

under which it was given, seem to be suffig-

regards by the following. resolution :

We owe him a debt of gratitude
ved. That
Resolfaivhful
: for-his
and able laborsto establish a Free

siders, the internal operationsareend)peculiarly
spiritual | shall
prospects

and

condition

it well for the peopleto know it.

[Intelligent men and government officials in
India say shat itis valuable.’ And we have

Reading hymn
reading scripture

when we shall find an’ abundance of that

‘kip of work ‘to do there, which eheérs,

to do more still.
strengthens and encourages

Let us sustain, cheerfully and liberally the
present

work, and

when God calls

tothethe

can

the Place

1

by

b 151

diately.

versions are quite numerons. Backsliders
sare zeclaimed, and those. who have. held to
perpigious: doetrines -are: renouncing them

to

of truth

have

ocdiipled, for ten thousand dollars, and it is decided to make an effort to obtain it. But help
writes

also that

other additions to the church by baptism are ex:
:
pected;soon.
We find in the Lewiston Journal a full and ins
teresting: aecount of the services atthe dedioa:
tiomof thie house of worship just: erected ‘in that
city by the Horton 8t. Free Baptist church and
society, of which Rev«J.8. Burgess is pastor.

odists

stated public worship in. p community, and, was
suggestive, earnest and fervid., Several other
fico)

plainly but, tastefully finished and fur
is,t,
men
nished, and has 100 pews which will comfortably
seat 550 persons. The whole cost is about $12,000.

Tt is only.a little more: than one year since this
society, gommengced tg meetings. in a hired hall;

but thropgh hard work on the part of many: help-

ers, there is naw & church of 100, menibers, a 8ab“hath school of. 150, and a good; and : growing con<
gregation to enter this new and comfortable
Ivillustrates the saying: God helps
sanctuary.
those who help themselves.
}

‘Rev. W. W. Nutting and wife'are grateful for
the liberal donation ‘of $128, made by friends in
-« Bast Williamstown,
Pr

Lo

omar

‘Rev,

A.

L.

Gerrish

and

wife

gratefully ‘ac

knowledge the receipt of $65 in cash and valua.
bles, 4s a donation from their friends in Pitts.
field on the evening of Nov. 66.

South,

the Baptists,

and,

the

Reformed,
y
‘

g

HM. Agency in Frmington @, M.
Dear Brethrén:—Having decided, to spend the

winter months,in the south, with the Hope of reg at least so far as to enable me
my, bealth,
gainin

work more jefliciently) in the, Master's casei. Xi
have appointed Bey. (Geoy,We Gould; of Bast

‘School numbering

-

and
are

is

would
i

sixty-four

favor ‘of an’ immediate revision of the English
.
version of the Bible.
daughter,
holy
‘to.his
letter
a
sent
The Pope has
atIsabella IL, Queen of Spain,” inviting her to
tend, with her ‘‘very happy husband” and ‘holy
the (Ecumenical Council,
children”
The Sultan has given permission to Eugenie to
purchase, for 20,000 francs, the ground adjoin.

ing Mount, David; in Palestine, which is believed
to harbor the remains of the Virgin Mary.
The Pope-has at last answered Dr, Cumming’s

was pot. invited;

already ' set

tlody suchas the: primacy of the Roman: Pontiff,
are mato ba discussed. The Popds letter ehds’

fair

price,

‘ER

rh

Oxford, Chenango Co.

NY

C M

Prescott.

“BF Patt,57

NY
Me

Rev J B
A Bawyer,

Rev GP

Merrill, Newton
Wayne,

Me

Ramsey, Oneononta,

per 8 W Bates, Executor
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low prices.
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street, Boston.
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by mail, for
Addi ess,

Gems.
favorite Nocturnes,

Waltzes, Polkas, Marches, Schottisches, Redowas,
Four-Hand Pieces; Quadrilles, &c., just issued in one
book complete.
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A New Collection of the mast
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© Price

Cloth,

full

popular Songs,
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‘of each, Boards,

gilt,

$4 00.
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Washington Street, Boston,

$250.

Sent post
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CO., Publishers. 217
711. Broadway, New
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Just Published, ~OHRISTMAS CAROLS, 01d and

New...

Nineteen Carols from the German and English

38 cents.

Clos

FREE?!
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Invaluable

Counterfeit.
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SELTZER APERIENT,
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throw of the iiving, leaping Seltzer Spring.

Useitatonce.

invited to try this specific for their ailments, which is
equal in every essential element to the Spa itself.
ad
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SOLD. BY "ALL DRUGGISTA .
i
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FREER!

stremgth to the weakest
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hair; restores gray hair to
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Fast 25th Street, New

once,
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York.
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GORPORAL.

ORIGINAL

AND PIRST-CLASS.

LAS & larger circulation than any other Juvenile Magazine in the world, ands
THE LITTLE CORPORAL
better werth the price than any other magazine published.
price of ONE DOLLAR A
Because of its immense. circulation, we are enabled to farnish it at thea low
l premiums
YEAR.
Single number, 12 ¢ents; or free to any one who will try to raise club. Beautifu

12¢45.
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Address
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NATIONAL SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHER
Rev,

EDWARD
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till you
Do not decide on any Series of Sunday School Tessons, for i870,

WHAT

EVERY

PERSON

NEEDS

is some

remedy for habitaal ‘Costiveness.
*' I would advise
all those wha are troubldd with Dyspepsia, Costive:

ness, Piles, Biliouaness,
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fo and

ite original color, and aryests its falling out-at

Sold everywhere.
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Subscribe NOW.
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delightful hair dressing;
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ENTIRELY
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Headache,

or any form
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8a See advertisement in last week’s paper.
M. W. DODD, 506 Broadway, New York.
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A new collection of the latest

CO,

CO., Boston.
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Pianoforte

CARPETS.
—A few Axminster, Velvet. and: English
Brussels in our closing out sale at much under price.
NEW ENGLAND/CARPHT CO., Boston,
‘
, SHEBT O1L CLOTH for covering floors, in one entire
Piece, at reduced prices in our closing out sale, NEW
CARPET

Manuals for each

Grade. Sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of $1.25
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He shows that the irrepressible Doctor
and that questions
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those of the «Story of Jesus.”
2. It must be especially adapted to
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Lenox, commencing Jan. 28.
N. H. FARR, Clerk.
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; \ lect often results in an incurable Lung
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Next below them in numbers come the LutherEpiscopalians,
aug, “Congregationalists, and
Were all the denominations which accept Pres.
byterian polity to be united, including the German and the Dutch
number over 900,000.

ministers. took part inthe exercises, Which: were
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E truscan, Carbuncle
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The dedication took place onthe eyening of Dec.
16. The sermon, which was delivered by Bro.

enjoyed by. a full congregation.
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163; for the four causes of education, home and
foreign missions, church erection and publication,
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very

designated $438,490; of which the Welsh claim
but $150, and $75,000 is charged to ‘‘Miscellaneous.” Tn order to make up the $800,000 of total
apropridtions,there dare included $139,482 or drafts
not yet matured; and of course a similar amount
will stand over at thie end of this year to swell
the appropriations of next year.
According to The American Presbyterian, the
dhited church raised last year $6,047,042 for congregational purposes; for ministerial relief, $56,

Hamphslire, ‘stating ‘that the newly formed
church numbers 88. They have the offer of a
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real Morocco Shopping Bags, T'urnished Retieules,
| Silver Plated Ware, and Cutlery of all ‘descriptions,

been held at Philadelphia, led by Rev. Albert
Barnes.
In his address he avoided all allusion to
the cause of the rupture, and intimated that ‘the
division, with its healthful rivalries, had increased the strength of Presbyterianism, and. that it
could not be assumed that reunion would in-
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All the churches but one were
letter and delegates; all reported steadfastness
in the faith as churches: all subjectto more or
less trial from lukewarm members, but a faithful band in each struggling and toiling on. The
interest of the occasion was greatly increased
by the prdsence and labors of Bro. Dunn, of
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hearts of sinners, who "throng our close
quarters, and listen with great candor and

©

have

handsome snd nseful Holidey Presents, from now

rechurch
plénst i ify me imme-

pi

PAX

3

Tn’ Northwood, Nov. 18, by Rev. J. Rand, Mr. Dan-

Parker & Co's, 98 & 100 Summer St.. Boston, Mass.
Toenable every parson ‘to: provide themselves with

a

ape

Our beloved pastor, Rev.

feeling. ‘And backsliders, too,

Some rovival inter-

New DURHAM Q. M.—Held its last session
with the First Strafford Church. The session

W. T. Smith, isa zealous worker for the
Lord, and his heart is in the work of Christian progress.

ig

there
is inthis'conbtry.’

HOLIDAY PRYSENTS

the en-

datise to their congregations, and collect what
they can immediately for this object.
J.B: CARMIN, Clerk pro tem.
,

BrUNSwicK VILLAGE, Me. The Free
‘Baptist church in this village is now en-

full

i)

fa

”
4,10

CU Med

|

OR _ COLD,

efficacy. . The

pliyisie, besides being

another column,

work; and we pledge ‘anew our prayers and
gaits
14]
means to the mission work.
2. That we request the ministers of this Q.M.

SouTH BosToN, Mass. | A deep religious
interest still continues in the F. 'W. Baptist
church here. Eleven were baptized on the
12th inst., and eighteen were added to the
Many rejoice and give all the
church,
T. D. CLEMENTS.
glory to God.

are

cho

THB

of

Durgin and J.

Resolved, 1. That our Foreign Missionaries
have our warmest sympathies in their arduous

a portion ‘of the power. that is operating
among us, 80that the work may spread
through the cottntry. This work is marvel-

W. H. NICHOLS.

by the

edoaliont.

The following
the Conference :

and. will take home to their several churches

ouf in otir eyes, and the praise ofit all be-

Mr. Milliken; benediction by

870.

gates have been thereby quickened in spirit,

His words

it

will comprise Management of ‘Small; Farms, Fruit
Bs
and Vegetable Culture and how to make the
rof.
Also, ‘a’ Veterinary Department; for which
UniversiCorpell
Jamas Law, Veterinary Surgeon in

spoken hy big will not be in vain. Next ses41 3% to be held with : the Rn
‘Ripley chiirch, ; March 4,

The, ses-

s the: Blue Earth Valley QM. was
sion of
held during the most interesting “season of
the revival, “and it js hoped that ‘the dele-

perity is with us.

,

COUGH

hundreds of, the Jatest
- Dry Goods, &ey, &bu Ge; ant
They are giving ONE
Books.
churches were all represented; by letierexeept
published
and best
one. This delegation was small, and a want of "HUNDRED TICK LTS toevery one whowill beuvae these
Agent, without charging themluets.eachas erejofore.
interdst: in the cause of Christ Was'sensibly felt,
Ihe i Act ortis ernie inf another
We wera cheered by the presence of Revi H. Dud- “Read the change "in
ho
a
oluma, and gend for, Catalogue.
ley, from lll., and «we trust the earnest words

good work

joying a good religious interest,

51
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7 AGRICULTURAL; 7 0+
?
THE NEW, YORK WKEELY TRIBUNE is a great Farvaluable
Department,
mers Paper. 1t8 Agricultural
of the
#8) it: doea Kull Reports
always, containing
American Institute Farmer’s Club, and articles written for its colutans by the most “emitent “Agricultuto be, enriched by other at
America, is about
ists of
tractive features in a HortictlturalDepartaient, which

prayer Meaney WessHeEsing

singing

Rockford,111

QUESTION

VANBUREN, Iowa, Q, Ms-Held its last ses
gion with the Agency church, Dre.8 and 4... The

cominénced ‘about three ‘weeks since, and

longs to God.

the

he
being
uesting the

all

it,
the conout pourifig of the Holy Spirand

there are ng signs of its abating,

¢(Methodist) ;
p(jong Pa

est was’ réported from several churches. The
church at Littleton is enjoyi
0d degree of
fosperitges pe
pot of lu aired wiih it,

the presence of God.” There is a ‘plentifal

The

1,

column under this headingon our last page.

v, G, H,

Rev,

by

ire ossion a

Hak "

field chureh is enjoying a: refreshing from

for thé’ gospel ‘of Christ.

ig

FOR CITY, VILLAGE, AND COUNIRY, Bead the

;

instructive and inspiring
J. H. Brown, L.’B. Tusker, J.M.

and Mans-

NuxDA, Mixx. ~Fhe Nunda

L]

THROAT,

: pa has been engaged to answer questions concerning
thé candidave. © -* vCL
>
seases of Cattle, Horses. Sheep and, gther domestic
During tiie pession of the Q. M.; sermons both animals, and prescribe remedies through the columns
Revs.
by
preached
were
easons,

&c.

|

Pinkham; mens
charge
aL

candidniabb

Erskine. ihe

Reyivals,

DOE

the best family

to the churéh by Rey B. Tasker ; weleome gn
the chureh by, Rev: J. M; Durgii; welcome to

Hs bo cpbdy. 8nd2.0ror(; hnLassx,sendyCor. ToSec.tht
Mey .id
"

ihe

ti-bilions remedy

E. Guilford, was stalled, the or‘church, Rev.
der of the exercises Meingas follows: Reading
hymn by Rev. My. Milliken ; reading scriptureby
ev. Mr, Bean; prayerb Rey. J. Erskine, from
theSandwich Q. M.} reading bymn by Rev. L. B.
Magkery from the Wh

wus, riot

Y MIDICAL INSTITUTE,
1 . PEABOD
No. 4 Balfinch Stvest, S020

With a ‘clean Tread
ry,
| tile soap : and warm’ water, rub
Sloth, then apply the Liniment. yubin
well. withthe [4
|. In Rich
Mr. Jo
ichmond, Ni ov 3, by Wm: Cunningham,
and.
.
p
séph-G. Allard of Litchfield, an Miss Delia Reed of
.
¥ Xi
so
ie
}
Bimow J
1 1
Now. 21, Mr: Warren Higaih Curtis and Miss So:
ave the readers of this ‘paper ever used,any
of R.
ah
ax
Os
2 Jf not, why hot? they are’ phronia Ella Fogg, bothof B,
Parsaws Purgative: Pils

P. M., and on the same evening ‘the pastor of the

fiir ‘abiéad,to d6 more and gather more, let

; b

yi:

are ‘given of thie benefitof read: |: )
practical illustratitns
Tedd a |,
tionalist); ‘prayer by Rev. J.
M. Durgin of
Fran- ling. It will undoubtedly pay’ every one to dmerivalue ofthe
coniaj reading hymn by Rey. G. Ho Pinkham of journal of the high charagter gnd
'
Whitefield; sermon by
Rev. Mr. Pinkham. The can Agriculturist,
dedication services were attended to Saturday,

“reasdii to believe that the Holy Spirit is tes‘fifying the same by its operations npou the

may ‘be’ near

by Rev. Mx. Bean
Mili
b Rev. Mr.

g

FOR AN IRRITATED

Johnson's Anodyne Liniment; wagh

at Littleton.

der'of exercises was observed:

|

WTC LID,

Dr. Clarke's. RHEDD
A CERTAIN CURE FCR

j

BYDTHE
PUBLISHE

:

4

Coucord,
N BH. per 8 Curtis
per L Hassett T=
g

MJ Sylvester,

+2 If your horse
is lame; sore or /galldd, you Should use

new,-house,of worship; in: that place was dédicated to( the service : of Christ.
The following or-

,Qur labor will not be in vain in this field.

£ ig

; | J Loveland, New Haven, O

thoroughly tested, and maintain the good reputation
they have just'y aequived; As there, are imitaiions,
be sureto obtain the genuine.
uk

‘Quarterly Meetings.
last, session
Viginon. NH QO. MoHeld at itswhich
time the
with the” church

i

he SRW

A

LEO

|]
s,
Beaver, Minn.

1

fullegr confidence.n their

1

1100

2 40

per

Gilley

“Brown's Bronchial Troches” are offered’ with the jel, Pipex of N.and Miss Sarah H. Legro of Colum-

Chairman of Com.’

We cannot'deny

present indications, thé time

!

welfare

Follow him} Ang that heand (Bib dear fam-

Dec. dts 3869500
Harrisburg,

that new hope lias been awakened by the
Tate reports from the mission, and we think

If we rightly understand the

his future

Fairport, NY.

with each euceeeding week,
is always eprightly, entertaining and practical. ‘Some of "he most brilliant
writers in the country contribute to its columns,

First Free » Baptist; . church’
In behalf of the
ze of
8. M. CLARK,
pes

gospel truth'is working Antong ‘the people,
and ‘mien’ of standing’ in the ‘Santal villages

native heart:

i

ily may be as
useful and ‘their associations as
Pleasant in their new’ lime ay they have been
ith us, : =
:

. “hopeful: ; Recent dccounts frond. India, as
will be seen by communications from misgionaries]” just ‘published, inform’ us’ ‘that
. are inquiring after Christ.

Sold by all druggists.

Baptist church in this city ; and as he leaves us
to enter upon a larger field of usefulness, our
best wishes and prayers Tor

k2
asl

THIS Standard Medicine has been em=
ployed. for more than twenty. years with
Lee. NH. per FI G Knowles,
?
10,00 . 100,000 COPIES SOLD THE LAST YEAR.
Burnham
Depot, Me, per J Cook
7,00
It hs offen
THE SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF PRESERYVA- the most wonders success,
10,00
A CHRISTMAS OR’ NEW YEAR'S PRESENT, A Sherburne, N Y. per A M Richardson
Norwich, N Y, per A M Totman
5,12 TION. A Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of eured the worst cased of Neuralgia “in
monthly or a weekly, publication for young people
makes one of the most acceptable presents that can
110,17, . EXHAUSTED VITALITY, PREMATURE DECLINE IN from two to four hours, Rheumatic Fever,
be given duting the holidays—and, for this. purpose
!
3
OL
>
rer.
'MAN, NERVOUS AND' PHYSICAL DEBILITY, HYPO.
the Youth’s Companion, of Boston, is admirably
Doyer,N.H. |
or LipHy Troan *
aad all ‘other diseases arising ‘from ‘the in three or four days, and many cases of
ETI
TRI ee
adapted. It will make its appearance new and fresh
CHONDRIA;

of the Harrisburg,
i

to accept a call to the Presidency of Hillsdale college.
we would extpress our” kind ‘and brotherly

Isaac and Mary Norton, 2,50 each, Byron, Iti
Wm Greene, Prophetstown, Ill.

arden, Me per J L

of'digeases for which ti:€y are recommended. SETH
W. FOWLE & SON, Boston, Ta8s,, are the proprietors

Whereas, Our beloved pastor, Rev. James
Calder, has resigned the pastorate of this ehurch

This testimony, and the circumstances

These articles’

areno quack nostrums, but genuine preparations,
skillfully compon.ided;
and well adapted fo the class:

:

and Resolution were

adopted at a recent meeting
Pai, Free Baptist church :

visited the mission and had the means of
knowing what it was accomplishing for
India.
;
Learn ©
iently, strong to satisfy any ome that, the
mission is doing a good work) and doing it
effectually: ~White-we have this from out-

at

A Testimonial,

| The following Preamble

through the influence of officials, who had

ence, 2nd have come into general use.

AND WOMANHOOD,

| MANHOOD

A

:

11 Poreign Missions,

“i

;

Celebrated Salve have stood the test of long experi:

be, Newbern, North Carolina.
"mld
i
;
A. H. MORRELL,

churches and native Christians, to’ the pur“poses of the mission. The appropriation
of the government * was
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Editor.
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as the <ky, and at night large lamps
from the roof, and lit up the ‘rooms.

Dying, Sailor.

rooms themselves were all paved with emeralds. There were birds, and flowers, and
Idon't know how many pleasant thingsdn

A seaman on his dying bed being asked by a fellow sallor, ** What

cheer?”

said,

** Heaven

heaves

in sight;

I see

toe headland.” Not long after the question was repeated.
“ What
cheer?”
* Rounding
the cape—almost
in.”

* In

repeated. ** What cheer?”

was

Again the question

+

port.” his quivering lips
** Let go the anchor,”

replied; and

“ Comrade, what cheer?”

the next

moment,

The speaker

‘Who on the ocean many years
Had watched its waves and spray;
Had seen the mighty breakers
Dash on the old ship’s side,
“
And viewed the dreadful ** god of storms”
1p lurid triumph ride.
With all these scenes familiar,
He feared not storm nor death;

Yet now his heart was heavy,

And he spoke below his breath.
Before him in his hammock
Lay one that seemed a son,

The old man’s love had won.

Where the golden ringlets clustered ;
“ What-cheer!”" He answered, * Now
Heiiven heaves in sight, behold
The headland is before.” .
Thén questions him once more.
:

The seaman took the desath-damp hand
With warm and friendly clasp.
The strong man’s heart seemed broken,
A tear stood in his eye;
% What cheer?” he then repeated,
“ Tell me before you die.”

in the

them
them

corners

children

will

Else they will die.”

He rolled them all up tight, till they

looked just like ugly little

brown

then he put themin the
the palace.”

dark corners

- mamma,

they'd

bundles,

surely

of

smoth-

- The answering word,—* Good-will.”

An angel at the helm
Stood all in raiment white;
And angels hovered o’er the keel,
And guided through the night.

V4
’

They bring no crowned king,
Theirs is a holier trust;
They bear a treasure from afar—
A good man’s sacred dust.

fairy had

made

the

of his own will ; but the wicked fairy only
grew worse ~-and worse.
So at last the

good fairy got in his splendid chariot, and
rode off to the sun. He told the sun to
shoot at the wicked fairy. And the sun
sent out long, shining rays, that struck the
wicked fairy, and he fell down dead. Then

The vision of a fleet—
A fleet of vessels three—
X star-flag, and a lion-flag,
And a flag with the fleur-de-lis.

Allin the winter silence,

the good fairy sent soft, warm winds to blow

Rapt with a sense of awe;
A vision half—and half a dream—

around the palace, and they
snow and ice. Soon the good

This was the sight I saw.
Hearth & Home.

down, and

out

of the

was as happyas the summer

A Story—Fairy, but Real.
“0 Mamma! tell us a story,” said
Georgie and Minnie.
‘¢ And what will become of my sewing P”
asked mamma, smiling.
*“ Never mind about the sewing ; let Min-

nie sit in‘your lap, and I'll sif by your side,
and just tell us a story. It isso dull, and
cold, and horrid,” said Georgie.
It was the first of November, and the day

was unpleasant and chilly, so no wonder
Georgie felt unhappy. Mamma put aside
her sewing. Minnie climbed up in her lap,
and Georgie came as close to her as he
could.
‘“ What
doleful-looking [children you

Minnie’s

must look brighter than
comes home, and we have
see. You want a story.
about?”

fairies,” said Georgie, jumping up.

“A real fairy story, mamma, and then we
will forget all about the rain, and everything else.”
‘“ No, no!” said Minnie. “I don’t want a
fairy story; tell us a real story, mamma,

happen-

walls,

is long.”

¢¢ That is nothing but a fairy story,” said
Minnie.
¢ Wait, my little girl.
To-morrow I
will take you out and show you the real
part of my story. You know that the leaves
are alldying on the trees now,

but I don't

believe you know that God is making
little leaves, for

next

year,

and

new,

that they

are all hiddenin what we call buds. The
buds look like little brown knobs on the
trees, but they are full of leaves, all

ly covered up, and

next

grow big, and the tree

spring
will

warm-

they will

have

its chil-

dren.”
¢Oh,

then,

the tree is the

old

king,

and

the leaves are his children. But who
the wicked fairy and the good fairy P”
** The wicked fairy is ‘winter,

are
>

because

it

kills everything ; but the good fairy is God,
who takes care of everything. Just as he
takes care of the leaves,

and

warmly, that the snow and

covers

cold

them

of winter

shall not hurt them, so he takes care of us
all. To-night, when we are all asleep, God
will be wide awake, thinking of us all, and,

keeping us alive. And when we die, he
takes us safe to heaven.
Never mind the cold rain. God will
give us sunshine, and flowers, and green
leaves, and everything pleasant by-and-by,
in the right time."— Hearth & Home.

then,”

said m mma;

butallat once she thought

of something.

‘‘ Yes,

can, children.

pint
that?”

asked
Minnie,

“don’t you know that mamma can do any-

7

* No, my dear little daughter, only God

can do anything and everything; but, if
you will listen, I will tell you a story

, Which, Ihope, will please you both.”

Teaching Lying.

I'll

tell you afairy story, which will be a real

said

king

melted the
fairy came

and took the little babies out of the blankets, and made the palace all over, new and
beautiful, and the babies grew up to be
beautiful men and women, and the king

Che Family Circle,

you both,

let the

80 mamma
began.
“ Once“upon a
time there lived a very good king. He had
:
fal
palace. The walls were of a
autifal
dark brown, and the roof was blue

————

Mrs. Miller's home, which had once’ resounded with the merry laughter of girl
hood, was now grown ‘stil and deserted

likea last year's nest. Her two daughters
bad removed to distant homes, and her only
son rested under the green god in the church
yard. She had seen many sorrows and

troubles, but her Christian character had not

developed as brightly as it

should

under

her afflictions. Yet she regarded herself as
well qualified to train up her little ‘taken
girl,” Ellen, into a good, and useful woman.

| Bhe would have been surprice at any one
who could

have imagined

‘was not a thousand

times

that

the

STAR:
,

she

child

better off with

then over a ditch, and into the bushes, ran
Jack;

ld

When

the

+he was bidden to sit

down

‘quict-

but he did not catch the

There is a great.ocean on which we ure
sailing. Temptations come like squalls,
and as suddenly sometimes; and habits
are like heavy
gales. Either may Wreck

fly,

tive truthfulness the child might have
in her composition:
|

Mrs. Miller

tree he

little,

climbed,

caught

the

fly,

and

The artist now stepped forward, and said, |

“Do not hurt that fly, my boy. Let it go,
and I will give you a penny.” .
A penny was worth more to Jack than a:
fly, so he let it go.
**What is your name, my lad ?” asked the
man.
:
;

“My name is Jack Harold,” said the boy.

Jack;

:

went out but

notread a great deal.

the

jumped with it to the ground.

and

did

She naturally

fell

into that easy habit of vadant minds, the
desire 10 know all about her neighbors’

‘and I have no one but aunt te

Nell was keen and quick witted, while you were running after the dragonand she quickly detected this peculiarity of fly, and I thought it a pity that so bright and
ber mistress. Above all things else she spry a lad as you, should look as you do.
liked to run about, and was never so well Youn are not idle all the time, I hope P”
“I've nothing ever to do,” said Jack. “I
suited as when she was sent on an errand.
She scon learned to drop hints suggesting wish Thad. Aunt will not send me to
school.”
Be
errands, when Mrs, Miller chanced to ex“*And
so
you
cannot
read
or
write
?
Well,
press a desire to know some particular
affairs:

So, little by Jack, I was once as badly off as you are.

thing
linle,

steady

about her neighbors.
she managed to establish a pretty

line of communication

about

neighborhood, and as he was apt to

the
make

long delays in getting home, she soon
spent a large share of her time in the street,
or in other people's houses.
To atone for a particularly long stay she
was wont to spin an extra ‘‘ yarn® about
something she had heard or seen—some-

thing that would take off her

mistress’s at-

tention from her own delinquency.
The plan usually succeeded very
Here is a sample of the

well.

entertainments

was permitted to get up for Mrs.
benefit:

she

Miller's

‘ What did they have for supper at Mrs.
Payne's to-night, Ellen, or wasn’t supper

ready when you was there?”
‘‘ They were just sitting down to the table, and there wasn’tan earthly thing on it
but bread and fried pork. The children
were as hungry as they could be, and Mr.
Payne made an awful fuss because they had
such a mean supper. He said to me, *I
would ask you to sit down, Ellen, if we had
anything decent to eat.’ I thanked him,
and to'd him I had been to supper, and

eaten
0 much strawberry
couldn't take anything more.”

had

Mrs. Miller smiled at this wholly imagi-

Mr. Payne don't eat cake.”

besides think.

But story-tellers are apt to be forgetful.
‘ Wha
a shame
t

musingly.
warrant

itis,” said

Mrs.

¢¢ Those poor little

Miller,

things,

I'll

it.

He went in search of work, and he found
He now earns enough to pay his aunt

for his board.

He has a new suit of clothes

and a pair of good shoes. The
word was a timely one.— Nursery.

artist's

Strike for the Rock.
fr

Billy and Tom lived by the sea-side, and
were perfect little water-dogs of boys.

one old tar, who leaned on the flake of an

anchor, cocked his eye to the sky, and said :
“Them mackerels up aloft ll fetch a stiff

breeze afore night; but old Cowles's boys
mought be as up to’t as me.”
“Let's make

Misery,

Tom,”

said

Billy,

any “and see if there's a chowder party there.”
‘Haul in on that sheet, Tom, and fetch
I am afraid Mr. Payne has
bargain bringing home such a her a pint ¢ starb'd,” said Billy, who stood
with two children of her own in the bows, while Tom held the tiller.
‘ Misery ” was a rocky island down the
themin every thing.”
“I guess they do have a hard time bay, where very often chowder parties
enough, by Louisa Harris's tell. She says went ashore and had a good dinner. Somethey don’t dare to cry or complain a word. times the boys could turn an honest penny
getting
They always have to say they like her very by lending. them a hand about

to

them.

at all.

Sheisa

great

very naughty girl.” «

story-teller,

and

a

float-wood for the fire, and.one
another.
:

thing and

That day there were no chowder parties,
and they kept on beyond Misery, when all
at once Tom, who had given up the tiller to
Billy, said :
:
‘Look off there to wind'ard, Billy ; what's

that, creeping along the water? Hadn'y ye
“Inever do in the world, only she hap- better haul in a bit?”
:
pened to teil me this one day when we
Billy looked, and he could see the sqhall
were both gaing along together; I can't! coming, showing itself in the changed color
help speaking to her when she does to me, of the water and atmosphere, making the
you know, ma'am.”
one darker and the other more hazy:
‘No, I suppose not, but always avoid
“Bear a hand here, Tom, quick!
This
her when you can.”
sheet's got foul I” cried Billy, as, with one
“Ido ma'am; I often go across the road hand on the tiller, he tried to “tise the other
on the rope that had tangled about the beto keep from meeting her.”
laying-pin.
:
The truth was, Ellen went for Louisa
Tom sprang to his aid, but he was too
Harris to go with her on all her long. errands, if she thought she could possibly do late. The squall struck their sail, and over
soand nothave Mrs. Miller know it. As she went to leeward. The mast came out,
and there lay their little boat, bottom up,

:

a general rule, all her statements would
come much nearer the truth if they were

while both boys were in the water.

mother’s heart.
‘

Japanese Mechanics.
—

x

The

correspondent

of the

Times gives the Following

New

York

intersting

ac-

count of the Japanese artisans in San Francisco:

The steamship ** Colorado” hronght over

to the

poor at home for every five you will give.
'Y. Ob! I don’t mean that; but, thie are

a company of Japanese performers. calling themselves the Ha ya-tu-yee troupe,
During the past week they have heen fit.

ing for money

similitude ofa

ting up the Metropolitan

our Sunday-schools ; they are always wantthem.

-X. Ah! then I will give ten dollars

every five you

- Y. Ob! I didn’t mean

that;

the

a curious sight to see

missionaries are miserably supported. You
ought not to give to those abroad when our
own men need it so much.
¥

author of ** The Dodge Club.” &ec. Illustrated.
Boston: Lee & Shepard. 1870. 16mo. pp. 322.

Sold by E. J. Taner

ad

The title of this book was plainly meant to be

a little mysterious

and

provocative

of curiosity

among-readers, just as the b)ys at the Grand Pre
school who entered into the Sacret Society meant

penters at work.

ILiis

these

Japanese

car-

They use their hands and

toes ai the rame time, the

handy as their fingers.

latter

being

as

At first there seems

to be a great advantage in their having four
hands instead of two, and, although they
ferm to work with great rapidity, yet they
do not accomplish

one-halt as

much

as a

good American mechanic would in the same
time.

A

Japanese

carpenter

makes

no

use of work-benches or vises. It he wants
to sharpen a saw, he squats on bis hams,
places the back of the tool to be operated upon on the ground, grips one end of the saw
with his left hand, seizes the other with the

toes of his right foot, and
Their tools ure not like

goes to work.
American tools,

though they bave a slight similarity, showing that. all tools have one common parentage, whether their inventor was Tubal
Cain or some other artificer. All Japanese
saws are shaped like butchers’ cleavers.
The handle is like the handle of-a cleaver, but flattish, as if whittled out of a piece
ofiinch board ; the metal shank

of the

saw

is driven into that handle, and the whole is
secured by being

cane.

letters should have a sort of cabalistic
But the book is sure to prove sattractauthor believes in muscles and animal
sympathizes with boys that brim over

for the

up the stage, belong to one family. Is is

home

By the

Theater in the

temple,

aid that the entire company, even the
workmen who are engaged
in putting

will give to our Sunday-

schools.

Japanese

exhibition of their feats of str. ngh.

for

wra

The metal of gis

substance of our saws,

with

fine

split

the

teeth

are

is about Bi

but

narrower, giving more of them to an inch,
and much longer. They are all pointed
toward the handle. and cut .the wood like
with young life, that have plenty of dash and so many heoks,
When a Japanese wants
daring; and if they get now and then somewh
at’ to rip » plank, he placesit across any thing
boisterous in their merriment, and run
which will elevate the end a few inches,
into extravagances in their zeal to have a good time,
he then stands on the wood and cuts it b
and a mouth

seizing the

over-

running with apologies.
This story of the life of
several boys is full of exhilaration:
and breezy
humor, and it lends itself to no false code
of honor or theory of morals.
Bart Damar is pretty
sure to be a hero in the eves of every earnest
and
wide-awake boy who resds the story, the
will
pronounce Dr. Porter a model teacher,
and wish
‘they might have such a friend as Old Svlomo
n,
even though his color left him in no doubtfu
l po-

sition on the subject of races.
SABBATH

SONGS

FOR

CHILDREN'S

:
WoRrsHrp.

By Leonard Marshall, J. C. Proctor, and SamSe Burnham.
Same Publishers, &c, 1869. pp.
10.

The gentlemen who have here attempted to
supply what they believe to be needed in the
way of good music and proper" hymus, have by
00 means overloked the claims of good taste
and correct theology.
They have kept both doggerel and ditties out of this collection. The aim
1s a high one, and the real merits of the compila
tion are not few.
The hymas possess, as a
whole, more character, good. taste, scriptu
ralness, variety and adaptation to their object
than
anything else we have seen.
The music has
good qualities,—vivacity, simplicity and sweetness. Perhaps the hopes were improperly large,

fot. it does not fully equal expectation,

The new

compositions are many, but the quality falls
beJow the quantity.
hs
time is deferred to
excessively, the samenesss becomes a little
wearisome as one goes through the book,and what
is
pleasing at first is often likely to lose its interes
t

with its novelty.

Few of these melodies are sure

to become permanently popular, for they are lack.
Ingin the solid qualities.
But the collection is a
good one, and the suggestions respecting
the
management of Sabbath School Concerts, in
the
latter part of the book, are richly worth adopting.
Messrs, Harper & Bros. bring out another
volume of Charles Reade’'s works, THE CLOIST
ER

AND

THE

HEARTH,

in paper covers,—an

edi-

tion abounding in excellences, of which a good
letter-press und remarkable cheapness are
especially prominent.
Octavo. pp. 235.—50 cts.
The same publishers lwo issue, in similar style

My ENEMY'S

DAUGHTER, by Justin McCarthy,

which has been running as
per's Magazine, and brings
very fully, the literary skill
large-hearted Americanized

a serial through Iarout, in part but not
and strength of that
Englishman, 75 cts.

To PETERS'S MUSICAL MONTHLY (J. L.
Peters, New York), which we have often taken
occasion to commend and which deserves
all the
good words uttered in its behalf, and Howe'
s

But I said they were little water-dogs. MUSICAL MONTHLY (Elias Howe,
exactly reversed. And thus the habit of
Boston)
They
were good swimmers, aud their light which furnishes good music so cheaply that it ,is
lying was taught until the very foundation
almost given away, we have now to add
duck
clothes
were
but
slight
impediments
HriTcHof truthfulness in the child's heart was'overCOCK'S NEW
MONTHLY
MAGAZINE
to their striking out freely.
(B. WwW.
thrown.
The interest her mistress took in
Hitchcock,
New York) whose notes and miscellaBilly clung to the boat, and tried to climb ny,
hearing an evil report of her neighbor, had
devoted to Music and Art, with the compos
iup on it, but it was round, and wet, and tions that attend
done the mischief. She had cultivated a
them, make up a cheap monthly
slippery
(may
be
that
was
what
made
it
so
publica
tion,
having both beauty and value,
habit of mind which would be almost sure
fast a boat when it was right side up), and
.
Ee
to lead Ellen down toeternal death.
*¢ All he could not get on it.
THE RADICAL for Dec. is more remarkable
liars shall have their part in the lake that
for
All at once he heard Tom's voice, away the variety than for the freshness of
its contents,
burneth with fire and brimstone.” If is in- off, erying out:
Its two longest articles are not strik
ingin any
deed a miracle of grace when such a heart
“Strike for the rock, Billy! Strike for respect, Mary E. Nutting’s poem,~The Saga of
is converted. Oh, could that lady stand up the rock!"
the Dead Gods,—is, on its literary side,
;
the finest
thing in the pamphlet. Mr. W hipple’s accoun
and pronounce her hands guiltless of the
t of
So Billy left the boat, and swam to the an exhumed public
ation of many years ago, is
loss of that poor child's soul! Would not
rock
that
Tom
had
just
reached.
¥he
simply a literary curiosity with small
moral sigGod require it at her hands? We all need
squall went by almost as soon as it had ‘nificance, and the correspondence between the
to double our circumspection in our dealFreethinkers of the two continents
ings with children, that we be not guilty of come, and the boys stood safely on the firm tute of obvious importance. Wassonseems destiand Alcott
rock
that
reared
its
head
above
the
waters,
this fearful sin of teaching lying. either by
always put things strikingly, and their brief
cons.
*“
Don’t
ye
mind,
Billy,”
said
Tom,
*
this
tributi
ons
to the present issue are likely to be
direct or indirect example.— Mothers’ Jourold
rock
don’t
shake
and
tip
over
with
the
read and then—forgotten,
Asan index to the
nal.
wind, and we're safe here. Let's take off workings of certain, phases of skepticism,
the
our breeches, and swing 'em; some pilot Radical is of some significance, and we. read it
for that resson. - There is no lack of brain
‘11 see us.”
if
in it,
The Timely Word.
and now and then among its mass of
ghtrering
But
sharp
eyes
had
been
on
that trim iron pyrites there are grains
—— Oe.
of genuine gold,
If
little sail, and when the squall went down,
its wisdom were equal to its self-co
In a field where the grass grew gie-n,
nfidence, it
more than one pilot. who
was cruising would be the prophet of the nineteenth centur
there lay a little boy onthe ground.
He
y.
THE NATIONAL SUNDAY Bonoor
‘was seven years old, ard hisname was John round waiting for a sbip t» heave in sight,
TracHER
‘does
looked to see if it was still there, and missits work well, and nobody could
study it
Harold.
The folks called him Jack.
ing it, trinimed his sail so as to bear on without finding new meaning inthe Bible, and
Near by stool an artist, who had been
gainin
g
fresh
skill
and earnestness in the work
that spo’, saying to himself:
sketching a picture. All at once he caught
of unfolding
“Them’s Cowles's boys; they mustn't to be circula its teachings to the class. It ought
sight of Jack lying on the ground ; and then
ted by the hundred thousand,
Chica~
80: Adams, Blackmer & Lyon,
the artist made a drawing of him ; but Jack go down.”
So
the
boys were all right again, and
THE ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW
did not know it.
stands alone
Then Jack started up, and began to chase with their boat righted hap, and their sail in its merits as a help 10 those who wish to mas.
ter
the
trade
of
the
Builder, and find fresh suga dragon-fly. Out of one field into the re-set, ¢uld go home to ¥elieve the anxious
gestions that

next, back again over the stone wall, and

:

THE OLD FRANKLIN ALMANAC for 1870 comes
to us as full of varied and valuable information
a8 ever. It Jong agb earned the right 10 1tx numo,

++

We have

ten dollars

Their father was an old fisherman, so he
had fitted upa little skiff for them, and "Rats a heart full of sympathy

mast and trim
their sail equal to any boys along shore.
‘¢ Them, boys o' mine.ll sail nigh onto

Pua.: N. B. Boyer & Co.

LITERARY MISCELLANY, ~~ -

our own poor at home.

X. Well, I will give

&
3

THE AMERICAN STQCK JOURNAL has already
acquired a high national reputation which itis
bent on keeping. Itoffers very favorable terms
10 subscribers forthe year 1870. Parkersburg;

for some money for a

I think charity begins at home.

Remsen

SR

useful facts. Pbila.: A, Winch, 505 ChestautSt.

Y: Oh! [ never'give to anything so far off.

that these
quality.
ive. The
spirits, he

they are not over well treated

much, and that she is very kind

Rock !"—ZThe

for Boys.

ofthe time.
made a poor
step mother,
to set before

They would get whipped if they didn’, I
suppose.”
:
‘I dare say they would. She will make
them as deceitful as can be. But I don’
want you to associate with that Harris girl

the

certain object.

He began to act.

as close to the wind as any of us,” the old

:

for

Little Corporal.

Literary Review.

‘“ Does she seem to make any difference
man would say, while a gleam of pride
between her own children and those stepwould come into his eyes, and sometimes
children ?”
a little moisture that was as real as the
“I should think she did,” said Ellen. salt spray itself.
*¢ She had a plate of cake beside her tea
So nobody was surprised when one day
tray, and she gave her two little girls athe boys trimmed their little sail, and began
slice, and never offered the other children a | to skim over the water, down the bay; only

bit.

strike

Phila. ; Claxton,

qualities that have made it so widely popular,
1t is a large octavo of 63 pp., und erammed with

had lost my parents, and [ was a poor boy;
but I was just as anxious to get on and do
X. Well then, I will give ten dollais for
something as you were just now to catch
every five you will give for home missions.
that dragon-fly.”
:
¢Well, sir, what did you do, if you had | Y. Oh! I don’t mean that eithef.
no one to help you?” asked Jack.
And, indeed, he did not mean anything
“Why, I helped myself. I got over one but to excuse himself from giving money,
difficulty after another, just as you got over and to escape calls upon his charity.
the stone walls, and through the brambles;
This is the point of the story: “He did
and you can do as I did, if you will be as not mean thay either.” He did not mean to
eager to get your living as you were to seize give away anything, if he could help it.
on that fly.”
end
Having said this much, the artist walked
away; for he had set Jack to thinking.
And Jack, [ am glad to say, did something THE B.O. W. C. A Book

shortcake 1
: they could fix their own

nary conversation, but she asked farther:

boys!

taste,

and it is not likely to dose the good and practical

Rock Christ Jesus.”
When you are: in
danger of doing wrong, ‘strike for the

T once heard a story something like this:

take

‘1 watched you,

capsize,
!
;
!
There's a blessed refuge for us then, ¢¢ the

Rock,

good

Haffeltioger.

us, and there is danger of being lost and
ruined. Uoder them, many a litle skiff
‘that carries all a boy's hopes of life may

X—applies to Y

care of me, and she bas too many cares of
her own to think much of me.”
4*Then 1 would care for myself, if I were
you Jack,” said the man.

and

Giving too Much.

‘Have you no one to mend your clothes
for you and to teach you to be clean and
neat ? Have you no mother?”
had! “My mother-and father are dead,” said

brown ; Ellen had forgotten that she had said there
guess- was nothing ‘on the table but purk and bread.

to it?” asked Minnie.
3
¢¢ The good fairy thought he would give
the wicked fairy a chance of becoming good

They bring him for his rest:
Blue shall his native violets be
Above his honored breast.

just

did not feel hungry. When they were all
hidden, the good fairy took tbe king and
hid him in the walls of the palace.
¢¢ Pretty soon after all this was done, the
wicked fairy came along. But everything
was still. Around the. palace lay the dead
princes, but the king was nowhere to be
seen, nor the babies. He was so angry
that he tried to shake down the palace. He
pulled, and tugged, but it wouldn't come
down, for it wus very strong. . Then he
sent snow, and the snow drifted in' all the

« But why dida’t the good fairy put a stop

To the soil that gave him birth

patting

enchant-

ed they were babies. He sent cold rain, and
ice, and everything else—"
%

Mourned by the poor he fed;
7
Mourned by a race with whom he broke
"A nobler food than bread.

“But bow can you do
Georgie, in some doubt,
‘*“ Nonsense,
Georgie,”

good

rooms, and covered over the little
bundles, and the wicked fairy never

Mourned by the rich he taught,

has

The

ed, so that they did not cry for food, and

“Peace” wus the watchword that they gave—

thing P”

fairy, and I will help

blankets, so that the children could breathe,

With solemn tread and still :

story.”

I am strong-

and the children themselves were

Bentinels paced the d&€k

please

Bat

“No.

\

They glided on their way.

anno’

cradles,and so they had not been hurt.

er.”

No ripple at the prows,
No wake of shimmering spray:
Like cloudlets white in the pale moonlight

“But

not

their

* Why,

And a flag with the fleur-de-lis.

that
:

king-did

babies ; they had been wrapped up in

et.

A star-flagand a lion-flag,

something

old

Then the king took the blankets, and
rolled the little babies each one in a blank-

The vision of a fleet,

about
ed.”

The

and do as I say, and all your

All in the winter silence,
Rapt with a sense of awe,
A vision half—and half a dream—
This was the sight I saw:

* Oh!

it

my babies in such ugly looking blankets ?
They are-used to soft coverings.”
‘ These are fairy blankets. Take them,

OB

mamma,

for

** Oh!” said the king, * how can I wrap

The Funeral Fleet.

cheeks.
‘ We
this before papa
supper. Let me
‘What shall it be

windows were wide open,

be saved.

.

ly and read her Sabbath school book; but
this was the extent of her religions instructon. It never entered Mrs. Miller's mind
that she had not provided amply for her
soul’s welfare. Ounce or twice she had’ punished her slightly for telling a lie, but no
effort was made to implant in her heart a
love of truth. Indeed she soon entered on
a course of training adapted to produce the
Very opposite result; to undexmine all na

fell

| upon theking. A wicked fairy, who was
quite vexed to see how well the king was
doing, made up his mind to kill all the
princes and princesses. So he blew a great
wind towards the palace; and as all the

all up, and hide them away
of the palace.”

be

A fleet of vessels three ;—

scoured,

said

all so happy, all at once a great trouble

er than the wicked

Came o’er the pale young face,
‘While the soul, its voyage over,
Sang of redeeming grace.
—Christian at Work.

are!” - said

sometimes,”

you.
Take your little babies, wrap
up warmly in these blankets, cover

look serene and peaceful

—

I do,

and said, ‘* Do not be afraid.

‘With quivering lips the dying
Made answer—’twas the last—
¢ In port! let go the anchor !”—
The struggle all was past.

3

and

what if snow should come, and cover them
up!
* While the old king sat mourning by
himself, a good, beautiful fairy came to him

¢ Almost in port,”

Replied he with a gasp;

=

unday dishes were washed ‘and the knives

Georgie. “I suppose the children of the

wicked fairy would come and kill his little

The seaman waits a moment,

Te

heme, she attended church also.

sons and

know what todo. All his tall, brave sons,
and his lovely daughters .were dead. RBesides, he was very much afraid that the

Death dews were on the brow

=

Nelly was sent to Sunday school regularIt bad fl)wn up on a large leaf of an ashIy, and when there was no company at tree. Jack did not give up the chase. Up

;

sick, and all died.

The dark-blue eyes look weary;

Ey

many

was summer, the wind rushed in the rooms,
and gave such very bad colds to all the
grown-up children that they were taken

‘Who by his frank and kindly ways

A

;

, |'doors and

ime

oughtto turn out well.”

daughters, and they all lived happily together.
They didn't fight about their play«Minnie

N HOT

‘“ what a good home the child has got;

bung
‘The

king were very much better than we
are.”
~~
:
;
‘1 suppose so, too. I'd liké to have you
try to be as good. Well, while they were

_

Was a seaman old and gray,

“ What cheer?”

The king had

things.”

BL

MORNING

Joetry.

the palace.

aw

a

will render the work in that
department of effort more a thing
of science , art

cleaver-looking

saw

in both

bands, and pulling it toward him. Thas,
by a number of short, quick, up strokes, he
gets throogh a plank not so speedily, but
quite as effectively, as an American carpenter would with the long, slow,

of the rin-saw,

:

down stroke

The planes are small, with single irons—

no handles,

The plaves are shorter,

the ground,

fast with

sqnat on

their

tneir

toes,

avd

hams,

hold

work the

it

plane

with both hands toward them. ‘lo drill a
bole they have a short awl inserted in a
round piece of stick eight or nine inches
long. They take the wood between their
toes, squat as betore, and make the hole by

rubbing the handle of the awl between
their Lands, in less time than one of our
carpenters could drill one with a gimlet,
Toeir hammers are solid cylindrical pieces,

not made shapely with waists and graceful outlines like ours. They have the same
flat-sided handles as the saws. The Japs
have

iron

squares,

Their measures

marked with

degrees.

are brass, very light and

fluted.
On one side the inch, or what
stands for the inch with us, is 1 1 16 inches,
and divided into ten parts.
On the other
side is a different scale, measuring 1 13-16
inches, and divided into twelve
purts.

Some of their tools appear to be mere chil-

dren’s

toys:

for

instance,

they

have

a

smoothing plane two and one-half inches
long, one inch broad, and half an inch thick.
Tobeir chisels are light and small. The
cutting parts of some are the size and
shape of a section of half a doilar—the
square side being the cutting edge, and a
round metal shaft connecting the convex
side with a wooden handle,
The most ingenious article in their toolchest is a chalk-line. It is a wooden cup
containinga spongy substance steeped in
India ink. This is pierced front and back,

and

the

marking

line

passes

through

it.

The end of the line is attached to a small
awl; the other end of the line, after passing
through the cup, is wound round a reel, not
unlike a fishing-rod reel, which takes the
place of the handle of the cup. To mark
a line down a plank. the Japanese carpenter sticks the awl in at one end of the proposed line, carries the cap to the line paying

itself out as he does

80; he

holds the

line .

down to the board when he reaches the
fosired spot, strikes the mark, and then
akes up his cup and reels up he line as
he walks back to the spot where he inserted the awl. The
process of paving out
the line and of reeling it up again both
draw it through the ink supply in the oup,
and keep it ready for action.

A Caravan in Syria.
After

riding

——

about

seven

miles

Damascus, we came into a beautiful

where

a caravan

wag

from
valle

being marshaled.

The road from this point was beset with

Bedouin Arabs, whose law is the sword,
and whose right is might. Consequently,
stragglers hurried up, and fell into the
ranks; bales and’ packages on mules and
camels
were re-arranged and carefully
adjusted
; muskets and pistols were examined ; armed men were placed in somethin
like order along the sides of the file of pd
mus;

and

a few

horsemen

were

sent

in

front, to scour the hills and great plains
[ beyond, to prevent surprise.
It was a strange and exciting scene; and
one would have thought that any attempt
to reduce such a refractory and heterogeneous multitude of men and animals to any
thing like order would be sbsolutely useless,” Some of the camels and donkeys,
breaking loose,” scattered

their

Jods

over

the plain, and spread confusion all around
them; others growled
and kicked and
brayed;

drivers shouted

and

gesticulated ;

men and boys ran through the crowd, asking for missing brothers or compunions ;

horsemen galloped

from

gronp

to

group,

entreating and threatening by turns, At
length, however, the order
given to
march. It passed along from (font w rear;

and, the next

moment,

every sound was

hushed. The very beasts seemed to compresend its meaning, for they fell speedily
nto their places ; and the ‘long files bega

to move over the

8y plain with a still

ness which was almost’ painful

#
Ee]
RN
.

light-

er, and the wood shallower than ours, being
generally pot more than an inch deep.
To plane a piece of wood. they lay it on

BERIAIO Pe

oo
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(

bodiment of the mediocrities, he acts asa

Monarchs.

will remember that tone when

foil to set off the unquestionable genius of
—
Ei
Bismarck, of whom he has grown jealous.
Louis Napoleon is almost the only man in “He is tired of hearing so much of the minisBurope whose death would create a sensa~ terand so little of the king; and, if he is
tion. The state of his health affects the unwise, he will listen to the counsel of Bisfunds as electricity affects the poles of a marck's foes and his own false friends.
William is atype German, except that he
battery. Hix life is important, because his

Physical Effects of Music.

As I write, does not like tobaced” smoke—an anomaly
the Emperor is very ill at St. Cioud ; that has never been accounted for. Hs is

I learn

threatened

men,

last long.

He “is

now

“ Alexander,

he came to power.

which agitate the:

He: has been slowly

the

there ig every

+

egotist:

few

key of E flar,

had

from

indefatigable,

adding

every

day

to

share

his enmity,

the

though

gamut.

she was England's ally in the Crimea. No
nation appears to comprehend what Russia

is accomplishing.

is cold; the

notes of

;

mortal combat, in memory of a never-to-be-

forgotten defeat.— Independent.

ed in the gospel. '
DANIEL MORRISON died of palsy, in Alton, Oct.
81st, aged 81 years,
His loss is deeply felt, as he
lived a useful life and filled a large place in the
affections of his associates.
D. L. EDGERLY.
ELWYN L.,
died on Dead
und 21 days.
angel of death
spirit joined
number.

Swimming.

water!
We seem to live only in so much
of our persons as the sun and winds znd

—not & ray, not an emotion, not an intima-

waves may

face 1s masked, and admirably masked.
A
Pigeivgn ymist would mistake Louis Napoelon,th

«ugh

take

It must be this sensibility

impecunious

ove

Glidden.

ing. even

tonic as we

wonderful.
He accomplished by pacific
means what the great captain of all tima
could nt wih his thundering cannon and
his armed hosts,
en
Victor Emanuel is a king who is not
kingly.

sea-water,

often

be

so

suppose.

positive

ly impaired on the hume-stretch.

more

plebeian

than

such a mighty play

patrician.

the city

of

.one

long oaths

all ouw’s

forces

ead, us it it bad been melted and run into
He might sit for one ot
too small a mold.
Rubens’s satyrs, ané the copy would require
little

alteration.

Aa

easy,

good-na'ured

him an air ot meanness and suspicion, he is
too indolent to be tyrannical and too careHe enjoys kingship, be¥
less to be jist.

cause it gives him an opp rrtunity to have a
od time ; wad to have a god time is with

Bim the best thiag that is to be gotien out of
life, waether you bs a peasant or a prince.
He~ can hardly be called popular; nor is

he uapopul se, for he is associated with the
idea

heart.

of n United Laly, dear

the

a'tached

much

is as

H+

to

Italian

his

to

country as # man of his constitution can be;
not interfere

did

greatness

see it grear, if its

to

be glad

and would

his

with

coao-

' venience and material repose.
Pw Nono is seriously disliked out of the
Papal S ates—not as an individual, but as »
temporal prince. Even his spiritual author-

you touch it ‘only

The Pope himself is an amiable, pleasant,

well bred gentleman, who is much more
liberal than his cardinals, but has not the
courage to do what they oppose. In Rome

every one likes him; for he makes a study
of manners, and is anxious to conciliate all

who approach him. He closely resembles
his portraits, He is a fleshy, white-baired,
round faced, dark-eyed old man, with an
expression of humor that often flishes out
in conversation, and contributes much to bis
He is ex:
slevk and well-fed appearance.
tremely earnest and zealous in and for his
creed, and conscientiously believes the sole
salvation of the world is through the universal esmblishment of his proselytizing
great hope

Roma ism

EH)

with

I understand,
as

to America

the

land where

have its widest diffusion,

will

and where the sanctuary of St. Pater will be
For a man not very strong,
most ecure.

amiable,

naturally
Pope

has

had

and

stormy

a

fond of peace,
and

the

unwelcome

reign. To Louis Napoleon he is indebted
for his temporal princedom, and it is natural
he should be solicitous respecting the prosects of his protector. Quite aged now,

owever, he expects to breathe his last in
tranquillity, and perhaps to be canonized
aftec death.
King William of Prussia reminds one of a

respuct ible German importer, doing business io Beaver street, He is not an extraordinary

man

in any

way, though he doubts

the fact very gravely; and, what is singular, is the only person in the country who

has tae least doubt on the subject.

,

N'

his hair in the

your

and

still coming

lips, waile

up into 8)me

green

to come

to

me,

and

thau

say.

wave crests over you

to turn

and

inter-

or

sway and give yourself to the mignty motion, as uanresisting as a spray ot kelp, out
as conscious of buoyant vitality as a dol-

phin or a seal ;—this is the glory of swimming."—Atlantic Almanac.

Theem-

&

Mothers, Speak: Low.
aty t——

I know some houses, well built and hand-

tobe even

a visitor.

it is not pleasant

Sharp, angry

tones

resound through them from morning till
night, and the influence is as contagious as
measles, and much more to be dreaded in a
household. The children catch it and it
lasts for life—an incurable
disease. A
friend has such a neighbor within hearing
of her house when doors and windows are
open, and even Pull Parrot caught the tune,
and delights in screaming until she has been
sent into the country to improve her habits,

Children

tones quicker

catch cross

arrots, and itis a much

than

more mischievous

babit. When mother sets the example,
you will scarcely heir a pleasant word
among the children in their plays with each
other. Yetthe discipline of such a family
is always weax and irpegular. Toe chil
dren expect just so much scolding before
they do anything
many

a home,

they

where

bid, while

are

the low,

in

firm tone ot

the mother, or the decided look ot her steady

16 is law, they never think of disobedience,

either in or out of her sight.

O, mother, it

is worth a great deal to cultivate that ‘* ex-

cellent thing in woman,” a low, sweet
voice, If you are ever so much tried by the
mischievous or will'ul pranks of the little
ones, speak low. Io will be a great help to
you, to even try to be patient and cheerful,
if you cannot succeed. Anger. makes you
wretched, and your children also. Impn
tient, angry tones never did the heart good,

but plenty of

evil.

Rsad

what

attended

at

bedtime,

who

starve

¢ There

is a

man

their
leave

of

Benbridge

and

but

to “death,

killed, said a

religion until

about two

and

also

by

Christians

generally;

are so displeasing in many reed organs.

many

8.aged 21

of typhoid fever

years.

In

we witnessed an

uncertain'y of human

the

merits,

of this

Solomnn

says of them, and remember he wrote with
cannot have the
You
an inspired pen.

excuse forsthem that they lighten your bur-

dens Any; they make them only ten times
For your own, as well as your
heavier.
children’s sake, learnto speak low. They

ANN, wife of Nathan Wood, died in Mercer,
Sister Wood exMe.. Oct. 16th, nzed T8 years,
perienced religion at the second camp-meeting
held in Industry, more than forty vears ago, and
united with the M. KE. church in Fairfield, Sne
was u worthy member of the church, walking in
The last year of her
all the ordinances of God,
hfe was one of suffering; bur without murmurher Masters
ing. and with patience, she suffered
ey
of
’”
wiil. Her last words were, ¢"Curist Is preci is,
E. GERRY, JR:
ACHSAH H., wife of Alvin Dutton, died in E’meston, N. Y., Nov. 9, of inflammation of the
spinal cord, nged 34 years,

She possessed,

to an

emin=nt degree, those traits which ornament and
dignify human nave, and therefore her death 18
not only a deep affliction to her husband. motner
and other friend« whom she leaves behind, but
Among those traits,
also a loss to the world.
was patience, which ten years of suffering most
also b-nevolence,
Chere was
fully revealed,
Again,
No good cause asked her help in vain.
there was sympathy for the distressed and sorSuch always found a true friend in Her.
rowing.
During the lust thréé mouths of her life, she was
more or less insane,.but it was remarkable that
when her attention was directed to the subject of
religion, her reason was unimpaired and her
She longed for the betmental sky unclouded.
ter land, as by faith she saw it, and as she listened to the music of angels which sang around her
She was entombed in the West Edmeston
bed.
by evergreens, which
Cemetery, surrounded
seem like sentin-ls keeping watch over her grave.
Farewell, dear friend, thy worth will-be .cherished by thy heart-stricken friends while memory
8. 8. Capy.
lives.

CAROLINA M., wife of Rev. T. C. Partridge,

died ot consumption, in Bazetta, Ohio, Nov, 29
1869. aged 47 years,
For many years Mrs, P. hus
been in feeble health, and for fhe last two years,
an'invalid, ‘In early life she
sought and found
the Saviour, and her Christian life has been near.
ly unexceptionable.
She made no public display
of religion, but a deep and steady current of piety
flowed on perpetually, distributing good in all its
eourse. Only her most intimate friends knew her
quiet and devoted attachment to the cause of Jee
sus,
She was a feiend to all, and loved by all
who knew her, She had often been heard to express

fear of death, but as it seemed

breathed

her last, she fell into

a quiet sleep,

from which she never awoke.
** On Jesus breast
shy leaned her head, and breathed her lite out
sweetly there.” Funeral services were conduced by Rev. K. H, Higbee, Sabbath, Dec. b, 1869 in
u very svlemn and fmpressive manner.
Com.
CHARLES M, CLAGSTON died in Laconia; Sept,
19th, of fever, uged 18 years,
He wus an only
son. Two years since, he professed religion, in
the spring following he was baptized by the
writer with fourteen others, and he is the third
of that happy’ company: of converts who
hax
been called to the better land.
Wonderful grace
wus manifested to him as he approached the
heavenly shore, - Through the whole of the last
week of his life. his ¢ountenance wus radiant
« with the hope of glory.”
HENRY
A. SANBORN died in Laconia, Oct.
10th, aged 84 years, ‘Uhis young mun had heen a
sufferer for seventeen veurs,
By his pafence in
affliction, by his industry when in health, by the

the
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ful results.
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Restorer and Zylobalsawum should not
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BurLiNGAME,

Do;

TerMs.—Single copy, 80 cents a year.
Ten copies or more sent to one address, 20
ents each,—payable in all cases in and
vance.
PostAGE.—The postage on a single cope
under the new law, is 24
and no more on 8 copies,

or any number between one
sent to one address, than on

and

8, when

a single

one.

The postage is payable at the office of delivery. The volume begins with the
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healthy

for the use of Sunday School scholars, was
enlarged and much improved about the
first of April. It is printed on paper of a
very superior quality, and its mechanical
excellence is equal to that of any other pa~
All communications inper of its class.
should be addressed
ion
publicat
tended for
to Tue MyrrTLE,” Dover, N. H.
All orders and remittances for the paper
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cents a year;
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Pills should be usedlct, let the case be what it may,

It will promote luxuriant growth,

without sediment.
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It is a most delightful Hair Dressing.

preparation

their

“Worms in Childrén, Nervous disorders,
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Change.

Life, Color and

the digestive organs, avoiding

mavner.
They operate in harmony with the laws of
the human system, and may, therefore, be safily ems
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in varius
forms of diseases.
‘lbey are
recommendable for Liver Comylairts, Jaundice, Dya-

MRS. S. A. ALLENS
HAIR RESTORER
Will

Pills

ness, pro: uéing a moist condition of the skin, and in
a word, enabling the dificrent organs of the body to
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Combined in One Bottls,

A REAL

0. R. BRIGUS & CO.,
181 Washington St., New York,
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over taxes

In all disea es of the

skin, blood, stomach, bowels, liver, kis neys,—of chil
dren, and in many difficulties peculiar to women, i
The best AY
‘brings prompt relief and certain cure.
sicians recommend and prescribe it; and no person
who once ses this, will voluntarily return to the use
of any other catharuc.
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and i:

localities;

many

or excites the nervous system.

of decay at the roots.

arte

has long attended its use in

the organs free from irritation, and never
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Mild, Certain, Safe, Efficient. It ir tar the best
Cathartic remedy yet discovered, and at once relieves
and invigorates all the vital functions without cause
ing injury te any of them. The most com lete success

is now offered to the genersl public with the convie
tion that it can never fail to accomplish all that is
claimed for it. It produces little or vo pain; leaves

18 & certain indication
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HARD AND TOUGH METAL,

Fn,

OF

Business

work on, and a copy of The
Pcorl.’s Literary Companion
one of the largest ond best f:mily newspapers rublished—all
wntfree by meil. Reade, if yeu wont permanent, p
Vork, address E. C. ALLEN &'CO., Augusta, Maine.

ALWAYS NOTED FOR ITs

To Agents to sell the celebrated WILSON SEWING
The best machine in the world. Stitch
MACHINES.
alike on both sides. ONE MACHINE WITHOUT MONEY.
For further particulars address THE WILSON SEW.
ING MACHINE CO., No. 656 Washington
street,
Boston, Mass,
1y48
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Manufactured
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Dr. Howe refers to Rev. Bishop James and Harper &.
Brothers, New York. Can be had of principal Druggists.
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OOMMENOED IN 1817.

$2000 A YEAR AND EXPENSES

GENTS

amateur

as we can

8.3

or 176 Broadway, New ) ork,

For Incipfent Consumption,
Narrow Chest, use DR. J. M. Howr’s INHALING
TUBE for common air, the best of »11 remedies. Send
three cent stamp for + ircular. 10.227 Grand st., N. XY.

First Letter Foundry in New England.
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JOY, COE & CO0., Publishers’ Agents, Tribune
Buildings, New York, Brown’s Iron Building, Phila
are authorized to eontract for advertising
delphia,

$1,000 Life Insnrances, Grand Pianos,
Sewing Machines, &c.,
and lists free. Send a Dol;
mong the premiums. Snecimgns
ND, Publisher, New York.
Machines,
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Post Office

best instrument that can be made.—Congregationalist.
Circulars sent by mail. Address
W. H. GERRISH,
1790 Washington Street, Boston.
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. & G. G. HOOK.
*++For years the General Agent of Mason & Hamlin,

LIVONIA Goss died in Gilford, Nov. 6, aged 17

approaching

she said, “| four not to die, but dread the pang«
of death.” ‘The weary pilgrim was not permitted
to suffer any pangs.
Some six hours before she

of

an accomplished

years.
Tnesubject of this notice was a very amiable and beautiful young lady. During the last
three months her sufferings have been intense,
and week after week she faded like the summer
rose before the autumnal blasts. Her desire to
live was strong at first; but at last she surrendered all to Christ, and never have [ seen a more
perfect reconciliation to the will of God than she
manifested.
Beloved not only by parents and
sisters, but by all who knew her, her death is
keenly felr, and many joir the afflicted family in
their sorrow at this bereavement,
cou.

SOLE

send us

Very respesiully yours,

Having enjoy-

BIBLES.

Remittances

your artistic voicing, are a sure guaranty of a successful nusiness, which your enterpri<e and ability
justly merit, and which we heartily desire for you.

ed usual health until about two weeks before her
death, disease came and bore her away before
some of her neighbors were aware of her sickness. She was a memberof our Sabbath school,
had always manifested a deep interest in religion
had expressed a desire to become a Christian,
and no doubt was a praying girl. The evening
before her death, I visited her, and at her request prayed with her twice. That evening, she
sung distinctly two or three verses of the hymn,
“ [n the Christian’s home in glory, there remains
a land of rest.”
In this affliction may her sorrowing parents go to him wno has said,‘ [ will
sustain you.”
CoM.

OXFORD

them

pronounce

and

ble character

illustration of the

existence.

Sabbath School

ones, can

tions may be sent either in Drafts on New

they are constructed. the thorough. faithful and dura-

in Gilford,

death

and

old

their orders which will be immediately filled with
our own publications, or will be filled with the
books of other publishers,and will be furnished to
Sabbath schools in Libraries, at wholesale prices.
Address,
L. R. BURLINGAME,
:
Dover, N. H.'

ropean or American instruments of the class we have
ever heard. Tne scientitic principles upon which

L. HUTCHINS.

ELLEN Horr died

young ladv,

cordially

n
sesvesl, 25

express our ungnalified opinion of the suet ior excellence of the Cabinet Organs you manufacture,
We
have had frequent opportunities for examining their

the hope that their loss is his infinite gain affirds
Nov.

Parties designing to get new

BOSTON, July 6, 1868.

W. H. GFRRISH :
| Dear Sir: We most

Series.

eeeesecccssccosscaceee

The voicing

Iam truly yours,
HENRY WARD BEECHER.

prayers were offered that he might become reconciled to God.
Prayer was answered and he
sought und found the Saviour.
In his last hours
he was peaceful and
happy.
His parents, a
ister, snd brother feel severely afflicted : but
them comfort.

Days

Bronchitis, Asthma

is excelient, and the general effect is murical.
I can
safely commend it to all who desire a good instrument

before

and

Bright

Libraries, or to replenish

My Dear dir: At the request of Rev. Mr. McKay, T
have examined the ir strument which he obtained of
you, and I take pleasure in testifying to its excellent
qualities
It is well made; sub-tantial, and o! good
appearance.
1ts reeds are clear and pure, and quite
fr. € fiom both the huskiness and tne ghrillness which

Rebecca

weeks

Heaven, eceeceecscscssssssssscascs 40

each; on the 76 cents books, 8 cents each.

N. Y., Nov. 13, 1869.

W, H. GFRRISH :

Services by the writer,
H. I’. MANSUR.

W.; son

Boy’s

The 1ollowing testimonials are amply sufficient to in-

trust in
nor for-

Series.

Postage on the dollar-and-a-half books, 16 cents
each; on the dollar-and-a-quarter books, 16 cents

Stem Engines,

dicate their exoollence :
BROOKLYN,

Child’s

Pompeii and Herculaneum,eeeeseescocess1,25

HE GERRISH CABINET ORGANS,
These
instruments are strictly first class in every detail
of material and workmanship, and are offered at as
low prices as such a quality of work can he afforded.

PREBLE.

70

Sunny Skiesyeescssescccssessccsacesilibos.1,2

This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world;
he only true and perfect Dye; harmless, reliable, instantaneous ; no disappointment; no ridiculous tints
emedies the ill effects of bad dyes; invigorates and
leaves the Hair soft and a beautiful black or brown.—
and properly
old by all Druggists and Perfumers
applied at Batchelor’'s Wig~Factory, No, 16 Bond
172
street, Wew York.

These justly celebrated editions of the BIBLE have

the

dive;

LN.

3

Series.

Bright Day

Shafting, Turning Lathes,
Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of
every description, Mill Work, all kinds of Saw Mil}
Machinery, (both circular and upright.) Iron
and Brass Castings, Gasometers and
Si
Gas Works,
(ch. to Sep. 12, %9)
tl
BATCHELOR’S
HAIR DX x6.

he died.
Prior to thattim+ he was very unreeonciled to his sickness, which was long and distressing.
Much anxiety was felt by his friengs,

“Particular Notice! Persons wishing obituaries published the Morning Star, who do not
patronize ii, must accompany them with cash
aqual to five cen's a line, to insure an insertion.
Brevity is specially important.
Not more than a
angle square can well be atforded to. any single
obituary.
Verses are inadmissible.

ou'side of all the lines of wave to that and.

somely furnished, where

just

embrace

@® bitmaries.

vhs geows

just as

rises, aad

recently,

James

bystander. ¢ On, ish dat all ? said our
friend, in disappointment, ‘‘ish dat ali?
shust a wan kilt? Humph! I thought it
vasha fight.”

val of heaving calm ; or to loll backward on
‘the swell

night

matter?”

is safety below; to
the air, and find thar

with

Funeral

Day

1.00

Jamie and Jeannie,..

AND

Wade, died of consumption, at his futhe@3 resis
dence in Farmington, Me., Oct, 13th nggd 26 years
and 4 months,
‘I'ne subjecr of this notice did not

happy after they die ?” A good big slice
of bread and butter was the answer.
“ Vat's do matter?”
exclaimed an old
Datchman as he tucked up his apron and
ran out of his shop to know the meaning of
a crowd in his neighborhood.
* Vat's de

great ocean grasps your body snd your
limhs ; thea to swim boldly oui throuzh the
successive rollers, diving through each,

T

growing skeptical, and complain that the
gates of the Roman heaven. open too often
at the clinking of gold. The theological
change in lialy during the past ten years.is
yery remarkable. Implicit faith and blind
submission is no longer received by the
people. They have begun to reason, and
the vast Vatican dwindles before logic.

forward,

were

are little cLildren,

ity is on the wane with the Italians, who are

church.
Pio looks

sake his children.

didn’t wish to ask directly for something
more to eat, pat ic in this way: *‘ Mother,

might never begin, toa whole wish thatic
m'gnt never end. To plunge headioremost into the boiling surge, knowing that,
while the surface-water would beat your

breath away,
there
come up puting into

home.”

Rainy

eecvsesssnaess

The Christ Child,scecesscsescsscscssacoas JT.
Good Little Mittie,eeesee
sasssse oi
Making Something,..
oo am

STATIONARY

Portable

ceoooeee

Jrs.

for Print Works ; Lap Welded
Boiler Tubes ; Quinn’s
Patent Expansion Ferules
for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks ;

Some years after. un-

and sisters, leading them to pat
him, who has promi<ed never to

as

-your imaginal and you pass through the
phases of tremor and of thrill, relusisnce
and absorption, from a halt-wish that it

fellow, thouzh his short, celestial nose gives

going

by the writer.

When

fore-

et compressed between the chin and

me, for [ am

« William, thee knows I never call anvbody names; but, Wiliam, it the Mayor o!

a

my be found in the rock-bathing off Cap--;
Aon, fordostance. The strife is 10 this respect, above all, like a battle, that it atfects

He h4s a course face, which would be hard
but for its sensual lines. ltis broad, and

ia, Gud.

said of him, ** He died at his post.” Funeral services by the writer.
:
IsaAC N. Cuase died in Litchfield, Me., of
consumption, Nov. 14th, aged 22 years. He experienced a change of heart some eight months’
before bis death.
His faith and confidence in
God. and hisdevotedness to the cause that he
professed to love, gave good evidence to all that
knew him thathe was a child of God.
On his
death-bed he would often say. ** Weep not for

An Irishman went to live in Scotland for

royalty, it is said by those who claim to of boyhood are an absolute injury. But
know. He is a physical being, who likes with moderation, there comes undoubtedly
open air, s'reams, mountains, forests; and an invigorating as well as puritying inot has no sentimental associations with fluence from swimming. It is, however,
Rasure. He is neither poetic nor fastidious, thé refreshment and renewal which are
not at all an [talian in feeling or tempera- worth most. Thoreau says that it was
ment. If he had more intellect and culture, written upon the bath-tab of King Tchingbe would be a voluptuary. As it is, he is thang, ‘*R:new thyself completely each
the amipode of a spiritualist. He is more day;do it again, and again, and forever
like un old German baron of the past cen- again.” It was a regal motto.
And most assuredly swimming is a tonic
tury than a king of the [rasan day. Give
to the mind. There is nothing which symhim a boar to hunt, and he whistles away
the cares of state; a rustic feast to sit at, holizes tne contests and the triumphs of life
and he drowns unpleasant memories in like wrestling with a heavy surf. ltis our
only sham-fight worth mentioning. Ido
draugnts of Lachryms Caristi.
No oie would suspect the careless and not mean the lazy surf-swimming of level
{oly Victor of being an Italian or a king. beaches, where your feet may atany m)ois more Teutonic than Tuscan, and in ‘ment drop and touch the sands; but [ mean
semblance

trusting

OF

Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubular, Flue and Cylinder Boilers ; Barlow’s
: Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes

der the labors of Eider Manson, she felt thatshe
was not a Baptist, but a ¥, W. Baptist, and united with us.
She leaves an aged companion and
a large family of children to mourn their loss.
May they remember him who has said, “ M

a shore time, but
didu’s like the country.
¢ [ was sick all the time 1 was there,” said
he; *¢and if I bad lived there tili this time,
I'd been dead a year ago!”
j

I am now

satistied that the immoderately

his

happy,

with the Baptist church.

middle.”

Certainly its

effects are the other way.

died

Hackett,

A Rainy Day at 8choolyeececcoccscccsene
Birth Day Present,ecccceee.s

7 Gas Fittings of all kinds ; Brass and Iror Valves;

died in Gilfordy Nov. 18,

SARAH WIGGIN died in Laconia, aged 78 years.
Sister W. was baptized by Elder Nicolas Folsom
then the only minister in Meredith, and united

+» Joshuy, [ want thee to fiid m3 the biggost ligr in all Pailadelphia,’ 1 would come
camping out in the woods, I have found
that a single dip in the morning was all “to thee and put my band on thy shoulder,
*¢ William, the Mayor
that I could afford, before a day’s exertion. and say to thee,
i
Let any boat's crew stop half-way and take wants to see thee.’”
a bath, and they will fiad their time seriousA little five-year old, who was hungry
immediate

Josetal be tragic, bis success must alwavs

for

in

She

Sabrina

N, H.

MANUFACTURERS

Series.

© Aunt Mattie ceecceeacsorccssececesscencsdl,bl

Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe ; Steam and

OM.

f
a young

¢ When

can't buy one, let him parc

I have sometimes doubed whether bath-

day,

SOUTH NEW-MARKET,

are now ready for sale

aveseres THO
Andy Luttrell,...
eseseancessl.
Shining Hours.ee..
Master and Pupil,.
sess eenssvasdl
Muy Belleseeessessscrcasesnnccnastaboses]
50

SWAMSCOCOT
Machine Company,
AMOS PAUL,. . AGENT,

aged BL years,
Muny years ago she professed
Christ as her Saviour, and was baptized by Abel

man ain't good for anything else, I like to
see hun carry a gold-hraded cane.
If he

such

Wilson says of the Pelew-[slind-rs, that
they showed a peculiar dislike to this contact of the drops, and always jumped overbord when a shower cams on.

nations of the earth. Common mortals d»
Be his end
not -produce such results.

not care much

of the whole

boys

washingof the waves.
It is like the successive appliances of x Turkish bath. Yet,

the ruler of one of the greatest

Heo does

makes

after, and got killed.”
Josh Billings says:

special delight in bathing in the rain.
The
rain-drops titillate so sotily, they make a
delicious alternation with the more ample

ability.

adventurer

which

FosTER

Books

Prize

GREENLEAF MADDox died in Newfield. Nov.
¢¢ T donc believe it's any use, this vaccina- | 11th,
aged 13 years und 10 months. May this sad
tion,” said a Yankee* *‘I had a child vac- affliction be sanctified to the spiritual good of the
cinated. and he tell out of a window a week sorrowing parents, and the remaining brothers

briet pulity

surface,

Many declare the Emperor has not a
drop o' Napoleonic blood in his veins; that
his real ta'her was a Dutch admiral.
Be
this us it may, the time has long past since
the public woadered whether he was a gen
Hiscareer ontdoesromance;
fus oratool.
excels the extravagance of poetry. The
merest

this

of passing

for a stupid and sluggish man, rather below

and the next

and

seems'o make every moment
existence more intense.
:

his is the best brain in Europe,

than above the average

touch,

lishment, These
and delivery, -

R. KE. CORNWALL.

ABIGATL

TO

Superintendents.

Catalogue of New Sunday School Books just

son of Lorenzo and Ruth Norton,
River, Me., Oct. 8, aged 16 mooths
Afrerafew days of suffering. the
wrapped him in his mantle sud his
the. cotnpuny which no man can
L. NORTON.

i

8.

published by the Freewill Baptist Printing Estabe

CaLeB. MATHEWS died in Gerry, Nov. 17th,
aged 82 years:
He became a Christian in early
life, and accomplished mach good while he lived.
He was ever waiting for the change, 80
that death, when it finally ¢ame, did not tiad him
unprepared.
May God impress the lesson of his
life on all surviving
acquaintances, and lead
them to the rest on which he has entered. -

perspiration, and produces a pleasant mo© has earned the right to be :for he believed
mentary irratation of the nervous system.
——
Gs.
in his destiny—in himself—when the world
laughed at his failure and ridicaled what it |£3 Perhaps there is no childish enjoyment
declared to be his folly.
which remains so fresh into maturer years
Odds and Ends.
The Emperor looks very different from as that of swimming. - There is a physical
—
his pictures,
though the features and felicity in the mere nakedness; oan it retain
marked characteristics are the same.
He such a zest, -I wonder, for savages who
What is the differance between a soldier
has no resemblance to the First: Napoleon ; never wore more than a rag of clothing in
he dues nos appear like a Frenchman either their lives? The spreading of seven mil- and a fashionable lady? One faces the
in face oc in figure. His face is very heavy lion pores to the soft caresses of air and powder, and the other powders the face.

tion in it. Even the eye, that window of
the. soul, i+ dull-=betrays no thought, no
feeling. The entire expression of the whole

AND

S.

~ A certain chord produces on my own
sense of hearing the same effect as the
Com.
heliotrope on my sense of smelling and the grace is sufficient for thee.”
pine apple on my sense of taste. Rachels
‘ELIJAH NICKERSON, of Litchtield, Me., died
voice delighted the ear by its ring before at the Soldiers’ Home near Augusta, Sept. 18.
subject of this notice experienced religion
one had time to seize what was said or The
18 years ago.
He leaves a wife and two
appreciate the purity of her diction. We some
children with other relatives to mourn.
In this
may affirm, then, that musical sound, nereavement, the church has lost one of its most
rhythmical or not, agitates
the whole faithful members. We miss him in every dephysical frame, quickens the pulse, incites partment of labor in the church. [It may well be

Some day she will awake

the British. lion with a growl; for she will
have a strong hand upon India, and with
the other will challenge the drowsy beast to

not.

Dr. Bertier

the harp are voluptuous. ' The flute played
softly in the middle
register calms. the
nerves. The low notes of the piano frighten children. I once had a’ dog who would
generally sleep on hearing music, but the
moment I played on the minor key he barked piteously. The dog of a celebrated
singer whom I knew would moan bisterly
and give signs of violent suffering the moment his mistress chanted a chromatic

strength,of his possessions—his mind fixed
on a future he is struggling to realiz-.
France does not

base.

the minor

The celeorated

sound.of the bassoon

the loss of Sebastapol broke his father’s
heart. he Bins resolved to revenge it. He is

they

are

bave

their

asserts that the sound of a drum gives him
the colic.” Certain medicsl men itate that
the sownd of h trumpet quickened the pul-e
aiid juduced a slight perspiration.” The

of

that of a reticent, crafty, tactful, self-willed,
persevering monarch,
He venerates the
memory of his stout-souled sire, and has
taken him for a model.
Remembering that

reason to be-

Frenchmen

absence

to

cataleptic erisis, by - playing on

his imperious father.
What he really is, he
has hardly yet thown.
His reputation is

ove Eugenie; they
sympathize with the
f the Prince did not sucPrince Imperial,
ceed his futher at once, the Empress would
be appointed regent, and the political situa:
tion would remain unchanged. Sothe seers
read the sigus, and itis generally believed
they read aright. Louis
Napoleon is a suPrete

‘Itis strong, but it shows

ter he might very naturally

Na-

They like Napoleon;

with a dash

feeling and capacity
for cruel'y—a charac-

lieve the army is for the legitimate succession. The million of disciplined soldiers now
in France are in favor of the present form of

goyerhiment,

On the contrary, he is German
ing.

poleonic dynasty. If he could feel sure his
son und his son's sons would wear the
purple, death would have few terrors.
If Napoleon were to die to-morrow, there
is linle probability that there would be a
revolution. That would depend wholly upon
the nrmy, and

the Russias,

to the body shocks

-

of Tivoli falls. In Switzerland it excited,
at will, in a poor child afflicted with a
frightful nervous malady, hysterical and

of the Hebrew features. He hes a command:
ing presence; but his face is not'prépussess-

He is very anxicus to live;

for his yreatest desire is to secure

of all

Rk

members

TO PASTORS OF CHURCHES

A.D, SMITH,

JubITH, wife of Joseph Tibbets, died in New
Durham, Oct. 29ch aged 71 years, She triumph-

In Churches the flame of a candle oscillates
to the quakeof the organ. A powerful orchestra near a sheet of water ruffles the
surface. A learned traveler speaks of a
ball which swings to and fro to the sound

has nothing Sclavonic in his appuarance:

failing for years. Every body in Paris
knows it; and -yet the Moniteur and the
creatures of the Court would have it believed
that the Emperor is a Hurcules in vigor.
He may reach seventy-five; I should not bey]
surpfised it be did, for he takes excellent

care of himself.

the Czar

—Oy C—

Music communicates

bus, i’ reports may be believed, the only large, well-formed, ruddy-complexioned,
thing that bas for years deferred his funeral blue-eyed, light-baired, partially bald, very
is that he has had so many diseases he has fond of beer, and extremely domestic in his
been unable to determine which one to die disposition. If he had not been ‘the heir
of. *No doubt his heaith is at this moment: ‘apparent, he would have made an excellent
Bowewhat precarious; but ailing men, like corporal in any of his infantry regiments.
‘nearly sixty-tive, and his constitution was
broken by the excesses of his youth before

LS

away from earth.

death might make arevolution.

\

ness of heart, he won the friendship of all who
knew him.
Although he never made a public
profession of religion, for weeks before his death,
he longed for the change to come.
Among the
falling leaves of autumn he p
peacefully

legacy will you leave to your children?

=

- Jberfiseemnts,

general amiableness of his disposition and kind-

your head

is under the willows. So, too, will they remember a harsh and angry tone. Which

n

$2.50to $3.50 per week.

Tuition

from

$50)

to $6.00

D. 8, FROST, Chairnas of Trustees,
per term,
Bus
Waterbury Center, Vt,, Nov. 19, 18,8,
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sales of gold Shall ‘be omittedo
Friday of the present week. On

== R= “CONGRESSIONAL.

Wirsday and
Friday -the

iSenatg, (Me rCa Mpenter

perfecting the reconstruction” of Georgia. Mr.
Corbett, -idgtroduced a:bill ‘authorizing theSecre-

A party of about one hundred anarzuding’Indians were [oyertaken and desewteéd, having Jost

: wd rim the

hs

front'the

judiciary committee

reported

Inte

ties at par, or sold

for

cash

portation of laborers

or abroad.

some

coutractof service

body.

for a term of years.
Mr. Carpenter introduced
8 bill'autherizing the President to accept the

resigrations of judges ofthe

Supreme Court in-

capacitated for duty. Mr. Carpenter offered a
- resolutiqn
dfscountenancing the release of the
* Spanish gunboats, if intended for service against
the Caban insurgents.
Mr. Trumbull reported
from the judiciary committee his own bill prohibiting recommendations to office by Gongress,

amendments

increasing

its

scope

and

stringency. Mr. Drake read a long argumenton his bill taking from United States courts juris-

diction over the political legislation of Congress.

affairs to ‘which

they

gives token of the

wil-

for the

country.

No less than

George

Pea-

The Duke of Saldan is in

armed

revolt,

:

sy

A cab-

8%

Suez

8

reconstruction. The committee on banking and
curréncy ‘was instructed to discover if possible
the secrets of the September gold panic. Two

for

The “census bill was
a vote.

discussed without

3

and Vice-Admiral Porter and
Secretary-of-State Hunter are
in the case.

On Tuesday, in the Senate, nothing was secomplished in the way of legislation beyond the
passage of a resolution instructing the ‘committee
on finance to inquire into the expediency of reducing the penalties for violating the internal

announced the

revenue law. : Senator. Morrill

:

steps

taken

In the House of Representatives number of bills
were reported and a few petitions offered. There
- was some discussion of the census committee’s
bill, which was amended by rejecting the section
regarding the next apportionment of Representatives. ‘Eulogies on the late Senator Fessenden
were pronounced by Messrs. Lynch, Dawes and
others.

to cele-

.

will, by: the

there was along

to the

dictign‘of the Supreme ‘Court.

ed

appellate juris-

customs

Department, * In the Hotse'of RepreJenckes

regarding statisticsof manu-

- was

in the Senate;

the

morning

important,of which

was

one ,of

bill

concerning

international

According

artificial

Saturday.
MISCELLANEOUS.

the 22d inst. to
,

wide

Cali-

fornia, on the 9h instant.
Judge Orth ‘of Indiana has been ¢lected chairs |
man of thé House committee on foreign affairs.

The”
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It is not believed

that

measure.
‘The President once
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so
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be.

John Bunyan and Dr.

same cemetery,
| which has been recently improved and beautified
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of either
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a perpendicular, eurrent of air
the room

between

the

glass in thé ‘upper
and lower sashes and their
respective,

bars

or élse the current

will

pas

outwards in the reverse direction,in’ a manner
by which all. inconvenience from draught will be
‘avoided.
:
Supposing that two or more windows at opposite sides of a room are fitted in this manner,

Greenhouse-and Window Plants,
Vasa

4

00d

cannot be kept av the same

temperatury diy’ add

Aowrlr THe
#0

by ek-

endowed

with

that cotton fabrics

have been treated. with 4 $blition’ of tadiiofit
the kame manne 48 Bids are. in. the salPi ire
of leather, aod that the

cotton” thereby

aérufres

greatex strength, and beter resists moisture and
disintegrating effects.

The

Cosmos does not un-

Lk

or

EL

J

shred

accuston

WIL

fiot be long

- Ex-Seotetary Stanton 1s to be nominated
to the fn detecting
and making known a’ new virtue in

Suprema
Court in place of Judge Grier.

their fayorite solution.

rime...

Pic

com.extras. .p Fh

5.75. |

medium do. 6

adopted the hint, and sowed his second field thus at a
cost of$1 for tar and lime. From this field he threshed 5 bushels more per acre of good wheat than from
the first, and sold it for $62.50.
That hint certainly
paid a clear profit of $61.50....Another Farmer
!
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supplied his boys with some
their busines, ata cost of
read and thought about their
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GOLD AND
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§

ber. And how can it be otherwise? - Half a dozen
intelligent, practical people are all the while busy
hunting up and condensing into its columns ull the

..15 @,.

reliable, practical, usetul
#ibly gather, Thousands

STOCKS.

CAMBRIDGE, MASS,
~The requisites for admission

te Har.

-

Lists of the public and private schools from which
young men have entered ithe College during the last
three years will be sent on démund. The average age

of students at entrance
The examinations for
June 30 and September
INSTRUCTION is given

is 13,
adm ission begin this year on
8; eachoccupying three days.
1m the undergraduate depart.-

ment by rently Professors

and: thuteen

tutors

and

instructors.
Fr om the beginning of the s:.cond year
each student chooses his own studies in tire main.
' REXGIOUS OBSERVANCES. —~Undeérgreduates must

atten daily prayers in the College Chapel. They way

A838 Bundays with théie families, or with families
Adesignated by their parents.
Those whe do not thus
pass Sundays, with families mus. attend waplio Wor
ship at least once ou Sunday, the placeof wors

being selected by the student or filhit parents, ' The
‘College provides seats for its students 1n all the neighboring Cambridge ehnrehes, inchding’ churches of
t ¢ following denominations, —Rom#n’ Catholle, Or
thodox' Congregationaliss,: Baptist, Methodist," and

ufist

ven ‘4nd lent to pd ilein students. There
es; gFeventy soho axships wish a total dis

place, may, be brought tothe Vy 1 they have
RS: 19M

day.
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¢he

“. Water. Plants stiffer more from’ ‘over-watering than from dryness ds a general thing. Each
when a plant needs watering.

Givehouse plants

every now and then.

This

« Dust,
window

‘which 1s one of the greatest enemies of
gardening. Plants with large, smooth,

and thick leaves, like. Camellias, Ivy,ete., can
have the leaves cleaned by metins of a damp
{eloth or sponge. This operation will help reove
.
4
“¥Insects, which will often get upon house plants
inspite of the best care, The green fly, or aphis,

is readily - disposed of by tobacco smoke, sid the:

!
A

eT
10
ft

3
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AGENTS WANTED.
The ©“ EXCELSE
OR MAGAZINE,” for Jan. 1870, a * Relig:
dionsy Literavy Jonrnal,” sent GRATIS

everybody. Splendid terme to agents with all partie.
ulars. C. L,
Vai Allen, 171 Broadway, N. Y,

.
ore New York IIORTICULTURIST gays {he above of
She
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the leading agricultural newspaper of New England.
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John Then: Ertershen,

Glarus, Gen Co. Wis,

"$1000 IN THRER MONTHS,
Sample that vetail for one dollar, With tll particulars for "10° cénte,
Locos J. Hammond, 1Yol Iduy Cove, West Vii.
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‘Semi-Weekly Tribune,
and FRID \Y, and
ing printed twice a Wevk, we oan, of course, print bealt

that appears in our woekly edition, iveluiting every.
thing on the snvject of Ag iculture, and can add
meh
Intéresting "and valuable “matter
for which
there is not sufMuient room jn THE WERKLY TRIB:

UNE.
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TRIBUN®

in the course of g year, THREE

also gives,

or FOUR of the

BEST AND LATEST POPULAR NOVELS,
by ving authors, The cost of these alone, if bought
in book form, would "be from: six to eight dollars—

Thousand columns of the very best reading matter,’
.

Nowhere else ban

80 mach
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permanent literary matter be
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New Edition.
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longed sleep is not preceded bythe state of excite-

Georgia came up and was debated during the

the bth prox.

@..

Medium 4-4...13 @ 14

a

were noticedih ‘these cases. Besides; this pro-- the sash be DoW raised, and let the slip of wood

After-

sweet....00

PortRicoi..v..00

Print Cloths.. 7% @ 8
Cotton Flannels 15 @ 30

Ventilation,

lasted 9 hours. Inthe case of a lunatic, a dose
of one and a third grains produced slegp ford
hours; and in d4'casé of melancholia ‘three anda
half grains produced 16 hours sleep.
None of
the after effects which follow other anzsthetics.

~ment which occurs when. ¢hloroform.

|

+=

oMuscovadods @-.
Cientuegos.....00 @

81 @ss 82

St. Domingo...,18

Drills, brown....18

ces, producing with some modification, the effect impossible to. keep. the window open. The
of chioroform. A half'a grain of the hydrate was present plan is applieable in all kinds of weaththe ventitatton could
given .to ‘arabbit, asd produced
a sleep which «er, and-would-be-perfectif

wards the bill for ‘perfecting reconstruction in

Congress will adjourn from

to exercise .muterial.jinfluence|

Germically, it ‘breaks up into: theseitwo substah-

Senator

cables.

Javasieearais

1
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PRICES.
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alkaline, and if chloral be introduced into the
circulation, either “through the stomach or hypo-

Wilsoti” for reducing the army, and in debatinga
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In cold weather

Maine Farmer.”

placed in donnettion:
with "alkulies bredks:up in

hour
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[13'@.: '16 Cuba, thfteceiee.s Ge

sven. 7 00

Cotton

although,

kicks his cows; is more-of a brute than

to formic a¢id afd chlordform. | Now the hlodd is,

spent in thé thtroduction 6f mew bills, the

most

extra feed,

beats and overloads

The College Courdnt describes “the anxsthetic action of chloral, a substance which: when

facturing, was passed and sent to the Senate.
A
bill relating to the apportionment of Reépresentatives in the next Congress was introduced.
In
committee of the whole Mr. Mungen, an uninfluential ,democrat from Ohio, read a prepared
speech in favor-of repudiating: payment: of all
United Statés bunds, the * doctrinés of which all
the prominent democrats in the House made
haste to disavow. The upshot was the passage,
with but jone dissenting voice, of a resojution
condemning in strong terms the advocacy of repudiation in any shape or degree.
On Friday,

stock;

have uof yet come under the notiee of the hu. | .. Ventilation on a cheap
| ad by Good Heallh.
man race. °
:

in the

sentatives the census hill was taken up, and after,
reconsidering
‘and rejecting
the amendment

of Mr.

farm
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y., AQLASSKS.

Cannelss
yo». 1800 @22:00:

Pictols

beginning of next year, bave extend

enough
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DOMESTICS.
Sheetings and Sidhe.

is often enough

allowance of hay, for it can be made

upon the earth, and then it is said we may expect that phenomena will be observable such as

A bill was ‘intro

providing for a bureau-of

far
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.

2, 22, 186¢69
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Markets.

Citron. .veverses 35 oe 36
diminishes. Bat wich alittle extra pains, which
Af.PeaNuts..1 40 @ 1 65
will be more than made up by the extra flow
Figs, commoni2}y @ . 30
tleme..
....lb@
{
of milk obtained, this can be done. Good hay,
Lemons, ¥bx 550 @
plenty of water, and a small quantity daily of Oranges......0 00 @
Raising—
provender, will be found to pay well.
Oil cake
Blue¥ cask. .. @ .
meal can now be purchased at $4 per hundred,
Bunch, ¥ box.. @ . .
Layer ...... 000 @g415
and we are
confident the expenditure of a
.
few dollars laid out in this, for milch cows,
Corn, ¥ 56 bs
would be a good investment,
:
| Southernyel 105 @ 1 i0
Westernmx’d1 10 @ 1 14
V. No farmer should attempt to winter a Yellow ..... 114 @118
Wheat,west'rnl 35 @ 1 65
stock of cattle whe has nota good supply of wa.
Ry@sraeeienns.l 15 8 1 20
ter. Stock of all kinds can get along-on a smal
Barley........110 @ 1 15

assert is in 4 ‘Highly agitated state. It is also
asserted by them that the body of magnetic light
mow, shooting from the, sun in every .direélion

On. Thursday, in the Senate,

. Trea$ury

The coms

i

debate
‘on the bill relating

0001

Shorts ¥ ton.23 50 g24 OU
other form; but nothing can take the place of Fine Feed...28
00 g31 00
Middlings
water.
«..32 00 @35 00
1Itis needed for the very sustenance of
HAY.
life, and they ‘cannot be denied it, or put off with
Bale hay, ¥ ton
half enough.
See to it that, by same means, evCountry Hay,
¥ 20001bsc,16 00 827 30
ry animal in your: barns and yards has as 'mueh
Straw,1001s..1 25 @ 1 33
Joke
idation of" that part of an iron ship exposed to" water, daily, as it will drink.
HIDES AND SKINS.
;
VI. More than allthis, and not; less impor- |: Calcutta Cow,
water might be prevented by coating such surSlaughter
20 @ 20%;
tant, every animal has still bigher claims upon: Green Salt.
fae With an alloy of lead and antimony, and
% &.: 20
man who'has dominion over it. Food and drink B Ayres, dry...29 §.. 30
by placing ‘an alkaline compound in the bilge
water within the vessel.
are necessary, and mist be provided for the. Rio Grande...28%; @.. 29
Western,
dry. ..20:@ . 22
2wants of those who give so much in retarn—but ,;d0, wet......,11 @.
The . scientific men, atfribute the late severe
Goat Skins,
every.
creature
has
also
demands
for kindness:
summer and autémn weather, the storms, floods
Matlras...
.i65°'@ 75, .
The man Who : Patnag..j4. 40 @.50
and earthquakes that have prevailed in" various” snd affection ‘apon “his keeper.
a
feeds his cafule butat the same time abuses and
places, to the influence of the sun, which they

pasiedin nearly

‘necessary.
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For the weék ending, Dec. 15, 1869.

Ordinary.....".

‘generally the case that in winter the yield of milk

The number of words contained in the press
dispatches delivered to the difigrent journalsin
On Wednesday, in the Senate, the subject of the United States during the past year, by all
our duties toward the insurrectionary party in |
the lines, is estimated at 400,500,000, and the
Cuba was called up. Mr. Carpenter opened by
amount-of tolls upon this class of custom in the
calling up his resolution setting forth that the
same year was $1,000,000. ©
Spanish gunboats ought not to be allowed to
Prof. Oalvert has recently made experiments on
elaboan
by
it
leave New York, and supporting
iron rust, and expresses the opinion that the ox-

fipator,

TOY

‘BOSTON

‘their hay, don’t eat it up |

greater amount of foottis needed to keep up the
nécCessary animal heat, and where but a sufficient
amount is given for this purpose how ‘can an
increase of milk be expected? Indeed, itis more

brate in grand style the centennial anniversary
of Beethoven next year in New Yark..
A Coli
seum is to be erected for the special purpose of
holding the exercises, and the profits of the entertainment are to be devoted to the erection in
that city of a great music hall, to be both an
architectural ornament and a means of artistic
education.
The details of the: muxieal Jubilee
are not made public,if they have been decided
upon.

‘and the remaindeath of' Senator Fessenden,
der of the day’s session was given up te pronouncing eulogies on the deceased statesman.

all kinds.of

extra care and

Abel

have been

ihe

“i

and litter the floor with orts that haye been left
in'the crib. At no other time should they be
removed.
1V.
Milch cows deniand and should receive

Second-Assistantto be called upon

Paragraphs.
Preliminary

Wor

and tie-ups ‘are well lighted. Nothingis more
unfavorable for the health and comfort of stock,
than to be confined all .day in& dark, unventilated tie-up: ‘When the csttle'are in the yard,
take the opportunity to ‘clean out the tie-up,

The investigation into the Paraguayan dificulty shows that there has been. trouble between
our navy and our diplomatic agents at that court,

taking

.

i

ua

and on moderate days only twice, especiallyto
sheep.
\}
s+d11. : In clear days give stock fullithrée hours’
sun in the open yard, and see’ that the stables

speech: has. hot'satisfied - the inde-

ble illusions of personal power.

in

3ipal

‘cold weather it may be .wellto feed four times,

or three southerners were relieved of disability in the speech only ‘the Veiled’ threads of'a‘very
to hold United States offices. The President's | insufficient programme of reformand the incura:

another reciprocity treaty with Canada was approved. Two or three not very important resolutions were adopted and many more laid over.

Stock
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T
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MOROPOLI13BE00 836 £0 | Nope rere 00 87 30

pendent journals of ‘Paris. The Deébats says the
reforms announced are'no doubt liberal, but are
small and incomplete.
The Temps can discover

declaration. concerning the umdesirableness of
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II. Feed regularly, and give a good meal at a PYintS.essssaes.12 @ 14
Pans Whi
time.
We know farmers who are in the habit of Santihg Stripes 16 @ i] {
i
assasewe
.
throwing a light sprinkling of hay before their Cottonades.....21 @ »
cattle and, horses, whenever ' they go into the
Denims ........16 @ . 30
Ginghams......l4 @ . 17
barn.
As a consequence they are almost always
Mouside Laines«. @ « 20 FrenchYellow 2%:
uneasy and always hungry. If lying down, when
Car epngs—
Varnishes .,..1 50
‘Lowell sup.3-ply @ 1 85 Putty..... i004
for any cause the farmer enters the barn for a
Extra super... @l1 87% Glue..iiviuasaild
@.
moment, up ‘they all jump ‘and begin to stretch
Superfine..... 81.12%
PETROLEUM.
:
i
Crude. eeesyae:19 .@.0 20
and bellow for something to eat. The stock of :
such a farmer is always poor and always hungry. Codilsh, large 6 09 @ 7 00 [Refined..iv.....46 @.. 87
The true: system of feeding isto féed regularly
Mackerel,
lge 13
y
APthA,
+ neseeri2 Boe
, .Shore......10 00°g26 50'{“~
PROVISIONS,
and uniformly. Three times a day

to quell an expected: -ipsurrection in IreThe trial of Oyerend, Gurney and others

Napojeon’s

4

| give them all they will eat, but no more.

drifts and fogs, M. de Lesseps says it can be
completed without interfering with navigation.
A letter from Rome says that Bishops MeClosky of Néw York, and Spalding of Baltimore; are

by China.
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oe

animals the faults the farmer himself is guilty of.
Be saving of the fodder. Do not stint the stock;

has been begun at Londoni Thetreaty made by
Mr. Burlingame with England has been ratitied

three

different formul® for admitting Virginia to represeritation were presented and with a double
appropriateness referred to the committee on

:

out the best;—but it is unjust to charge to dumb

Canal is said to be subject to sand-

EN

STAR:

ri

clean, and leave orts, The fact is, it is the farmers themselves who waste it. The cattle are
not to blame, when twice the quantity of hay is
put before them that they need, if they do pick

Marshal Prim, before the Cortes, has denied
the charge that he intends a coup. d'état to make
the Duke of Genoa King and himself Regent.

The

ra

‘that their cattle waste

a

there is much political agitation.

inet crisis is. imminent,

tions
land.

lingness of the people’s representatives to do
something

Portugal

—

i

winter rests with the farmer.'
If he uses judg:
ment and care in feeding; his stock will come out
in the spring looking well, and on much less foder than if ne consideration had been used in
a
out the fodder. Farmers ‘often complain

land and about a ‘million dollars in” America.
The British gdvefnmeénti is making. pFepara-

have devoted the leisure of the. vacation, and our

report of the proceedings

‘on the .late

a

I. “Saving! That's the word. The. whole; SPerm...ciee.ee46 @.. 48
,s 22 @. «35
secret of success in the management of cattle in| ‘Adamunting,
~~
DAY;
;

hundred and fifty thousand pounds sterling to
his London charity. His property is reckoned
at about four hundred thousand pounds in Eng-

of Statesin the House enabled members to submit tothe commtry the pet schemes for bettering
of public:

enlogies

bin

cr

CANDLES:
Moulds...:...

_to be made American Cardinals.
Mr. Peabody’s will, iti§ said, bequeaths one

Mr. Edmunds opposed the bill. = In the House,
since it was the first Monday after the beginning
of the session
ghe opportunity afforded by the call

condition
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Victor “Hugo and Lonis Blanc’ have written

for five-twen-

at homie

under

first.
87s

two hundred
miles south of Fort Stanton,
New
3
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:
Mexico,

Mr. Wilson introduced" a bill prokibiting the im-
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fifteen killed, on the 18th of November, about

thirty. five years, bearing interest ata gradually

decreasing rate, to be exchanged
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tary,of the Treasury to issue. one. thousand millions of dollars of coupon registered bonds; to. run
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